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Abstract 
Neural computing systems are trained on the principle that if a network can compute then it 
will learn to compute. Multi-net neural computing systems are trained on the principle that if 
two or more networks compute, then the multi-net will learn to compute. In this thesis I will 
present a novel multi-net systems that can classify a set of objects using different sets of 
attributes of the objects: each set is used in the training of each unsupervised self-organised 
network and a Hebbian network simultaneously learns the association of the most highly 
active neurons in the constituent unsupetvised networks of the multi-net system. The 
performance of the multi-net system is compared with a single net system trained with a 
single complex vector. The comparison suggests that for certain tasks, particularly 
classification, the multi-net system has a better retrieval effectiveness than the monolithic 
single net system. Furthermore, we demonstrate the effectiveness of using conventional 
statistical clustering techniques, especially k-means and hierarchical clustering techniques, in 
clustering the output map of an unsupervised network. Such sequential clustering, that is first 
clustering using the output map of an unsupetvised network and then clustering the output 
map, facilitates in automatically clustering and in visualising the clusters that are othetwise 
implicit in the output map. One important use of our multi-net architecture is in using a 
partial query that activates some of the neurons in only one constituent unsupetvised network 
and the Hebbian link then activates new·ons in the other unsupetvised network. I have trained 
a multi-net systems and a single net system on a collection of images, and associated 
collateral texts describing the contents of the image. Different training regimens were used, 
by changing the topology of the unsupervised network, specifically Kohonen' s self-
organising feature map, and the nwnber of training cycles. Three testing regimens were 
developed for evaluating the performance of the multi-net system. The multi-net system can 
be used in the automatic annotation of images and the automatic illustration of keywords. 
The multi-net approach was also tried on a set of "real-world" images, images used in 
training of scene of crime officers: the initial results, especially the comparison between 
single net neural networks and the multi-net system suggest that the multi-net is a better 
classifier. Ow· approach is relevant to the needs of workers in the fields of multi-net 
community on the one hand and to needs of workers in multi-modal data fusion on the other. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
CHAPTER1 
1 Introduction 
Researchers state that human conm1unications are basically multimodal. There are usually 
two or more modalities active when something is described or presented. For instance 
television currently uses two modalities of infmn1ation: sound and vision. Continually 
advancing multimedia technologies represent new ground for research interactions; 
commtmication systems become more and more comprehensive by including more 
modalities such as text, images, video and audio. Indexing all such information becomes a 
nightmare considering the large amount of data that need to be stored in a database. Hence, 
more intelligent and effective indexing and searching techniques are required in order to 
cope with our need, both today and in the future. Classification of data, content-based 
indexing and retrieval, and combining modalities, are the main research areas that give 
solutions to these problems, and are analytically explored in this thesis. 
In modern neuroscience, much research is conducted these days in multimodality. 
Multimodality is the ability of independent areas in the brain such as speech and vision to 
interact with each other. There are also areas in the brain, hetero-modal areas, that are 
activated by two or more input modalities, converging the outputs of the unimodal areas and 
producing 'higher cognitive' behaviour. Work in neurobiology and neuropsychology 
suggests that areas within the brain get interconnected in addition to interconnections within 
an area. Some parts of the brain can be autonomous, but in order to produce certain 
behaviom·, the brain interconnects different parts together. The cognitive correlates of the 
multimodal brain is the ability to associate language with vision, language with nun1bers, or 
to become an expert on doing something better that the average brain. 
Recently artificial neural networks have proven to be the most attTactive candidates for 
intelligent multimodal processing. There has been an evolution from simple neurons to 
complicated multi-net systems in neural computing. But the main attribute of neural 
computing is its adaptive learning capability, its ability to deal with missing or complex data, 
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and its ability to deal with many modalities within a multi-net system. Hence it has been 
applied in many fields such as predictions, robotics, credit reference, games, and so forth. 
Exploring multi modality requires simulation of the way the biological brain works, or rather 
how we think it works. Several algorithmic methods have been suggested, such as 
probabilistic and statistical methods, in order to achieve a possible logical interpretation of 
the behaviour of a simulated experiment. Artificial intelligence has also been applied with 
methods such as machine learning, image analysis, and natural language retrieval but more 
importantly, neural computing methods have been developed where the main goal is to 
simulate a biological brain. 
Artificial neural networks are dependent on data knowledge, just like the biological brain. 
Understanding of the data is required beforehand, in order to form the knowledge base to 
function sufficiently. The neural networks are trained to learn. The learning process is what 
makes them different from common computer programs. A trained artificial neural network 
can generalise to solve a wide range of problems. Because neural networks are created based 
on the mechanics of the biological brain, it makes them ideal for simulating multimodal 
behaviour. One main concern when simulating the multimodal process with neural networks 
is the network architecture. If one neural network could represent a part of the brain, then 
how do we connect each individual neural network together? Will it make any difference if 
we had a very large neural network that would simulate all actions, or is it better to 
decompose the processing into several independent neural networks that are interconnected? 
These questions have inspired me to do research into this area and to try to answer them. 
In order to simulate and analyse a multimodal system, first the system is trained with 
exemplar data inputs, and then tested for its ability to interpret (classify) new unseen inputs. 
Classification is the method of grouping similar things together in a cluster, and separating 
the data collection or database into independent data clusters. Classification is very useful 
when finding similar clusters of behaviours in order to analyse the large amounts of data 
based on clusters of similar patterns. For instance, classifying the customers of an 
organisation depending on their behaviour could help future marketing opportunities, 
especially deriving strategic marketing initiatives by clustering the customers according to 
their value, to their risk to the organisation, and to their lifetime value. In addition, when the 
group with the most valuable customers are identified, then the aim will be to keep these 
customers, because that group provides most of the company's profit. Clustering can be 
applied using basic neural network techniques but there are other methods as well, like k-
2 
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means and hierarchical clustering. In this work we will explore both neural network and 
statistical abilities on data clustering, and we will also try to combine the two methods 
together. 
The main research topic analysed in this thesis is that of multimodal processing with 
applications to classification, and intelligent indexing and retrieval. Integrated classification 
is the combined or competitive operation of two or more neural classifiers. The thesis 
concentrates mainly on the aspect of image and text as two collaborative modalities. The co-
operative operation of an unsupervised neural network architecture comprising two 
independently trained Kohonen networks that co-operate with the help of a Hebbian 
network, connecting the two networks, is described. The effectiveness of such a network is 
demonstrated on experiments retrieving images and collateral texts from a multimedia 
database. 
The architecture proposed here has been tested mainly on digital galleries. Digital galleries 
of images with associated text descriptions are becoming very popular and useful. The 
Internet contains more and more digital galleries of art, portraits, animals, spaceships, and 
many more. The problem arises when it comes to indexing each image based on language 
description. Even with the advances in technology today, it takes an indexer between eight to 
forty minutes to classify and index an image that will be extracted at a later stage. This is an 
expensive and time-consuming process, especially if there are thousands of images to be 
classified. In an attempt to solve this problem we suggest methods that will generate image 
and text representations that will lead to a novel automatic indexing of images and texts. 
Based on the same principles other applications, such as automatic annotation of images or 
automatic illustration of text, may be perfonned. 
The fascinating thing about images and their text descriptions (collateral text) is that they are 
very different and at the same time they complement each other. The difference between 
images and texts comes from the fact that images represent an exact visual representation of 
a scene, whereas texts are created by hun1ans and their representation can vary depending on 
the creator of the text. This fact is probably what makes an image so bounded to its text 
because one has complementary information about the other; a text can describe things in the 
image that are not visible, and the image can show things in details that cannot be described. 
3 
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Also, due to the fact that image analysis research is still at an early stage, image indexing and 
retrieval is currently based on accompanying texts. 
One can argue that a unimodal system can be trained to classify the two modalities of text 
and image, and that is true. Also researchers have stated that multimodal systems perform in 
general better than unimodal systems in both time and efficiency - that is to be analysed. 
One other reason we experiment with a multi-net system is because this is how a biological 
brain seems to be structured. Just like the biological brain, we connected the two modalities 
with another network of neurons that dynamically reinforce the links between those neurons 
that get activated simultaneously. The aim of this study is to analyse the multimodal 
architecture and compare it to that of unimodal architecture, and to show the advantages and 
disadvantages of such architecture. Statistical methods capable of evaluating SOFM' s 
clustering ability have been applied in an attempt to add more credibility in the process of 
classification. 
It is also important to stress the issue of how the two modalities (images and texts) are to be 
associated. What will happen if there is more data added to/removed from the previous data 
collection? Will the architecture cope with those changes? The ability of the architecture to 
adapt to those changes is an important issue and has been addressed within the thesis. The 
adaptation between the two modules has been attempted through the use of a Hebbian neural 
network that learns the association between them. 
The majority of multi-net systems developed today follow supervised learning. Supervised 
learning is suitable when we know what the system is supposed to learn, but when we want 
the system to learn the data without supervising it, then unsupervised learning is used. 
Unsupervised neural networks could prove to be a bigger challenge than supervised when it 
comes to fusion and multimodality. As the output of the unsupervised networks does not 
provide an error, there is no desired output and there are no clearly identified data clusters 
formed. This thesis concentrates on fusing unsupervised monolithic structures, hoping to 
contribute further into this limited domain. Some of the main challenges on unsupervised 
multi-net architectures explored here are the ways of connecting the components of the 
architecture, how to explore the trained maps and identify formed clusters, and how to use 
the architecture in a real system for intelligent indexing and retrieval of annotated images. 
4 
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1.1 Structure of Thesis 
The thesis is organised into five chapters and the appendices, each covering a specific part of 
the overall problem of combining unsupervised classifiers: 
Chapter 2: This chapter describes artificial neural networks starting from simple monolithic 
networks and then moves into architectw·es for multi-net systems. We put emphasis on 
unsupervised neural network architectures as a way of classifying images and texts. The 
chapter also describes the learning process of single and multi-net systems, and how 
learning is affected by the configuration parameters. The different neural networks 
architectures are presented, together with the process of training and testing them. 
Algorithms are described analytically together with diagrams and pseudo-code. 
Visualisation is also described as a process of exploring the complex sttucture of the 
neural network, in order to make useful assumptions. 
Chapter 3: This part describes how information can be extracted from raw data and encoded 
into featw·e vectors. Clustering and classification methods are described and existing 
methods are discussed and compared. Several models are proposed for constructing the 
featw·e vectors and extended experimentation is performed on each model. Also 
emphasis is put on methods of evaluating the classification resulting mainly from neural 
networks. Those methods of evaluation are used for each of the experiments and for 
comparison with other similar methods. Finally a classifier system is described that was 
built for the purpose of conducting unsupervised classification. Experiments using the 
classifier are conducted for the purpose of analysing its internal architectw·e/structure, 
and also for analysing its behaviour with different models of the same dataset. 
Chapter 4: In this chapter we move into multimodal processing. A pioneer multi-net 
architecture containing unsupervised neural networks is described, which is used for 
associating two modes of information under a single system. The architectw·e of the 
multi-net is analysed extensively in order to understand how it behaves, and how it 
compares to monolithic neural networks. Then we examine the applications of a 
multimodal system, especially those of combined classification, automatic annotation of 
images, and automatic illustration of text. 
5 
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Chapter 5: Finally this chapter concludes the basic ideas described in the thesis and looks 
into future aspects deriving from the thesis. New ideas and applications are suggested, 
together with examples and illustrations. 
6 
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CHAPTER2 
2 Neural Networks: From Single to Multi-Nets 
The goal of this chapter is to review the neural networks and multi-net 
architectures and how they are related to the research questions raised in the 
introduction. As this area is veiJ' ｢ｲｯ｡ｾ＠ we will only focus on certain aspects 
of it, necessary for the purpose of this research. Starting with a brief overview 
of neural netvvorks we will concentrate on self-organising neural networks, and 
then we will examine the multi-net architectures. Multimodal information 
processing is then introduced and ､ｩｳ｣ｵｳｳ･ｾ＠ and a review of work conducted 
in the field is presented. 
By the end of the 19th century the idea that the brain's nervous system consists of single 
cells, the new·ons, was introduced by the Spanish new·oanatomist Santiago Ramony y Cajal 
[31]. During the following fifty years researchers discovered the fact that there is a 
transmission of signals through the discharge of chemical substances across a biological 
neural network. Since then, researchers have tried to simulate this behaviour into an artificial 
environment, that of a computer. Pioneering researchers McCulloch and Pitt [54] 
demonstrated that new·ons can implement basic logical operations, such as "and", "or", and 
"not". From the 1980s onwards, artificial neural networks have been studied and enhanced, 
and many practical applications have been implemented. 
The basic biological neuron consists of the main cell body, the axons, and the dendrites that 
form the synapse between neurons (see Figure 2-1). The signals travel from new·on to new·on 
tlu·ough the neuron's axons in order to transfer information. The artificial neuron (see Figw·e 
2-2) is based on the same exact principle as the . biological new·on, and the information 
travels in a similar way from node to node through the existing connections. According to 
Shnon Hay kin [31] 'the brain is a highly complex, nonlinear, and parallel computer'. 
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Figure 2-1. Biological neural network 
Learning is one of the most important characteristics of animals giving them the ability to 
adapt and survive in their living environment. According to the on-line Oxford English 
Dictionary', learning is defined as the process which leads to the modification of behaviour 
or the acquisition of new abilities or responses, when receiving instructions or acquiring 
knowledge. Artificial neural networks simulate this learning process through the synaptic 
weights that adjust to environmental changes. According to Hay kin [31 ], the definition of 
learning implies the following sequence of events: the neural network is stimulated by the 
environment that results in changes within the network and causes the neural network to 
respond in a new way each time to modify its internal structure. 
Researchers in the area of neural network learning have concluded five basic learning rules: 
error-correction learning, memory-based learning, Hebbian learning, competitive learning, 
and Boltzmann learning [31 ]. Basic characteristics of these rules can be seen in Table 1. 
1 http://dictionmy.oed.com/ 
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Learning Type Characteristics 
error-correction The error (or error signal) is produced from the comparison between the 
response (output) of the neuron and its desired response. The purpose of 
the error is to correct the synaptic weights of the neuron in order to bring 
the output signal of the neuron closer to its desired response. 
memory-based 
Hebbian 
competitive 
Boltzmann 
Past experience is stored into memory, and further decisions are biased 
from that fact. 
When two neurons on each side of a synapse are activated 
simultaneously then the synaptic weights are reinforced, but at the same 
time the synaptic weights could be weakened when the two new·ons are 
uncorrelated. 
Competition between the new·ons is the main characteristic of 
competitive learning. Only one neuron becomes active at a time for a 
respective input pattern; this gives a neural network the ability to perform 
clustering of the input data. 
Its 1ule is a stochastic algorithm based on statistical mechanics principles. 
Table 1. Different neural network learning r·ules and theh· characteristics. 
Learning is usually performed in two ways: with a teacher or without a teacher. Learning 
with a teacher, a method called supervised learning, implies that the knowledge is presented 
to the neural network, which means that for a respective input, a desired output is presented. 
Therefore the nem·al network learns what the desired output should be for a specific input. 
When learning without a teacher there is no desired output provided to the new·al network. 
There are two ways when learning without a teacher: reinforced learning and unsupervised 
learning. In reinforced learning the neural network generates a reinforced signal from 
observing the temporal sequence of stimuli received from the input, whereas in unsupervised 
learning, there is no external teacher or other type of influences biasing the learning. 
2.1 Unimodal Artificial Neural Networks 
An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a processing mechanism based on the animal's brain 
mechanism and functionality. ANNs contain interconnected nodes (known as artificial 
neurons) that adjust their connectivity weights depending on the input patterns they receive, 
9 
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to simulate learning, like animals do. People say that when someone is good at doing a job, it 
is becau e that person has lots of experience, gained from many years of training and 
learning. Today experience is a very valuable asset for any professional person in order to be 
effective and perform well. In a similar way a neural network gains experience from existing 
data and increases its abilities to predict future trends without making use of the original 
data. Neural networks also deal with incomplete or noisy data, as they can be trained with 
only a ample of data, and they have the ability to generalise. The training time of a neural 
network can be a problem, as it can take days to train on large amounts of data, but then after 
the neural network has been trained it works in real time. A neural network is capable of 
adju ting to continuously changing data, which makes it even more powerful for real time 
u e. 
Within a neural network there are different types of neuron layers: the input, the hidden (not 
alway present), the output neurons, and the desired output layer (not always present). If 
there i a hidden middle layer, the input nodes connect to the middle layer flrst and then each 
neuron of the middle layer connects to the nodes on the output layer (see Figure 2-2). The 
connections occur between the neurons of different layers not between neurons of the same 
layer. 
,-------, 
Input ｾ＠
Layer : 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
ＧＭＭＭＭＭＭＭｾｾ＠
,--------, 
f Hidden ｾ＠
: Layer : 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I I , ________ / 
,-------, 
: Output ' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Layer 
Figure 2-2. Artificial neural network with three layers. 
The neuron is the processing unit that forms the neural network. The artificial neuron (see 
Figure 2-3) consists of the input connections that are characterised by their weights w, the 
adder E that sums up the input signals x, and the activation function j{u) (or squashing 
function) that limits the output value y of the neuron to a respective value. Sometimes there 
i an externally applied bias that increases or decreases the input of the activation function. 
10 
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There are different types of activation function; each is used according to the needs of the 
training. 
Figure 2-3. Abstl·act model of an m·tificial node 
We briefly describe four types of activation function: identity function, threshold jimction, 
piecewise-linearfunction, and sigmoidfimction (see Table 2). For the experiments conducted 
within the thesis the sigmoid function has been used, which is also the most popular amongst 
the others, because it allows the values to move smoothly from 0 to I, providing more 
precise training. 
II 
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Function Equation Graph 
Identity (j)(V) = V 1-
/ 
/0 
Threshold 
(P(V) ］ｻｾ＠ ｩｦｶｾｏ＠ 1 ifv<O 
0 
Piecewise-linear 1 1 1, ｖｾＫＭ v 2 (j)(V) = 1 1 v +->V>--2 2 / 0 1 ｶｾＭＭ 2 
d.s 0 d.s 
Sigmoid 1 1-/ rp(v) = 1 + exp(-av) 
_/ 
0 
Table 2. Four types of activation function and their graphs. The identity function assigns the 
input signal to the output signal. Threshold function generates the McCulloch and Pitts [54] 
neuron model where the neuron's output signal is 1 if the input signal is zero or positive, and 0 if 
negative. In Piecewise-linear function for a value within a specific range the function is linear, 
othenvise it follows the threshold function principles. The sigmoid function is an s-shaped graph 
where the values move smoothly from 0 to 1. 
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There are three fundamental types of neural network structures that have been identified. 
These two structures are: feedforward, competitive and recurrent networks. Feedforward 
networks can be either single-layer networks or multi-layer networks. In single-layer 
networks the input layer projects forward onto the one and only output layer, whereas in the 
multi-layer networks there is at least one hidden layer (or layers) that intervenes between the 
input and the output layers. Multi-layer feedforward networks have become very popular 
with the use of the back-propagation algorithm which can be used to solve non-linearly 
separable problems2• It is interesting to mention here that single-layer networks are capable 
of solving linearly separable problems, and cannot solve non-linearly separable problems, 
but even multi-layer feedforward networks do not guarantee that a solution to a non-linearly 
separable problem would emerge. An unsupervised neural network (also known as a self-
organising map) can be characterised as a single-layer competitive network (see Figure 2-4), 
as it contains only one single output layer and the neurons compete to win a given input (see 
section 2.2). The application of a competitive network is different from the feedforward 
back-propagation based network, as its task is to cluster the input data in an unsupervised 
fashion. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2-4. Examples offeedforward neural networks; the first one without hidden layers (a), 
and the second one with one hidden layer (b). 
Recurrent networks are different from the feedforward networks in that the output signal is 
fed back into the inputs as a loop (see Figure 2-5). Recurrent networks may also have hidden 
layers. The back-propagation algorithm can be applied here as well but only through time, so 
the neurons can feed activation back to itself or other neurons. Recurrent networks have been 
2 Linearly separable problems are those where a straight line can differentiate their results to a 
problem, whereas with non-linearly separable problems two or more lines are needed to differentiate 
their results. 
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used mo tly for their memory ability. Through the feedback process the network keeps track 
of the previous state of the input into the memory, and feeds that back to the input. This 
method can be used for time related problems or counting. 
Figure 2-5. Example of a recurrent neural network. 
There are some drawbacks when using neural networks. The most common complaint from 
people using neural networks is that of the time it takes to train. In addition to that the initial 
etup of the network is very difficult to get right the first time. Usually a few trials will tell 
you what settings are better for the specific job. 
eura 1 network training and consequent performance depends heavily on the data encoding 
- the generation of meaningful for the network) input vectors that will train it. The user has 
options to use a binary representation of the input data, or a weighted one, or a normalised 
one or even to divide the vector into sections of different meaning. Another common 
problem of neural network training is the data over-fitting, having too much detail about the 
input data, because there is a great chance that the network will show an output with too 
many cluster , or the clusters identified would overlap, which simply means that you don't 
get much information from the data. 
A neural network is different from an everyday computer program, mainly because it needs 
training in order to function effectively, but, once trained, it can be used as any ｯｴｾ･ｲ＠
computer program. The other impressive feature of a neural network is that no matter how 
much data you feed it with in order to learn, after it is trained, it can function without the 
original data. The data has been printed into the internal weights of the neural network and 
can be retrieved at any time. 
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Finally neural networks do not provide interpretation as to the relative importance of the 
input variables, nor their inter-correlation, in contJ:ast with multivariate data analysis. Neural 
networks in general are used to provide solutions to classification or prediction problems; a 
typical example of this is credit checking by a potential bank that wants to classify a 
customer as trustworthy or not, for a possible deal. 
In information retrieval typically one is confronted with a large number of documents which 
either have not been classified accurately or not at all. If the topics to which the documents 
where related were given unambiguously, then supervised methods would be ideal. We 
would have sufficient information for a "teacher" (in the supervised network) to train the 
network. It is perhaps for this reason that unsupervised document classification has received 
considerable attention [62][71]. One can argue intuitively that images, or documents 
containing images, do require unsupervised classification because a picture is worth a 
thousand words and the interpretation of the images is in the eye of the beholder. In this 
thesis we will be focusing on unsupervised learning. Of the many unsupervised classification 
methods available, ranging from statistical clustering algorithms to tnultivariate techniques 
and machine learning, we will focus on SOFM-based classification. The SOFMs are 
regarded as a non-linear version of factor analysis [31]. 
2.2 Unsupervised Neural Networks (SOFMs) 
The simpler unsupervised neural network learning regimen is the Hebbian learning [33]. 
Willshaw & von der Malsburg [84] developed a model comprising two layers of neurons 
(input and output) to form a topological map of activations, and applied Hebbian learning 
between the two-dimensional pre-synaptic (input) layer and the post-synaptic (output) layer. 
Hebbian learning is based on the hypothesis that between two neuronal cells, the strengths of 
the connections are increased when both sides of the connection are active, to imply learning 
in connections (synapses). This method of learning does not require supervision (or a 
teacher). By sh·engthening the connections of two active neurons, the network learns to 
associate input patterns to neurons (nodes) on the output layer (map). 
According to Hebb [33], p.62: 
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"When an axon of cell A is near enough to excite a cell Band repeatedly or persistently 
takes part in firing it, some growth process or metabolic change takes place in one or 
both cells such that A's efficiency, as one of the cells firing B, is increased. " 
A Self Organising Feature Map (SOFM), otherwise called a Kohonen Map, is an extension 
of Willshaw & von der Malsburg's model and it learns without a teacher, hence unsupervised 
learning (see Figure 2-6). The SOFM organises its internal neurons into an input network 
layer and an output network layer. The input layer usually has a !-dimensional structure, and 
the output layer is usually has a 2-dimensional structure. Each neuron in the input layer is 
connected to each neuron in the output layer. The 2-dimensional output layer is also called a 
map because the position of each neuron on the map is meaningful. Unlike most other types 
of neural networks, the output map uses the principle of winner-takes-all, which means that 
for a certain input, all neurons compete but there is only one output neuron that wins 
(become activated). Basically the winning neuron is the one whose weight vector is closer 
to the input vector. For this measurement we use the shortest Euclidian distance, or the 
large t dot product, between the input and the competing neurons. The topology of the 
output map preserves the information gathered from all the input patterns. The topological 
neighbourhood is of considerable importance to the research conducted in this thesis. 
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Figure 2-6. Basic SOFM with two input nodes and three output nodes. 
The feature vector basically represents key characteristics of an object. The way texts or 
image are represented in numerical vectors, such that a neural computing system processes 
the represented data and learns the salient characteristics of the data, is explained in detail 
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throughout chapter 3. The classification task is to classify m objects into n classes (where m 
> n), and the featm·e vector represents all the objects and thus contains slots for relevant 
attributes of all the classes. Representation is then equivalent to suggesting that attributes to 
only one class present for a given object. The choice of the slots is based on the frequency of 
key attributes. For images it will be colour, shape, texture, and segmentation characteristics, 
and for text it will be statistically identified keywords. We then introduce SOFMs for 
classifying texts and SOFMs for classifying images. The output of the SOFM is a map which 
shows how objects in a high dimensional space can be mapped onto a low dimensional space 
(usually 2-dimensional). When similar but l.lllfamiliar objects are shown to this map, it can 
allocate the new input on an appropriate position in the low-dimensional map. The output of 
the SOFM only provides ql.mlitative infmn1ation about the properties of the objects it 
represents - on the map one can see objects that belong to a given class, placed closely to 
each other, and objects belonging to different classes are distant. This fact in itself is 
remarkable because class labels were not provided directly during the training of the SOFM 
- the class information is available though indirectly tlll"ough the features within the input 
vectors. What the map provides is a good insight into the cluster structure of the data [82]. 
An SOFM does not produce an error based on an expected output, like supervised neural 
networks do, and the way the weights change is purely based on the input's activation. The 
network modifies tl1e weight vectors of the winning nem·on and its neighbourhood in an 
attempt to match the input vector (see Figure 2-7). Dm·ing the training multi-dimensional 
input vectors are squashed into a two-dimensional output map. SOFMs lean1 from 
experience (input data), and generate capabilities for learning patterns and generalising 
complex data. 
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Figure 2-7. (a) shows the initial condition of a input vector and the weight vector of the winning 
node and (b) shows how the weight vector moved toward tbe same input vector after tbe 
learning effect 
ne of the most common applications of an SOFM is that of classification and pattern 
recognition. SOFMs tend to group similar input objects together based on their 
characteristics. The SOFM algorithm classifies the input objects so that each input is similar 
to others in the same cluster. The result of this is that inputs from the same cluster exhibit 
internal consistency and high external diversity. lf the classification is successful, the inputs 
within the same cluster will geometrically be plotted close together on the output map. For 
the above reasons, researchers have characterised SOFMs as an effective classification 
technique. 
The key concepts of an SOFM is that neurons compete in order to "win" the input, this 
method i known as competitive learning, the fact that the network does not output an error 
that could be fed back, hence learning is unsupervised, and finally that it is self-organised 
and it learns from experience. A trained SOFM can be used for classification and prediction 
a a computer program. 
The SOFM has two layers of neurons; the input layer and the output layer. Each neuron from 
the input layer is connected to every neuron on the output layer. Within those connections 
there are weights that are modified during the training process and that affect the activation 
of the output layer. Usually the weights initiaily consist of random values which change as a 
new input enters the network, causing the learning process. The node with the highest 
re ponse to a given input is the winner node, also called the best match unit (BMU), and we 
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then say that the winning neuron fires. When a neuron fires, positive feedback is released for 
the winner's weights and for all neurons in its existing neighbourhood. The neighbourhood 
of the winning neuron is shown in Figure 2-8 and is usually dynamic in the sense that at the 
beginning of the training is large and it decreases by the end of the training. 
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Figure 2-8. Representation of the main parts of an SOFM neural network 
2.2.1 Unsupervised learning algorithm 
The Kohonen algorithm has been reported extensively in the literature (see, for example, 
Kohonen [2]). Figure 2-9 shows how the learning takes place in a program using the 
Kohonen algorithm. The algorithm is described below in eight basic steps: 
1. ｬｮｩｴｩ｡ｬｩｳｾ＠ the weight vectors with fixed or random values. 
2. Normalise the input vectors. 
3. Normalise the weight vectors. 
4. Calculate the output activations of each node for the respective input vector. 
5. Find the winner node with the best activation. 
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6. Adjust the values of the weights according to Kohonen's formulae. 
7. Repeat steps 3 - 6 with a new input vector until all the input vectors have been 
passed through. 
8. Repeat step 7 for the required number of cycles. 
During the first stages of the SOFM training, the weight vectors are initially set with fixed or 
random values, and then, together with the input vectors, are normalised, and the output 
activations of each node are calculated (steps 1, 2, 3, and 4). There are two basic ways of 
calculating the output activations: the Euclidean distance and the dot product (see Table 3). 
For the Euclidean distance we verify which neuron is closer to the presented input pattern. 
This is the neuron whose weight vector is closest to the input vector on the current pattern. 
Euclidean distance can be used for either normalised or not input vectors, but the 
normalisation procedure gives more accuracy especially if the input values are very different 
to each other. The difference between the two methods is that the lower the Euclidean 
distance, the higher the dot product. Therefore for the Euclidean method the neuron with the 
least distance from the input vector has the higher activation so it fires, and for the dot 
product the neuron that fires is the one whose dot product value is the highest. 
Activation Method Formulae 
k 
Euclidean distance dj = L (x;- wif )2 
i=l 
k 
dj=L(x;xwif) Dot Product 
i=l 
Description 
The Euclidean distance r_; is 
calculated by summing the 
squared distances of the input 
values x; and the corresponding 
neural weights Wif 
It can be used with normalized 
weight vectors only, and is 
calculated by summing the 
product of the input values x; 
times the corresponding neural 
weights wif 
Table 3. Four types of activation function and their graphs. 
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The weight vectors of the winner node and its neighbourhood are adjusted in order to get 
closer to the respective input vector. The weights wy{t + 1) of the winning new·on and its 
neighbourhood are adjusted as a function of the learning rate a(t) and J'(t), and is called the 
training law: 
wij(t+ 1) = wij(t) +a(t)x y(t)x(xi -wij(t)) (I.) 
a is the learning rate and it is usually decreased with time in order to train the network more 
efficiently. a111ax is the starting learning rate and a111;11 is the final leaming rate. The effect of 
changing the learning rate is discussed in detail in section 2.2.2. The t value is the cwTent 
cycle and the lmax is the total n1m1ber of cycles. The equation of the learning rate is given by: 
txtn(t) 
a(t) = (amin- amax)x e lmro: + amax 
(2.) 
y is the exponential function that depends on the neighbourhood. Its value is given by: 
r(t) = exp[ decay(t) x ( ;(t) J 2 J (3.) 
For the decay factor there are two popular variations used; the Kohonen standard variation 
and the Gaussian Decay factor where fJ is a neighbourhood parameter: 
Kohonen standard decay(t) = -0.5 (4.) 
Gaussian decay factor decay(t) = 4 x log fl(t) (5.) 
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rij is the distance between the current and the best match unit node, so if we denote NcuR the 
current node and NnMu the best match unit node on the two-dimensional network map we 
have the distance between them as: 
(6.) 
a is the neighbourhood value, which can be decreased with time. amax is the starting 
neighbourhood value and ami11 is the final neighbourhood value. In addition, t is the current 
epoch and the I max is the total number of epochs. Finally N is the total number of neurons on 
the output map. The equation of the neighbourhood value is given by: 
txln(-1 ) 
I max (7.) 
where (8.) 
The closer the weights of the neurons of the neighbourhood are to the winner neuron, the 
more they change, and the weights of the neurons not in the neighbourhood do not change at 
all. The training is repeated for a specified number of cycles, usually about 50 for small 
simple datasets and can exceed 10,000 for larger datasets. 
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Initialise weights 
(step 1) 
Normalise all 
input Vectors 
(step 2) 
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weights 
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activation 
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No 
Get next input 
vector 
(step 7) 
Figure 2-9. This diagram rep1·eseuts the procedm·e of training an SOFM, as described by the 
algorithm. 
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2.2.2 SOFM Initialisation 
Setting up the initial values of the SOFM parameters is always a complex process, and there 
are certain rules and procedures that should be followed. The size of the data plays a definite 
role in the training process. There is not a standard number of exemplar input vectors that 
should be supplied, but usually the more data provided to the SOFM for training, the better 
the SOFM becomes in categorizing new inputs. Qing Ma suggested that to improve the 
SOFM classification, the architecture of the SOFM, the construction of the training data and 
the method of coding data into a format that can be handled by the SOFM should be the 
main focus of the researcher [59]. 
Research has also been undertaken in the area of dimensionality reduction of the input 
vector, in order to reduce the problem of overfitting. Overfitting basically forces the neural 
network to learn unnecessaty data that most of the time confuses the trained network when 
categorising new data. Similarly the number of cycles needed for training and the initial 
parameters of the neural network are significant to the performance of the network itself. A 
larger number of cycles usually guarantee better training, but that slows down the training 
process, and increases the risk of overfitting. The data collected is usually split into two 
parts: the training set and the testing set. The proportion for splitting the data into training 
and testing sets is usually set at around 3 to 1, but researchers would usually experiment with 
different proportions as well. This is done because after a network is trained, it then should 
be tested for its performance. The process of selecting the training and testing set should be 
done randomly, which guarantees more creditable results. 
Another important issue when initialising the SOFM is the size of the output map. The map 
should be capable of representing the inputs provided, by creating clusters of interest with 
similar characteristics. The bigger the map usually means better training, as the information 
is spread within a bigger area, providing more detailed analysis; but again this is costly as it 
implies longer training time. The size of the map depends on the training data and the 
number of formed clusters expected to be formed from the data. 
The basic principle when training an SOFM is to initialise the parameters properly. As 
mentioned before, there are two parameters that are most important: the learning rate (a.) and 
the neighbourhood value (y). Initially a high learning rate is recommended to guarantee high 
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adjustments in the weights of all neurons; but eventually, the learning rate should decrease to 
the minimum value (close to zero) to stabilise the training process. Similarly the 
neighbourhood value should initially be kept high to guarantee equal distribution of 
"la10wledge" among the neurons- usually a minimum of 50% of the total neurons closer to 
the winner should be affected initially - but gradually this value should be reduced to affect 
the winner only. All the above are applied because at the beginning of the training we are 
trying to separate the most significant clusters of inputs from the other, and later on we want 
to separate each cluster of inputs into further clusters. As those changes happen, the SOFM 
learns more and more by differentiating the input values better. We can also stop the learning 
rate and neighbourhood rate at a constant value according to our needs. 
As an example, the type of SOFM that Qing Ma [59] used was a 13xl3 hexagonal, for 
10,000 learning epochs. The initial parameters a and neighbourhood was 0.1 and 13 
respectively, the input vector had 85 dimensions, and the weights were randomly generated 
to lie between the values 0 and 1. But all these settings would differ from experiment to 
experiment, mainly due to the different characteristics of the training data, and the different 
uses of the SOFM. 
There are three main settings for the a and 'Y parameters that are considered important for the 
purpose of this thesis. The first one is to keep the values constant from the beginning to the 
end of the training, the second one is to linearly decrease the values of the parameters 
through the training, and the last one is to exponentially decrease the values of the 
parameters through the training (see Figure 2-1 0). 
n 
0 00 
-+-------
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2-10. The graphs above show the three different ways of changing the parameters ove1· 
the h·aining cycles. 
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In essence, there are six interesting permutations of the above-mentioned heuristics that can 
be used to effect a change in the learning rate and the neighbourhood value. The selection of 
the learning rate (a) and the neighbourhood parameter (a) are the two key parameters that are 
varied, either together or separately during the training of an SOFM. Table 4 shows the 
different permutations for varying learning rates and neighbourhood parameters for training 
SOFMs. 
Permutations 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
""' Learning Rate (a) Fixed Low Exp Exp Linear Fixed High Exp ｾ＠
e 
ｾ＠
""' Neighbourhood value (a) Exp Exp Fixed Low Linear Exp Fixed High ｾ＠j:).; 
Table 4. Different permutations for varying learning rates and neighbourhood values for 
training SOFMs. 
From the experience gained when training neural networks, a good suggestion would be to 
decrease the neighbourhood value exponentially and keep the learning constant at either a 
low value or to decrease it exponentially as well. Hence for the experiment conducted in this 
thesis the neighbourhood and the learning factors are exponentially decreased through the 
training process, as it performs well for any number of cycles, rather keeping the parameters 
a low value from the beginning, which needs a large number of cycles to work better. The 
learning rate (a) is initially set to a relatively high value at the beginning of the training, such 
as 0.5 or even 0.8, and then is reduced exponentially to a value close to 0. The value of the 
neighbourhood size (a) is also set to a large number initially and then is reduced 
exponentially close to 0. 
2.2.3 SOFM Training Process 
The training process takes as input all training vectors one by one, usually in a random order, 
and learns their characteristics. For each input vector each neuron (node) of the output layer 
of the self-organised map competes, and the winner will fire the best activation. The winning 
neuron, or best match unit (BMU), is the one that is most similar to the input vector. When 
an input is inserting the network, for each output node we compute its activation. The 
activation values of the output nodes are changing constantly, according to the input vector 
and the weight vector, so the winning neuron and its neighbours are adapting to the input 
vector by modifying their reference weight vectors towards the respective input vector. It is 
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usually important to normalize the input vectors before inserting them into the network and 
to normalise the weights of the network after each adjustment similarly. 
When the training is finished classification patterns are formed in the output map. Output 
nodes learn to respond to different vectors from the input set, and nodes placed clo er 
together geographically on the map will tend to respond to input vector with similar 
characteristics. The results depend (as explained in the previous section) on the initial 
parameters. As an example, in one of our experiments [ 4 ], we trained an SOFM to learn 
documents from the news wire on different subjects. For example one of the trained 
Kohonen feature maps (see Figure 2-12) shows how variou news stream documents were 
categorised. These maps show the effect of changing the parameter in each of the 
permutations respectively. The maps created after training relate to the use of vectors derived 
from full text in the categorisation of 100 new wires. Feature maps track according to 10 
categories; each having its own icon (see Table 5). 
Categories 
1 Bioconversion 6 Exportation of Industry 
2 Pollution Recovery 7 Foreign Trade 
3 Alternative Fuels 8 Int. Drug Enforcement 
4 Fossil Fuels 9 Foreign Car Makers 
5 Rain Forests 10 Worldwide Tax Sources $ 
Table 5. Text categories, with their associated icons, used in our analysis. 
There is a discemable difference between the map : a visual inspection tells us how effective 
the maps are in categorising different news stories. Permutation 1 (see Table 4) which 
implies the neighbourhood value varied exponentially and the learning rate kept at low 
values throughout the 1 000 training cycles, has resulted in an output map which hows that 
there are clear areas which have been allocated to a specific text category. Further statistical 
evaluation (described in 3.3) shows that output maps for permutation 1 and 2 have the best 
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characteri tic of a well-trained map. Therefore having the neighbourhood value varied 
exponentia11y and the learning rate kept either at low values or varied exponentially appears 
to be the mo t appropriate way to train an SOFM. 
nee we have e tablished an effective training scheme (neighbourhood value and learning 
rate changing exponentially) we then compare how the Kohonen SOFM categorises full 
text ummarie and headline . This comparison involves describing how the output map of 
an OFM trained using vectors based on full texts differs from the output map of a 
corre ponding SOFM trained either using vectors based on summaries of the full texts or 
headlines of those texts. As explained above we have exponentially decreased both 
neighbourhood value and learning rate (see Figure 2-11) as it uses fewer training cycles 
(200 when compared to the cheme where the neighbourhood value was exponentially 
decrea ed and learning rate kept fixed at a low value, for producing output maps based on 
ummaries and headline only. 
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2.2.4 SOFM Testing and Evaluation Process 
A long a the network has been trained successfully, each one of the input vectors from the 
training et ha gained a place on the output map, where other input vectors can be classified 
accordingly. The winner on a testing vector is the most activated neuron for that vector, and 
the neighbour are the neurons with an activation value above a certain threshold. The testing 
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vector inherits the class characteristics from the area in which it lands. A neuron can be the 
winner of more than one testing vectors, if the inputs share common characteristics. 
Typically, experts identify the classification of the training vectors manually, but the only 
reason to include the class information to the map is to create boundaries between the 
different clusters formed on the output map where the testing input vectors could later be 
classified. Therefore the predetermined classification of the training set will not bias the 
training process because it is used only at the end of the training and is clearly for 
visualisation purposes. 
2.2.5 Visualisation 
The most common way to visualise a trained neural network is to plot its two-dimensional 
output map. For the purpose of visualisation, a system was developed (see section 3.4.1 for 
more details) that not only simulates the training process but also displays the results in a 
graphical format. The system is called SANNC (Surrey Artificial Neural Network Classifier) 
and it gives the ability to visualise the entire process of training and also provides 
information about neuron activation. The output activation of the neuron can be computed 
using a distance mett·ic. Kohonen suggests using either the so-called Euclidean distance or 
the so-called Dot Product. We used both distances, and the categorisation produced in 
Euclidean distance computation produces the same results as the Dot Product distance. 
Basically as one can see from the map in the Figure 2-13 there are areas on the map where 
some icons are concentrated. Each icon represents a text docmnent and similar icons 
represent the same category. For instance ｾｾ＠ represents "foreign car makers", ｾ＠
represent "fossil fuels" and so on (see Table 5). Similar icons being close to each other form 
a cluster, which means that the area where these icons sit is an area of a specific category. 
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Figure 2-13: Output map from the SANNC system. Both a anda varied exponentiaUy 
One other visual feature of the SANNC system is the ability to see where the test inputs land 
on the trained map. When a test input enters the neural network an output neuron fires 
bowing the possible cia s of the input. 
2.3 Combining Artificial Neural Networks: Multi-Nets 
Re earch a ociated with biological brain functionality and structure has shown that there are 
variou ections of the brain executing different tasks. For instance a part of the brain deals 
with peech a part deals with vision, other parts with body mechanics, and so on. There are 
link between the different parts of the body which are reinforced when events trigger two or 
more interconnected modules of the brain. For example if one sees a bell that moves and 
hear the ound of the bell, then as long as the event repeats a certain times, an association is 
made between the sound of the bell and the image of a bell. The most amazing thing though 
i the fact that even if you hear a bell later on, you can still visualise (imagine) how the bell 
would look. Based on that fact, researchers have tried to move from the simple unitary neural 
network to a more reali tic multi-net system. Preliminary experiments showed that some 
ta k that could not be olved effectively by a single-net could be solved by a multi-net 
y tern [66]. Single-net are unable to handle classification where input vectors from 
different cla ses share too many common characteristics, as there is too much overlapping 
between the classes. On the other hand multi-net structures attempt to solve this problem by 
dividing the problem into subtasks (divide-and-conquer method). This concept under a 
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multi-net system means that the problem is decomposed into several subtasks, or that several 
solutions are combined to the satne problem. 
Decomposing the problem into subtasks can help in solving a problem that a single-net 
cannot deal with and it can result in a better performance. Also it could lead to a reduction of 
the training process, and it can even help understand the system better. Task decomposition 
is used extensively in artificial intelligence, artificial life, and in learning systems. Amongst 
the complex tasks are those that involve different modalities of communication: for example, 
in natural language processing one has to deal with speech and text; in multimedia systems 
there could be different modalities of text and images. Previous work carried out at the 
University of Surrey comprises research in the area of language development where a co-
operative neural network architecture involved both supervised and tmsupervised learning 
algorithms to simulate the learning of concepts and words, conceptual and semantic relations 
as well as simple word-order rules [1]. A similar architecture was used in the simulation of 
language disorders using co-operative modular connectionist networks, in which semantic-
lexical and phonological knowledge are instantiated using self-organising Kohonen maps, 
while connections between them are implemented using Hebbian networks [33]. 
The rest of this chapter will describe the different types of multi-net systems, how they are 
used, and their capabilities. We will then concentrate on a type of tnulti-net architecture 
proposed, and a study of the strengths and weaknesses of such architecture will be reported. 
The type of the multi-net analysed is an unsupetvised, co-operative and modular system. 
2.3.1 Multi-Net Structures 
Multi-net systems comprise neural networks where each becomes an expert on solving a task 
or part of a task, and their outputs are joined to form a unique output. The main reason for 
forming multi-nets is to deal with a problem that single-nets cannot solve, where the 
complexity of the problem needs to be analysed by several experts, and because it is claimed 
that the biological brain is also modular and it interconnects the different modules. There 
have been many approaches to categorise tnulti-nets into types but there is not yet a standard 
way of classifying multi-nets. 
Hay kin [31] refers to a multi-net as a committee machine. According to Hay kin there are two 
major categories that committee machines are divided into: static structures and dynamic 
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structures. Static structures refer to systems where its components are combined without 
considering the input signal, and dynamic structures refer to systems where the input signal 
affects the output of the components. In static structures two main methods are mentioned: 
the ensemble averaging and boosting. In ensemble averaging methods the outputs of the 
components are linearly combined to produce an overall score, and in boosting methods a 
weak component is transfonned into one with higher accuracy. On the other hand, in 
dynamic structures, there are two main structures that are mentioned: mixture of experts and 
hierarchical mixture of experts (see Figure 2-15 and Figure 2-16). 
Sharkey [66] had initially categorised multi-nets as systems that either comprise ensembles 
or modular combinations of neural networks: 'In an ensemble combination, the component 
nets are redundant in that they each provide a solution to the same task, or task component, 
even though this solution might be obtained by different means. By contrast, under a 
modular approach, the task or problem is decomposed into a number of subtasks, and the 
complete task solution requires the contribution of all the several modules'. Furthermore 
Sharkey divided the multi-nets into competitive networks, co-operative networks, sequential 
networks, and supervisory networks. Competitive networks were described as networks that 
execute the same task and each one gives a solution to that task, and the best solution is the 
one that the multi-net adopts. Co-operative networks divide the task into subtasks and each 
network provides a solution to the subtasks, and all solutions are combined to form a unique 
output. In sequential network combinations, networks are placed in a serial way, where the 
output of a network is fed as input to the next one and the last one gives the final output. 
Finally in supervisory network combinations a network is used to supervise the learning of 
another. The two main categories that everyone seems to agree on, is that of ensemble and 
modular networks. 
2.3.2 Ensemble Networks 
As we have already introduced in the previous section ensemble networks combine the 
components in a redundant fashion, which means that each component provides a solution to 
the common task (see Figure 2-14). The reason we create ensemble networks is to improve 
the system's generalisation ability. One other important characteristic of the ensemble 
combination is the ability to protect against individual network failures. This is achieved 
through the independence of each component, in that at least one of them will be able to give 
a solution to the task. The attempt to combine in an ensemble fashion is to reduce the 
external bias - the bias is reduced in the sense that the multi-net system chooses the best 
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solution given by many different redundant components, instead of the user identifying the 
best component. 
Neural Network 
Component 
Neural Network 
Component 
Neural Network 
Component 
Combiner 
Figure 2-14. Example of an ensemble netwot·k, where there is no involvement from tile input for· 
the netwol'lcs overall output. 
There is no point in combining networks (components) with identical charactelistics. The 
idea is to form a different ldnd of component where either the weights are initialised 
differently or the nmnber of hidden layers is different in an attempt to solve the same task. 
We want the tasks to generalise in different ways tlu-ough several components. In order to 
achieve generalisation, the system's parameters can be altered to generate diverse solutions. 
There are several ways of altering the parameters: 
Varying the set of initial weights: The simplest way of altering the parameters is 
by varying the set of initial weights for each component and keeping the training 
data the same. This allows the components to have different initial conditions when 
the training begins, which can lead to completely different final conditions. Each 
component tl1en will behave in a different manner. 
Varying the topology: The topology can be varied by either changing the number of 
hidden layers within a neural network, or having each component of a different type 
(i.e. a neural network and a decision tree, or different types of neural networks). This 
allows tl1e components to act differently, which can lead to completely different 
responses for the san1e input. As previously the training data remains the same. 
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Varying the algorithm employed: By changing the algorithm employed and 
keeping the training data the same, we force each component to behave in a different 
manner. 
Varying the data: This time we are diverging the dataset, without having to modify 
the internal sttucture of any of the components. There are five basic methods for 
doing so. The first method is called data sampling, where the ensemble is trained on 
a different subsample of the training data. This method is applied mainly when there 
is a lack of data. The second method, disjoint training sets, is very similar to the first 
one, but there is no overlap between the subsamples; the sampling is performed 
without replacement, there are always unique subsamples. This method is not very 
reliable when we train the system on a reduced data set. Boosting and adaptive 
resampling is the third method, where the weights of weak learners are boosted to 
convert them into strong learners. The filtering process which identifies weaknesses 
within the internal structure of another network is performed by pre-trained 
independent neural networks. Another method is the application of different data 
sources. This can be applied in situations where each network is designed to learn 
different information and perform in different ways. Finally the last method is the 
preprocessing of the data. By preprocessing we mean the distortion of the data set 
by applying several techniques such as pruning, non-linear transformations, or noise 
insertion. 
There are also several methods for combining ensembles. The most popular are averaging 
and weight averaging, non-linear combining methods, supra Bayesian, stacked 
generalisation [66]. Since there are so many ways of creating ensemble networks, we need 
to look into which is the most appropriate way of building ensemble networks for a specific 
problem we want to solve. There are three basic methods that could help us identify the most 
appropriate architecture. The first method takes account of the dependency between 
networks; the second method tries to create networks for effective combination, in other 
words making the networks produce different errors. Finally the last method selects the most 
appropriate neural network components for effective combination. The reason for selecting 
is to minimise the error that a set of networks generate. A pool of networks with selection 
criteria that identifies the best candidate does the selection, or otherwise, ranking the 
networks based on their mean squared error. 
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2.3.3 Modular Networks 
A modular approach decomposes the task into several subtasks and each module, that the 
subtask is allocated to, contributes to the network's output. The reason modular networks are 
used is usually to improve the overall performance of the multi-net system. The advantage of 
modular networks is that the solution to a problem can be improved by decomposing it into 
several specialist modules. This ability of decomposing a task into sub tasks (otherwise called 
divide-and-conquer) allows modular combinations to solve problems, that otherwise could 
not be solved by a monolithic network. Each module (or expert), neural or non-new·al 
network, can learn to solve a different sub-problem. 
Neural Network 
Component 
Neural Network 
Component 
Neural Network 
Component 
Combiner 
Figure 2-15. Example of a modulm· network (mixture of experts), where tbe1·e is involvement 
from tile input for the network's overall output. 
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Figure 2-16. Example of a modular network (hierarchical mixture of experts), with levels of 
output combination forming a hierarchy. 
Modular networks are more coherent in terms of simulating biological brain subdivisions. 
That makes them very popular when solving problems related to human behaviour, 
categorisation, or brain damage. Another characteristic of modular systems is its model 
simplicity, making it faster to train, and easier to comprehend its internal architecture. 
Modular components can be generated following two basic methods- the decomposition and 
the sensor fusion: 
Decomposition: This method is also known as divide-and-conquer method. The 
basic idea, as we have explained earlier, is to decompose the task into subtasks. This 
can be done manually or automatically. Many researchers have studied automatic 
decomposition in detail [35]. Automatic decomposition is controlled by a gating 
mechanism that decides on the final output of the components. There are two good 
examples of networks that follow this principle: mixture of experts, and hierarchical 
mixture of experts (see Figure 2-15 and Figure 2-16). Mixtures of experts have some 
similarities with ensemble networks. Both mixtures of experts and ensemble 
networks try to improve performance, and also both can involve linear combinations 
of their components. The difference is that, in mixture of experts, the input data is 
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distributed in such a way that each input unit is assigned to one expert (mutual 
exclusivity), whereas in ensemble methods all input units are usually shared across 
all experts. 
Sensor fusion: Sensor fusion combines information from independent sources, 
rather than decomposing. The task here is not how to decompose the task into 
subtasks, but how to recombine the infon11ation. 
. . . 
TASK 
(a) (b) 
SELECTION 
Component Component . . . Component 
(c) (d) 
Figure 2-17. Methods for combining ensemble or modular neuralnetw01·l{s: (a) co-operative, (b) 
sequential, (c) competitive, and (d) supervisol'y. 
Similarly to ensemble methods, modular methods are divided into four types of combining 
the components: co-operative combination, competitive combination, sequential 
combination, and supervisory combination (see Figure 2-17). All these types were explained 
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in the introduction so here we will revise only the basic features. In the first type, co-
operative combination, the modules co-operate in order to provide a solution that combines 
the outputs from every module. On the other hand, competitive combination modules 
compete so that only one module affects the final output. Competitive combination typically 
has two types of switching: gating and rule-based switching. Finally sequential combination 
feeds the outputs of a previous network as inputs to the next one, and supervisory 
combination sets a neural network as a supervisory network to another one. 
2.3.4 Categorising Multi-Nets 
The field of multi-nets has been explored further, as many researchers have different 
opinions about the categorisation of multi-nets. Sharkey [67] is critical of the work carried 
out so far by other researchers in an attempt to standardise the types of multi-net system. She 
even reconsidered her initial statements about the types of multi-nets and came up with a 
new categorisation (see Figure 2-18). Sharkey starts by separating the multi-nets into two 
major types: the ensemble and the modular systems. In ensemble systems the task is 
approached by several redundant approximations that are combined to a single unified 
approach. That means that each individual approximation could give a solution to the task, 
but instead a single unified approach will provide the best solution. In contrast, following a 
modular approach, the system decomposes the task into several subtasks, and all approaches 
are needed for the final solution. The modules combination has two forms: the cooperative 
way, and the competitive way. In a cooperative combination the modules combine their 
outputs to the task, and in a competitive combination the modules compete for the best 
output that wi11 take control of the system's output. An ensemble system could either 
combine the modules in a cooperative or competitive fashion, and a modular system 
similarly could either have cooperative or competitive modules. 
Multi-nets can be divided even further. Systems that take the output signals of the modules 
into account when combining them, called bottom-up systems, and also systems that do not 
take the outputs into account, called top-down. Competitive combinations can be either top-
down or bottom-up. One example of that is the mixture of experts [35] where a gating 
network deals with the module selection, hence mixture of experts are top-down competitive 
systems. However cooperative combinations are usually bottom-up systems, where each 
module contributes to the final combined output. Finally Sharkey separates the bottom-up 
multi-net systems into two further types: the fixed method and the dynamic method. In fixed 
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methods the contribution fron1 the modules remains fixed, whereas the dynamic method 
varies the contribution of the modules to the final combined output. 
Component type 
Combination 
mechanism 
Combination 
Combination 
method 
Figure 2-18: Types of multi-net system according to Sba1·key [67]. The diagram shows the 
different types of combination that a multi-net system could have. Co-operative systems can 
only be bottom-up, and bottom-up systems can be eithm· fixed or dynamic. 
2.4 Image-Text Multimodal Classifiers 
In this section we will briefly review work on multimodal classifiers: a multimodal classifier 
uses a ntm1ber of unimodal classifiers and each unimodal classifier only uses one modality to 
classify a multhnodal input. The output of each classifier is then combined to produce a 
classification of the input as a whole. Three areas of work provide some light on 
developments. First, there is work in the ad-hoc classification of the output of a set of 
unimodal classifiers with little or no learning. Second, more theoretically formed research 
based largely on Bayesian statistics that fotn1ally comprises a nwnber of unimodal 
classifiers. Third, a nem·al computing approach to multiple classifiers with emphasis on 
learning: the focus on work here I carried out with my colleagues, especially when I worked 
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on the multiple classifier project SoCIS (Scene of Crime Information System) (see section 
4.4) - where, to begin, the emphasis was on ad-hoc combination of classifiers and led me to 
propose and investigate multi-net systems and multimodal classification. 
There has been some work applied to the integration of textual and visual properties. Paek et 
al. [56] integrate the images and texts by applying the statistical method TF*IDF for text and 
OF*IIF for images, and then they combine the two measurements. TF*IDF is the term 
frequency multiplied by the inverse document frequency, which is a well-known approach 
for classifying text (see section 3.1). The novel work undertaken by Paek et al. is the 
classification of images using the same concept as for text. They define OF*IIF as the object 
frequency, defined by clustering of segmented regions of training images, multiplied by 
inverse image frequency. Using these methods combined they create integrated feature 
vectors that are used for classification of indoor/outdoor images and texts with an accuracy 
of 86%. The way that Paek et al. [56] approach the visual image extraction is to extract 
image regions (i.e. image is divided in 64 rectangular blocks), analyse the regions based on 
HSV colour histogram and Sobel edge direction histogram, and finally cluster the image 
regions. 
Sebastiani [ 65] talks about classifier committees where many experts may be better than just 
one expert when the experts can be combined in a proper way. Sebastiani also brings to 
focus that independency between the different experts is very important for an effective 
classification. 
Zhao and Groskey investigated the gap between low-level features and high-level concepts 
in the domain of web document retrieval [87]. Based on the fact that users want to retrieve 
web documents based on conceptual content, they successfully correlated keywords with 
image features in order to retrieve web documents based on latent semantic structures 
discovered from this coiTelation. They also state the problem that most words have multiple 
meanings and are used in different contexts (synonymy and polysemy), so they approached 
that problem using the latent semantic indexing method. The latent semantic indexing (LSI) 
method can discover clusters of keywords that have the same conceptual meaning. So 
documents can be retrieved not only based on the query keywords but also on keywords 
from within the same conceptual cluster. Similarly Sclaroff [64] used latent semantic 
indexing to build a system to extract visual and textual feature vectors that can be used to 
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search for images on the Web. Basically Sclaroff et al. combined textual features from a web 
docmnent together with the ｩｭｾｧ･＠ featm·es (colour and orientation histograms) from the 
document. They have proven once again that combining image featm·es together with text 
features provides a better classification than image or text individually. 
Srihari has also studied the combination of the two modalities of images and text in depth. 
She argues that humans combine the modality of vision with that of speech/text, and she 
created several systems (PICTION and Show&Tell) to simulate this multimodal combination 
[73][74][75]. In her experiments, Srihari analyses annotated images (images with collateral 
text descriptions) at the different linguistic levels such as lexical, syntactic and semantic as 
well as by interpreting spatial prepositions. 
Image understanding and retrieval systems, especially those discussed under the rubric of 
content-based image retrieval (CBIR) systems, focus on how a system can identify the 
components of an image by dealing, almost exclusively, on physical and/or perceptual 
features of the image. Typical multiple classifier ensembles used so far comprise individual 
'expert' classifiers that can deal with one physical feature at a time: colour, textm·e, shape or 
illumination. The CBIR literature is increasingly using image external features, for instance, 
texts collateral to the image - a caption, or a news story in which the image is embedded. 
Schettini et al [63] have used the CART methodology to construct tree classifiers, which in 
turn use a majority voting rule, for classifying a set of indoor, outdoor and close up images. 
Kittler et al have presented 'a common theoretical framework for combining classifiers 
which use distinct pattern representation' [41]. The framework uses the Bayesian 
relationship between the posterior and prior probability density functions that model one of 
the many possible classes to the measurement vectors used by a given classifier. What is of 
interest to us here is the use of multiple classifiers that deal with perceptually (quasi-) 
independent biometric sensing modalities, such as frontal facial features, face profile featm·es 
and (characteristic) voice features, and a combination function that is expected to lead to the 
establishment of personal identity. Each classifier matches an input with a stored template 
and an identity is produced. In a handwriting recognition experiment, Kittler et al use four 
different classifiers operating on the same input, with the sum tule again achieving one of the 
best combining schemes. Here, the authors have used a large feed forward neural network as 
one of the classifiers. 
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Jing and Zhang [37] have used genetic algorithms for evaluating the 'correctness of the 
result from [ ... ] combined classifiers' (p. 486) in dealing with recognition of faces. The 
authors use four classifiers dealing with sub-images based on low frequency filtered images 
and three orientation sub-images: horizontal, vertical and diagonal. A genetic algorithm is 
used for determining the weights for combining the output from the classifiers. The authors 
show that individual classifiers, except for low frequency filtered sub-image classifiers, 
perform poorly when compared to a majority voting method combined classifier - and the 
resu1ts of a generic algorithm (GA) weighted classifier shows a 96% recognition rate. 
The use of neural networks in the classification of complex images, for instance, human 
faces, is limited to less than 20 classes. There are exceptions to such a limited approach: 
Lawrence et al [ 48] have developed a multiple neural network system comprising a Kohonen 
self-organising feature map (SOFM) [ 44], for quantizing a set of input image samples into a 
topological space, and a backpropagation network, also called a convolution network, that 
learns to incorporate constraints that allow it to deal with an image in an invariant manner. 
Such multiple neural network systems have been termed multi-net systems by Sharkey ｛ＶＶ｝ｾ＠
but there are some nuances added to the concept of multi-nets [67]. 
In a recent paper on the limitations on research in multiple classifier systems, Sharkey [ 67] 
suggests that this may be due to a lack of 'awareness of the range of modular designs that 
could be employed' (p. I 08). Sharkey advocates a modular approach and illustrates the 
advantages with a system of classifiers that only provides a partial solution to the 
classification task and the combination of the partials providing the full solution. She uses a 
number of neural networks, multi-layer perceptrons (MLP), organised in different topologies 
as unitary classifiers of fault patterns in diesel engines, and compares these with modular and 
ensemble approaches. An approximately 2% improvement in performance is achieved with 
both modular and ensemble systems over the unity solutions, not quite advocating the use of 
modular and ensemble systems. However, intuitively we believe that modular networks 
should outperform ensemble networks. 
The development of multi-net systems can be referred back to work of early pioneer neural 
networks. Willshaw & von der Malsburg [84] developed a model that applied Hebbian 
learning between a two-dimensional pre-synaptic (jnput) layer and a post-synaptic (output) 
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layer of neurons to fonn a topological map of activations; Hebbian learning is based on the 
postulate that to affect learning in connections (synapses) between two neuronal cells, the 
strengths of the connections are increased when both sides of the connection are active. This 
associative learning pre-empts the use of a teacher. The production of a topological map as a 
consequence of a learning tule can be regarded as a rule that maximises the average mutual 
information between input and output signals. Kohonen's SOFM is based upon a similar 
principle to Willshaw & von der Malsburg's, producing a statistical approximation of the 
input space by mapping the input to a two-dimensional output layer. The approximation is 
achieved by selection of features (or prototypes) that characterise the data, which are output 
in a topologically ordered map. 
The association between two modalities, those of images and collateral text, has also been 
addressed in the SoCIS project (Scene of C1ime Information System) [ 4][5][8][58][83]. The 
SoCIS Project, December 1999 - March 2003, sponsored by the UK's Engineering and 
Physical Sciences Research Council, investigated how images can be constrained through 
the use of collateral texts. Working in close co-operation with fom· UK Police Forces, the 
University of Surrey and the University of Sheffield in collaboration developed a web-based 
system that automatically indexes an image using available collateral text (see section 4.4). 
This index is used conjunctively with the visual features of the image for storage and 
retrieval from databases. The objective of the project was to develop a method able to index 
and retrieve images in an arbitraty domain. 
In the following chapters we describe a modular co-operative network, where the component 
networks learn through an w1supervised process, in contrast to other supervised approaches, 
such as Sharkey's. The unsupervised lean1ing regimen is used to train networks that classify 
the input patten1s and a combiner network that produces the output. We discuss how a multi-
net system can learn to classify a set of complex input patterns; the complexity lies in the 
fact that the input comprises a number of independent components. Each component has 
different information about a given input pattern. Consider, for example the case of an 
annotated image - an image plus its collateral description. The image features may include a 
texture vector together with a textual description. The texture vector informs a system about 
the idiosyncratic visual featm·es of an image independently of the desctiption and in a 
different manner. Collateral information helps to sharpen the query to an image database 
[75]. 
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Our combination of neural networks is so organised that one network each can learn to 
classify an input pattern based on the sole knowledge of one component only, in contrast to 
other such schemes such as the so-called mixture-of-experts (ME) network [35] in which a 
number of networks are trained on the same set of input patterns. The behaviour of the 
individual networks, taken two at a time, is learnt by another network which, in turn, learns 
to associate classes in the individual network that are active at a given time. This 
synchronous activity is used to interrelate two independent components and is learnt through 
association whilst the individual classifiers learn. 
The co-operative multi-net architecture that we propose extends both Willshaw & von der 
Malsburg's paradigm and Kohonen's formulation, this time by connecting two SOFMs 
together with a Hebbian n'etwork. A multi-net system that uses a Hebbian network to 
interrelate the output of two (or more) SOFMs can exploit some or all of the properties of 
Hebbian synapses. The properties of time dependence, local modification, interaction 
between pre- and post-synaptic signals and their correlation provides justification for the 
combination of independent modalities of information (images and collateral text or numbers 
and articulation). When combining two SOFMs, the clustering of activation in either map 
relates an input signal to similar prototype inputs. This local infonnation on either side of the 
Hebbian connection allows local modification of signals to be achieved through 
corresponding interaction at preset time steps. Furthermore, since inputs to both SOFMs are 
related during training, the Hebbian connection modification provides correlation between 
the two modalities, which can be exploited during recall. These properties enable 
information modalities to be combined effectively to improve classification of signals 
through multiple, distinct classifiers, allowing the translation of classification from one 
modality to another. 
2.5 Summary 
Learning is the most important ability of an animal, as it allows it to adapt to its environment 
by improving its knowledge. Artificial neural networks simulate this learning process 
through the synaptic weights that adjust to environmental changes. This chapter provided a 
basic review of monolithic neural networks and multi-net architectures. 
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We examined the simpler unsupetvised neural network learning regimen, the Hebbian 
learning [33]. Willshaw & von der Malsburg [84] developed a model comprising two layers 
of neurons (input and output) to form a topological map of activations, and applied Hebbian 
learning between the two-dimensional pre-synaptic (input) layer and the post-synaptic 
(output) layer. Hebbian learning is based on the hypothesis that between two neuronal cells, 
the strengths of the connections are increased when both sides of the connection are active, 
to imply learning in com1ections (synapses). This method of learning does not require 
supetvision (or a teacher). By strengthening the connections of two active neurons, the 
network learns to associate input patterns to neurons (nodes) on the output layer (map). A 
Self Organising Feature Map (SOFM), othetwise called a Kohonen Map, is an extension of 
Willshaw & von der Malsburg's model, which learns without a teacher, hence unsupetvised 
learning. The topology of the output map preserves the information gathered from all the 
input patterns. The topological neighbourhood is of considerable import to the research 
conducted in this thesis. 
We have also discussed the different types of multi-net systems, how they are used, and the 
capabilities of such systems. Decomposing the problem into subtasks can help in solving a 
problem that a single-net cam1ot deal with and it can result in a better performance. Multi-net 
systems comprise neural networks where each becomes an expert on solving a task or part of 
a task, and their outputs are joined to form a unique output. The main reason for forming 
multi-nets is to deal with a problem that single-nets cam1ot solve, where the complexity of 
the problem needs to be analysed by several experts. There have been many approaches to 
categorise multi-nets into types, but there is still confusion, in that there is not a standard 
way of classifying multi-nets yet. 
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CHAPTER3 
3 Feature Extraction and Unimodal Classifiers 
This chapter concentrates on methods and techniques for feature extraction, 
data encoding and class ijication from images and texts. Several techniques for 
evaluation will be explored. In the area of feature extraction we introduce 
some new methods for extracting information from images and texts. A large 
part of this chapter concentrates on data encoding as it is a vital part of 
information processing, and the accuracy of the results depends on that. 
Classification benefits from well encoded information that contains useful 
information extracted ｪｩ ｾ ｯｭ＠ the original raw data. We are going to explore 
methods for encoding the information extracted and encoded into feature 
vectors for the purpose of classification. Finally this chapter examines 
unimodal Kohonen neural networks in classifying annotations that comprise 
texts and images, and compares this to other popular statistical methods. The 
chapter will also show the results from experiments conducted on each field, 
and it will demonstrate the systems developed for the implementation of the 
experiments. Multimodal classification is examined in the next chapter. 
Classification is the result of the act of classifying, and a classification system is a system 
that classifies. Classifying involves arranging entities into groups systematically because of 
common characteristics or properties. These characteristics are based on the content of the 
entities (subjective relevance), and typically not on the metadata infon11ation (e.g. creation 
date, or size). Also the classes that these entities are to be arranged into should not compute 
to or bias the act of classifying. Classification is, and has always been, an important problem 
for many fields such as psychology, marketing, computer vision, biology, museums, and the 
Internet. There are two main approaches to classification, supervised classification, closely 
related to discriminant analysis, and unsupervised classification. 
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We will concentrate on unsupetvised classification and focus on artificial neural networks 
that can be used for such classification. Such networks have been used in document and 
image classification, multimedia database retrieval, data mining, and other computationally 
demanding applications. The neural classifiers have some ability to learn. Neural network-
based classifiers have an advantage over classifiers that cannot learn, as neural classifiers 
adapt to changes and deal with noisy data in a more efficient way. 
Some authors have argued that neural network-based classifiers have an advantage over 
conventional statistical classifiers. For example, Raudis [60] has argued that ANNs are 
universal approximators, there is no need to make assumptions about the distribution 
densities and the training-set data can be utilised directly in order to determine unknown 
coefficients of the decision rule. The argument that Raudis raises is that ANNs have 
problems with the undefined performance of the training-set size relationships and also that 
they get affected by the singularity of the data, the parameter initialisation. In most practical 
cases, Raudis concludes that statistics fails to deal with high dimensionality and also fails to 
choose the correct pattern-class model, which can lead to significant errors. 
One of the most common applications of classification is that of categorisation of text 
documents, and more specifically news stories. News stories are of substantial interest to 
defence/intelligence agencies [51], to information retrieval communities, and to major 
newsvendors supplying on-line news. But no matter what the classification task is, the most 
important thing is the complexity of the data set that has to be classified. If the data is 
consistent, then classification using a common algorithm could give good results. More often 
than not, the data set content is inconsistent and can contain ambiguities thereby making the 
execution of the classification almost impossible. 
There are several methods for text classification. Knowledge engineers have been building 
classification systems based on machine learning techniques since the 1980s. The problem 
with machine learning though is that because the systems were built manually with the help 
of an expert on the specific domain, they frequently ended up in a knowledge acquisition 
bottleneck. 
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Despite the difficulties, the machine learning approach has reported very good results [32]. 
Yang and Liu [86] have re-examined the tnost popular supetvised categorisation methods, 
such as support vector machines (SVM), the k-Nem·est Neighbour (kNN) classifier, a neural 
network, the Linear Least Squares Fit (LLSF) mapping and a Naive Bayes (NB) classifier. 
Based on the fact that comparisons between results acquired from different som·ces are not 
quite possible, Yang and Liu have rerun the experiments taking into account the differences 
in the sources. They have argued that SVM, kNN and LLSF outperform the rest of the 
methods when the number of documents per category is small. We would however question 
Y aug and Liu' s statement that "automatic text categorisation is a supervised learning task". 
They do use supetvised only training on their experiments, but that does not mean that there 
are no unsupetVised lean1ing techniques for text categorisation. What is missing in their 
experiment is the self-organised map categorisation method comparison, which is an 
unsupervised technique. 
A comparison to see whether typical clustering techniques can classify better, two 
experiments were conducted by Qing Ma, one using the clustering technique, and another 
with multivariate statistical analysis (PCA) [59]. The experiment showed that classification 
improved using clustering techniques, in contrast with multivariate statistical analysis (PCA) 
where the classification was poor. 
SOFMs have been very popular in the field of text classification. But for the texts to be 
classified by SOFMs (or any other classifier) they have to be pre-processed and transformed 
into a respective format. Natural language processing (NLP) and understanding is a well-
developed area that is used for text processing, in order to extTact the characteristics of a text 
to be used for classification purposes. For Jeffrey Elman, natural language is 'one of the 
most fluitful- and contentious- areas ofnem·al network research' [26] and Teuvo Kohonen 
comments that 'it may sound surprising that vector-space methods such as SOFM can handle 
sttuctured, discrete, linguistic data' [ 44]. There is some evidence from work in linguistics 
that word categories (nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, etc.) may be inferred 
from the statistical occurrences of words in different contexts. For Kohonen and his 
colleagues, 'context patterns consist of groups of contiguous symbols' [ 44]. Kohonen has 
shown that SOFM-trained word context pairs, derived from 10,000 random sentences, shows 
'a meaningful geomett·ic order of the vatious word categories'. One might conclude that the 
understanding of linguistic properties of the text data and language processing in general 
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play a major role not only in cognitive and brain sciences in general, but in artificial 
inte11igence too. 
Recently WEBSOM, an unsupervised text classifier, has demonstrated the categorisation 
power of neural networks. Kohonen describes WEBSOM as a scheme, content-addressable 
memory, method and architecture. WEBSOM is a two-level self-organising feature map 
comprising a word category map and a document category map, and it has been used as a 
classification tool for newsgroup discussions, full-text data and articles in scientific journals 
[44][40]. 
However, research on image classification with SOFM has been limited on very basic 
principles. This is due to the fact that image processing is still very primitive as it is difficult 
to relate physical properties of the image (such as colour, texture, shape, segmentation) to the 
theme or concepts of the image. There are several systems developed for the purpose of 
content-based image retrieval; one of them that uses SOFMs for image classification is 
PicSOM [46]. PicSOM's retrieval is based on pictorial examples and relevance feedback, 
and it can improve its retrieval precision over time. The main theme of this thesis does not 
cover research into innovative image processing techniques. The idea is to use current 
methods for extracting meaningful features from images for the purpose of classification. 
When we talk about classification of similar objects into classes, we usually mean that the 
groups formed contain objects with common attributes. To have a good classification is 
necessary so that the representative feature vectors generated from the raw data are 
meaningful. The vectors must contain important information that is well formed and does not 
contain noisy characteristics. The entire learning process depends on the input data. Bad data 
encoding guarantees a bad perfotmance for a neural network. This problem of data encoding 
has troubled many researchers over the years and is still a big issue when training neural 
networks. In text classification Qing Ma et al and Min Zhang suggested methods for 
improving the performance of an SOFM by improving the data encoding [59][55]. 
Visual inspection of the cluster structures of the SOFM can be made more objective, as 
compared to purely manual inspection, through the use of U-Matrix. Even when U-Matrix is 
used, one has to select the number of clusters manually. There are more automated methods 
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than U-Matrix, for instance K-Means clustering, which facilitates partitive clustering of 
SOFMs. We have used U-Matrix and K-Means to identify clusters in the database, and as is 
conventional in clustering the map itself. We then select an arbitrary collection of images 
that have associated with each image a set of keywords. The "Hemera PhotoObject I" 
collection has been used to ascertain the strength of the SOFM. Despite the fact that text and 
image modalities are different, we trained an SOFM to categorise images in all of the 
categories using a featw·e vector representing both text and image. It tw·ned out that the 
clustering power of the monolithic SOFM with its equally monolithic feature vector had 
rather poor clustering efficiency as measm·ed in terms of a mettic based on averaged 
precision and recall. We then trained 2 independent nem·al networks, one for text and one for 
images, and fow1d that the text SOFM with a 50-dimensional feauu·e vector classifies the 
texts much better on our metric, whereas the image SOFM has worst performance when 
compared to both the text and the combined monolithic SOFMs. We know intuitively that 
we need both modalities, perhaps not simultaneously, in that sometimes we are asked to 
articulate the contexts of an image and at other times draw pictures of objects articulated as 
words. This has motivated us to look at multi-net systems. What we are presenting in this 
chapter is related to the so-called sequential clustering method which involves two different 
steps. The first step is clustering the raw input data and the second step is used to discern the 
structw·e of the cluster. For us the SOFM is the first method and U-Matrix or K-Means is the 
second. 
3.1 Encoding Information into ｆｾ｡ｴｵｲ･＠ Vectors 
Every living organism needs to have some sort of internal representation of the environment 
in order to sw·vive. Memory and the ability to lean1 are some of the main functionalities of 
the brain in order to adapt to the sw-row1ding environment. The biological brain in one form 
or another is encoding the infmn1ation received from the environment, but it is not possible 
to memmise and learn everything, as there are physical limits on how much a brain can take. 
Feauu·e extraction and encoding are one of the most difficult, but at the same time most 
important, tasks in information retrieval. For example, in human vision, a subject may study 
a scene in detail, but subsequently only be able to remember what he or she perceived as the 
main objects of interest within the scene. This is because the brain compresses infotnmtion it 
receives, to speed retrieval and prevent the memory from becoming cluttered with 
irrelevances. There is a natw·al intensity to form these internal representations as efficiently 
as possible. This helps not only to store the information efficiently, but also to process this 
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information faster. According to researchers, the best way to encode information in an 
artificial brain is to extract salient features and store them in vector format. 
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Figm·e 3-1. Three-dimensional vector (v = [1, 1, 1]) with size .fi and direction with a 45° angle 
from each axon. 
A vector has two characteristics: the size and the direction (see Figure 3-1). The direction of 
the vector is what makes it so attractive to neural networks, because it can exist in a 
multidimensional space. 
An input vector contains several units that usual1y represent characteristics of the data, for 
example if the input data is text documents then a vector contains information about the 
presence or absence of words in the document (see Figure 3-2). 
Keyword gun fingerprint bullet target ... car 
Value 1 1 0 1 ... 0 
Figure 3-2. An example vector of a text document. 
Every data pattern from a collection is transformed into a vector before it is fed into a 
classifier. Usually a randomly selected sample of vectors is selected for training and another 
random selection is used for testing. Vectors are usually normalised in order to produce a 
more reliable comparison. 
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Min Zhang showed that the best approach to encode textual data is by applying the 
combination of TF*IDF and frequency density [55]; the combination of cosine and TF*IDF 
and cosine approaches could NOT work, and that the TF*IDF approach in general is good 
because it avoids over-emphases. Another popular method for feature extraction is the latent 
semantic indexing (LSI) proposed by Deerwester et al. [23], which has been used for text or 
image indexing and retrieval [87]. LSI deals with problems deriving from synonymous and 
polysemous words when creating vectors. 
The thesis mainly concentrates on the classification of text and images. In the following two 
sections a study of the text and image data encoding is provided, which will be necessary for 
the work conducted. 
3.1.1 Feature extraction from free text 
When dealing with text data, that is free text and not keyword bags, the process of extracting 
information from the text docmnent to be encoded into meaningful feature vectors becomes 
more difficult. Sometimes a general data collection of texts may be required to assist with 
the infonnation extraction from the domain specific dataset. For the pm-pose of our 
experiments, three basic sets of data are considered, which are also used for the analysis and 
design of a system. These are: the general corpus data (i.e. British National Corpus), the 
domain specific corpus, and the user input data that is generated when using the system and 
which contains images and collateral text. 
Usually the general cm-pus is a large collection of documents (from all possible domains) 
that contains information about any subject, and therefore it characterises the vocabulary in a 
particular language. This general cm-pus is used as a comparator to a more specialised 
corpus. A specialist corpus is the collection of documents related to a specific domain/area 
(see next section). The most popular general corpus used for analysis is the British National 
Cm-pus (BNC). The BNC is a large collection containing around 100 million words, and has 
been used broadly for natural language processing purposes. A word frequent in the 
specialist corpus and not frequent in the general corpus signifies that the specific word has a 
special meaning for the specialist cm-pus. In order to measure that, we calculate the 
weirdness coefficient of the word (see section 3 .1.4 ). 
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The domain specific corpus contains a collection of documents collected from the Internet, 
electronic journals and other sources, and specialises on a specific domain. The domain 
specific corpus should, in principle, contain rich information about the specialist language 
used in that domain through its terminology. This data is used to build the generic feature 
vector template for the construction of individual knowledge representation vectors for each 
document. Also this data is used for the consttuction of ontological structures to facilitate 
query expansion. It is important to mention that the domain specific corpus is data from the 
same domain as the real data collection described in the next section. 
Finally real data is a collection of annotations that is entered into a system by a potential 
user. Each annotation contains an image and a textual description that is collateral to the 
image. 
3.1.2 Building a feature vector model 
To be able to work with data of different kind and fonnat, a formal way of processing the 
data encoding into feature vectors is required. This section describes an attempt to formalise 
this, by looking at each vector as an item that contains features, in order to build a feature 
vector model. 
We have a set I of items, for example it could be a set of images or texts, and a set of 
features associated to each item: 
I= set of items 
F = set of features 
(9.) 
(10.) 
A feature for example could be the frequency of a term in a document item or a shape value 
of an image item. For each feature we have a set of measure values, usually real numbers, 9t 
DEFINITION: A feature vector is a function from F to 9t 
DEFINITION: Item features is a function associating feature vectors to each item, thus it is 
a function (]): I ｾ＠ (F ｾ＠ 9l). Given function (/): 
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feature_vector: ｉｾ＠ (F ｾ＠ 9t) (11.) 
Thus, given an item i E I (e.g. i could be a text or an image) we have a vector: 
feature_ vector(i) : F ｾ＠ 9\ (12.) 
Likewise 
DEFINITION: An item measure in the set of items is a function mapping ｉｾ＠ 9t. A weight 
ftmction is a function that assigns an item measm·e to each feature. In practice item features 
are defined from the weight function. 
i.e. Given a weight function 
weight : F ｾ＠ Ｈｉｾ＠ 9t) (13.) 
we can define item features 
feature_vectorweight: ｉｾ＠ (F --7 9\) (14.) 
and therefore, given a feature feature, for all feature E F & i E I, we can define item features 
by 
feature_vector (i) (feature) =weight (feature) (i) (15.) 
This model is used in our experiments for creating image and text feature vectors, but is 
generic enough to be used for other types of data. 
3.1.3 Generating Domain Specific Term Banks 
A domain specific tenn bank is a collection of terms related to a specific subject or domain 
(see section 3 .I. I). The term banks are used, in om· case, as a dictionary of the specific 
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domain. The terms in the term bank are selected based on their popularity and subjectivity 
within the domain. To build term banks, a ratio of relative frequency of a term in a specialist 
text to that in general language texts can be used to quantify the lexical difference between 
the two texts and therefore the importance of that term in the term bank collection. This ratio 
has been termed weirdness to indicate how it measures the preponderance of words in 
specialist texts that would be unusual in general language [9]. We can calculate the 
weirdness coefficient of a term t where: 
weirdness coefficient = freq sc / N sc 
freqaL/NaL 
where freqsc = frequency of term t in a specialist corpus, for freq sc ｾ＠ 1 , 
freqaL = frequency of term t in general language, 
Nsc = total number of terms t in the specialist corpus, for N sc ｾ＠ 1, 
NaL =total number of terms tin the general language. 
(16.) 
The weirdness coefficient takes values in the range: 0 ｾ＠ weirdness ｾ＠ oo • A high value 
weirdness coefficient shows that if a term t is used very frequently in a specialist language 
and not frequently in the general language, it is a highly weird term; a value of 1 shows that 
the term is used in the same proportion by both the specialist language and general language, 
and therefore is not a weird (unusual) tenn. 
3.1.4 Creating the Text Feature Vectors 
Linguistic features may be extracted from texts that are closely collateral to an image, such 
as its caption or description, to index the image. These features can be single keywords 
conventionally used in Information Retrieval (IR) systems or they could be more complex 
structures represented in relational hierarchy (i.e. ontology) and extracted using Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) techniques such as compound words, noun phrases and 
relational facts. One problem that we have to consider is that of indexer variability; the fact 
that not everyone would describe the same image in the same way. That problem creates the 
issue that keywords extracted from an image description may be different from keywords 
extracted from another person's description of the same image. 
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When a text is classified in a domain, this docmnent should comprise the criteria that 
characterises this domain. For example if the domain is forensic science, we expect the 
documents clustered under the domain to contain words like gun, body, fingerprint, shoe 
mark, and blood. Words like this should appear frequently in this collection of forensic 
science texts, otherwise called forensic science corpus. An interesting characteristic of a 
corpus of text is that as time goes by, certain words that appeared to be frequent, may 
become less and less frequent after say ten years, and words that never existed before 
suddenly appear in the corpus as highly frequent [9]. This is due to evolution in the language 
itself caused by factors like progress in technology and changes in hwnan behaviow·. 
It has been proven that sophisticated representations· of documents achieve worse 
categorisation than simple term-based classification (13][50]. For example Lewis 
experimented with noun phrases instead of terms, but the results were discouraging. This is 
due to the statistical qualities that terms carry that are more significant for text 
categorisation, than the semantic quantities of the notm phrases. Term based has always been 
the main way of classifying docmnents. 
The 1nost common way of analysing text for indexing is by extracting useful key-terms from 
them. These collections of terms, or otherwise keywords, represent the document that they 
have been extracted from; therefore it is important that they are significant. One way of 
annotating an image with keywords extracted from the collateral text is to strip out the 
gran1matical words ( detenniners, prepositions, proper now1s and so on) that are not relevant 
to the specialist domain from which the collateral text is derived. Such an empirical approach 
is the basis of the stop-word lists used in information retrieval systems to aid in extracting 
keywords. It has been noted that whether or not a text is specialist or general language, the 
so-called closed-class words, like the determiners ('a', 'an' and 'the' in English), 
prepositions, conjunctions and certain verbs, may comprise as much as 25% of a given text 
[9]. The relative frequency of these closed-class words or grammatical words, used to draw 
up the stop-lists used in information retrieval systems are usually the same in specialist and 
general language texts; it is the nominals (most terms are either single or compow1d 
nominals) that occur with different relative frequencies (the relative frequency of a word in a 
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text is the ratio of the absolute frequency of the word to the total number of words in a text 
or corpus). 
Defining features within text collection 
Text features are extracted from within the collection, either by comparing to a more general 
collection of texts (corpus), or by looking at the differences within the collection. These 
features should represent characteristics of the text collection for the purpose of 
classification- i.e. similar texts should carry similar characteristics (features). 
Given a finite set of texts I: 
I= set of texts (17.) 
where text is a sequence of terms (compound words are also defined as terms). 
Given a sequence I, then set_of(I) is the set of entries in the sequence. We may drop set_of 
where context makes its presence clear. 
T = set of terms (18.) 
Let T be the universal set_ of terms occurring in all the texts in I 
u set_of(I) ｾ＠ T (19.) 
For each iel we extract a set of features F (set of terms in this case) such that F ｾ＠ T. Each 
feature depends on a functionfunc and a condition cond. We define june and cond as: 
June = T-? 9t, the set of all functions T -? R 
cond = (jimc x 1) 7 boo!, the set of allfunc X Tbe Boolean 
(20.) 
(21.) 
then a feature definer will be a pair if, c) E June x cond. Given such a pair we define the 
associated feature S.r. cas: 
sf, c = { tE T I c(f, t) = true} (22.) 
A condition is simply a rule that given a function and a term yields a Boolean. For example 
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weirdness(t) > VALUE (23.) 
or 
TFIDF(t) > VALUE (24.) 
for example we may have a subsetS, S ｾ＠ T, set of terms considered important: 
S = { t E T I weirdness (t) > VALUE} (25.) 
Frequently such sets follow this pattern. i.e. the set of terms satisfying some condition- in 
the above example a "high weirdness". This is defined by a function, "weirdness" and some 
condition involving the weirdness function. 
We select features F from terms. Given a set of such definers 
feature_ definer ｾｦｩｭ｣＠ X cond (26.) 
Then we take F as the disjoint union of all featm·e sets S 
F= us jimc,cond (27.) 
(fimc,cond)e feature_ definer 
In general for each pair injiuzc X cond, if, c), we will have a weight tlmction: 
weight 1: c : I -7 9\ (28.) 
For all feature E F we know there is unique if, c) such that feature E Sj•,c· and we define: 
weight (feature) =weight J', c' (feature) (29.) 
Constructing the text feature vector 
In order to construct feature vectors from texts we will consider the appropriate weighting 
function. Essentially, given a featm·e x E F and a document item i E I, weightx(i) is intended 
to be a measure of how "significant" is x in I. For the experiments conducted in this thesis 
four fm1ctions were used: binary, frequency, weirdness, and TF*IDF weighting. 
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Binary vectors represent the presence or absence of features in the document, and frequency 
vectors represent the number of appearance of the feature in the document. Weirdness and 
TF*IDF vectors are described in more detail, due to their complex nature: 
Weirdness: The weirdness of a term is only defined in the context of a subset A of I and a 
general corpus B (i.e. BNC). So we have: 
weirdnessA,B : T ｾ＠ 9{ (30.) 
where A is a subset of I and B is BNC (British National Corpus) 
Functions are not really simply functions from T ｾ＠ 9{, but depend always on I, or a subset of 
I, and sometimes on BNC. In general our June will be defined using a subset of I or a 
member of I. 
For example weirdness(x) is defined in tenns of a subset of I, so 
weirdness : P(/) x T ｾ＠ 9{ 
we could denote 
weirdness(A, t) = weirdnessA(t) 
In the context of weirdness (for BNC fixed) we will have functions 
weirdness A : T -7 9{ for each A ｾｉ＠
(31.) 
(32.) 
(33.) 
TFIDF: One of the term based methods to classify text is by applying weights to terms 
extracted from documents when creating feature vectors. TF*IDF was one of the first 
methods for weighting terms. Qing Ma suggested that to improve the SOFM text 
classification, TF*IDF calculation can be used [59]. The TF*IDF weight value (w) of a term 
in a document is given by: 
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where 
and 
where 
and 
TFu is the term i frequency in documentj 
N IDF,: = log2 -
n; 
n; is the nun1ber of documents where term i appears 
at least once 
N is the total nW11ber of documents 
and the normalised TF*IDF weight value of a term in a document is given by: 
where y is the number of terms in document j 
(34.) 
(35.) 
(36.) 
High value TF*IDF terms basically indicate terms that appear to be significant for the 
specific document. The more frequent a term is in a document and the less it appears in other 
documents the higher its weight. A term that appears in every other document has a zero 
weight. TF*IDF is frequently non11alised for equal comparisons between different sets of 
text data. Several other variations of TF*IDF have been analysed; one of them TF*IWF 
suggests a term frequency multiplied by the invert word frequency approach to term 
weighting. 
TFIDF(t) is defined with reference to a specific i and a subset A of I, so 
TFIDFA,i : T -7 9\ (37.) 
where A is sub-corpus 
TFIDF: P(l) x Ix T-7 9\ (38.) 
and we could denote 
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TFIDF(A, i, T) = TFIDFA,J(t) (39.) 
In the context of TFIDF we will have functions 
TFIDFA,;: ｔｾ＠ ｾｦｯｲ＠ each ａｾ＠ I and i e A (40.) 
Each vector is also separated in units (dimensions). The number of dimensions depends, in 
our case, on two factors: the number of features (keywords) or a fixed number of 
logarithmically divided partitions where each contains a number of keywords: 
Keyword vectors: The vectors generated based on the number of features depend 
on the features extracted from equation 27, so a term within a document has to 
satisfy a certain condition to become a feature of the document. 
Logarithmic partitioning vectors: For the logarithmic partitioning vectors, all 
terms within a document are considered and arranged within a fixed number of 
partitions based on a logarithmic scale (this is described further in the next section). 
Generalising the text feature vector's weights 
Given if, c) e June x cond we have 
F/. c = a set of tetms 
we choose weight function for each feature t e FJ, c 
weight, : I ｾ＠ ｾ＠
(41.) 
(42.) 
In general the function weight, will be independent off and c. At first, weightt will be the 
same for all features t, i.e. we will have one weight function for all features. 
It is possible to generalise this concept. For example, to use frequency and TF*IDF for a 
feature, we could, in general, use weight function 
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weight : F -7 (I -7 9t2) 
weight,(i) ｾ＠ (frequency(! in 1), TFIDFA;(t)) 
Most general case 
weight : F -7 (I -7 9\") 
for some fixed n, then 
feature_ vector : I -7 (F -7 9t 11) 
For example, weights can be calculated either as binary, as frequency, or tfidf. 
binary: 
or 
frequency: 
tE Fj. 
,c 
weight, (i) = {1' 
0, te Ff,c 
. (·) {freq, (i), 
welght, l = O, 
where freq,(i) is the frequency of term i in docmnent t. 
or 
tfidf 
. (•)- {tficlft (i), wef.ght, l -
0, 
where tfidf,(i) is the TF*IDF weighting of term i in document t. 
(43.) 
(44.) 
(45.) 
(46.) 
(47.) 
(48.) 
(49.) 
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Binmy, frequency, or tfidf text vectors generated by the previous methods are used for 
indexing and consequent retrieval of annotated images. Each unit of those vectors contain 
information about a specific word. We have also used other methods for constructing the 
feature vectors, based on the same principle above, but this time using a set of words to 
represent each unit of the feature vector. We have divided the set of words (extracted from 
the dataset), into logarithmic parts; starting from the first part containing one word and then 
logarithmically increasing the number of words in the further partitions. The way we then 
distribute the words into the partitions is by sorting the words based on their frequency (other 
methods for sorting could be used; i.e. weirdness or TF*IDF). The number of partitions 
depends on how much detail we want to add to the feature vector. The method for dividing 
the words into sets we refer to as logarithmic partitioning. Usually this logarithmic 
partitioning is done for a set of documents belonging to the same category (same subject). 
The main reason for creating logarithmic partitioning feature vectors is to encapsulate the 
main keywords of the document collection in the first divisions of the vector, while keeping 
the non-important keywords in larger divisions towards the end of the feature vector (see 
Table 6). 
Subject Group 1 Subject Group 2 ... 
Div.l Div.2 Div.3 Div.4 Div.S Div.l Div.2 Div.3 Div.4 Div.5 ... 
No. Words 1 2 6 16 38 1 2 6 16 38 ... 
No. Words in Div 1 2 4 9 19 0 0 1 3 10 ... 
Feature Vector 1 l 0.67 0.56 0.5 0 0 0.17 0.19 0.26 ... 
Table 6. Logarithmic partitioning feature vector of a text document, showing the words found in 
the document and the how many there are for each division. Note the high values of the feature 
vector in the first units of subject group 1 and how different they are for subject group 2. 
If the coJlection of documents has defined categories (i.e. each document belongs to a certain 
category), we can create feature vectors that contain information about documents from 
every category. The final vector is normalised in the range I to 0, by dividing the number of 
keywords found in a document for a specific division, by the total number of keywords of 
that division (see Table 6). The logarithmic partitioning vectors have been used in 
experiments presented later on the thesis, and have been compared to those of single word-
based feature vectors. 
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System Quirk [9] was used in order to compute the frequency, weirdness, and TF*IDF of 
words. System Quirk is a text analysis tool developed at the University of Surrey, and it has 
been used internationally for many years. Recently a new version of the system started being 
developed, with the scope to give better performance and more functionality on text analysis. 
The system has access to the frequency distribution of words in the British National Corpus, 
and other corpus collections. Our choice was to analyse the documents against the British 
National Corpus, a corpus consisting of about 100,000,000 words. 
3.1.5 Generating image feature vectors 
With regard to images, it is very hard to extract and encode information into feature vectors, 
because there is no straightforward way of representing an image into numerical features. 
The content multiplicity of the images creates a huge problem when it comes to image 
analysis; the images are very complex and difficult to analyse, and it is difficult to extract 
features and encode them into vectors. Bearing in mind that the main theme of the research is 
not image processing, we have adopted popular image processing methods to extract 
information from images [30][88]. The most common features that are usually extracted are 
colour, shape, texture and segmentation. In addition, sometimes there is metadata attached to 
an image that could be useful for retrieval. In a web page for example that contains images 
and text, we could use the caption of an image or even the text of the page itself as metadata 
for that image. All these features and metadata can be used to generate feature vectors that 
will characterise each image (see Chapter 4). 
Properly designed multilayer networks can learn complex mappings in high-dimensional 
space without requiring complicated hand-crafted feature extractors (as in pattern 
recognition). Networks containing hundreds of inputs and tens of thousands of parameters 
can be trained on databases containing thousands of examples. This allows designers to rely 
more on learning and less on detailed engineering of feature extraction [21 ]. 
MPEG-7 (Moving Pictures Expert Group Multimedia Content Description Interface) is the 
first attempt to create a standard description of visual content of images. Laaksonen [ 46] 
argues that MPEG-7 is the way that content-based image retrieval (CBIR) should follow to 
get a standard way for describing visual image content. Unfortunately, according to 
Laaksonen, MPEG-7 does not solve the big questions of CBIR yet. 
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Aibing [ 1 0] argues that there is a lack of a uniform evaluation methodology in the field of 
multimedia retrieval. He describes this situation as "chaotic", and in order to deal with this 
problem he developed a methodology for measuring the complexity of image databases, 
based on the concept of corpus perplexity. 
Defining features within an image collection 
Given a finite set of digital images I: 
I= set of digital images (50.) 
where a digital image is a 2x2 array of pixels. A pixel is the smallest discrete component of a 
digital image. Given an image i and indexes x, y we have 
pixel f-.:,y (51.) 
where x, y are the x-coordinate, y-coordinate of the pixel accordingly. Each pixel is 
characterised by its colour C: 
col : I ｾ＠ (INxiN -1-> C) 
where domain col(i) = (1 .. width{i))x (1 .. height(i)) and 
col(i) (x, y) is the co Jour or pixel (x, y) in i. 
(52.) 
(53.) 
Colour in a digital image is an ordered tuple of numbers, normally represented as an RGB 
(Red Green Blue), but other equivalent models exist, e.g. HSB (Hue Saturation Brightness), 
CMYK (Cyan, magenta, yellow, key). A colour image may be stored as three separate 
images, one for each of red, green, and blue, or each pixel may encode the colour using 
separate bit-fields for each colour component, or each pixel may store a logical colour 
number which is looked up in a hardware colour palette to find the colour to display. In our 
experiments we use the RGB values to analyse and represent features in the image. 
A feature might be a set/subset CR ｾ＠ C, and we could define: 
weight(CR)(i) = # (col(ir1)(CR) (54.) 
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Constructing the image feature vector 
For every image in our data set we extracted a feature vector with 67 components. The 
intention was to use popular image analysis techniques to create vectors that described 
various properties of the images such as colour, edges, texture, and segmentation. For our 
experiments we used 21 features to describe the colour distribution in the images which were 
extracted using the intensity histogram of each image. For the edge features we first applied 
an edge filter (the most conm10nly used gradient filter Sobel) on each image and then used 
the water-filling algorithm, proposed by Zhou et al [88][89], on the binary edge image to 
extract a total of 19 features. For the texture features we used the Grey Level Co-occurrence 
Matrices, a statistical texttu·e analysis method proposed by Haralick et al [30], to extract a 
total of 20 features for every image, and finally for the segmentation features, Nystrom 
method [27][68] on normalised cuts was used to create another 7 features. The final 
representation vector contains 67 bins b of information - 21 about the colours, 19 bins about 
the edges, 20 bins about the texture, and 7 bins about the segmentation of the image. 
The images were all resized to fit a 200x200 surface, while keeping the original aspect ratio 
of the image. The images were resized because of consistency within the dataset, so that all 
image analysis performed on each individual image can be comparable. Also by resizing the 
images, the processing time is reduced, without losing significant information about the 
image. All the processing was performed using MatLab and the Image Processing toolbox, 
and by implementing several algorithms that were not implemented in MatLab by default. 
Colour Features Edge Features Texture Features 
ｾＬＭａＭＮＮｾ＠
image features= [b1 , ••• ,b21 ][b22 , ••• ,b40 ][b41 , ••• ,b112] 
(55.) 
(56.) 
Each bin b carries information about the visual properties of the image, as explained 
previously. More specifically each bin can have values in the range of 0 s b s 1 and each 
describe the weight of a specific feature. If b,:;::;.O, for i=l..30, that implies that there is no such 
feature on the image, and if b,:;::;.1 then the image fully contains this feature. For example a bin 
that describes the ntm1ber of red pixels in the range 0-51 with value !J,:;::;.Q will imply that 
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there are no pixels that satisfy this condition, whereas if the value of the bin was b,=l, that 
would imply that all pixels of the image satisfy that condition. 
Image feature vectors generated by the previous methods are used for indexing and 
consequent retrieval of annotated images, similar to the text vectors. Image and text feature 
vectors can be used for retrieving images and texts independently or can be retrieved in a 
combined fashion with the help of a multi-net system. 
3.2 Classification of Information: a Unimodal Approach 
Having constructed the feature vector model, it can now be used for the task of classification. 
This section describes the classification task performed by unimodal classifier systems. Text 
and image classification is perfonned individually and the two are compared. The main 
approach for classification used is the SOFM method, and is compared to other clustering 
and classification methods. This research signifies the preliminary work required at a 
mono·Jithic level before looking into more complex structures where these independent 
classifiers could be combined - that is to follow in the next chapter. Methods for evaluating 
the clustering and classification ability of the classifiers are reported. After describing the 
implications of text and image classification, experiments are performed and reported. 
Finally the SOFM system built for running the experiments is described. 
3.2.1 Classifying Text 
Considerable research has been carried out on text classification, mainly due to the 
increasing amount of electronic document distribution over the Internet. Some researchers 
use supervised neural networks for classification, other use unsupervised neural networks, 
and other use statistical methods. David Lewis [49] uses supervised Widrow-Hoffs error-
correction learning paradigm and its recent variant on the TREC data set, containing 
Associated Press (AP) newswire texts and a collection of medical abstracts. Lewis has 
shown that the two neural network algorithms used both outperform Rocchio's classifiers for 
a whole range of documents, and also that the F-measure, a weighted combination of 
precision and recall, was consistently better for the full body of the text as compared to the 
headline. Kaski and colleagues [40] on the other hand have attempted to create 'an order in 
digital libraries with self-organising maps'. They have used a two-level architecture 
comprising two hierarchically interrelated SOFMs: a word category map, which describes 
relations of words based on their averaged short contexts, and the document map. 
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One of the most popular systems developed for unsupervised text categorisation is 
WEBSOM [44]. WEBSOM has been used to classify a range of text materials, including 
full-text documents [34], abstracts of scientific articles, patent absh·acts and news items [47], 
with some degree of success. 
In experiments conducted [ 4] we found that classification of news reports presents a 
significant challenge in that such reports deal with a variety of interlinked specialist topics, 
for example: terrorism, ecology, politics, trade, industry and more. Every text document 
canies characteristics that can be mined from the document itself, but other documents may 
rely on previous events or other documents. That was very challengeable as some reports 
may be focused on events, whilst others deal with people and places, and as topics in the 
news reports may change rapidly a dynamic classification scheme that is flexible enough to 
adapt alongside with that change is required, but also be able to deal with related keywords 
that might last for months on end. That method is semi-automatically identifying the terms of 
a set of specialist domains and generated multidimensional binary vectors, where each term's 
presence or absence signifies one of the dimensions. We tested three types of data: full-texts, 
summaries and headlines. Despite variations in training methods and initial settings used, the 
results for the tTained Kohonen map were similar across a number of h·ials. Generally, the 
experiments showed that summaries perform slightly better than full texts. This is due to the 
high amount of significant keywords concentrated in a summary, in conh·ast to a full text that 
could contain a lot of 'noisy' data. Another interesting fact that came up from the experiment 
was that headlines in general perform very badly, and this is because of the lack of context 
that headlines contain. It seems the summary preserves enough information for successful 
categorisation, whereas the headlines do not (see Figure 3-3). Hence the quality of the test is 
the fact that makes a classification effective. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3-3. Results of full-text (a), summaries (b), and headline (c) training 
A random sample from the collection of documents, transformed into feature vectors, is fed 
to the neural network. The neural network then learns to classify these inputs after a certain 
amount of training cycles, and is ready for testing. Training vectors for texts usually 
comprise keywords that are extracted automatically from the representative text, as described 
in section 3.1.4. The network creates a two-dimensional output map where inputs create 
clusters of similar characteristics. 
3.2.2 Classifying Images 
Images generally are classified based on characteristics from their physical properties such 
as colour, texture, shape, and segmentation. Today most of the content-based image retrieval 
systems are based on exemplar images or sketches [36][77][81 ], or information that is pre-
classification, based on low-level characteristics of the image, or both. These two methods 
are not suitable for classification purposes, and we have to look more into general 
characteristics of each image individually and not by comparison. Extracting image 
characteristics does not give any semantic (object level) characteristics to distinguish the 
theme or the concept of the image, it only extracts statistical information, which may or may 
not be significant for classification purposes. Usually when object level information is 
considered for classification, experts on the domain have extracted this information 
manually, a process that can be very time consuming. Jaimes and Chang [36] experimented 
on multiple levels of information extracted from the images. They approached the object 
detection in the images by users that defined their own visual classes, and classifiers are 
learned automatically. Also in order to be able to combine the multiple levels (such as 
semantic and visual properties) of information, they used fuzzy-classifiers and machine 
learning techniques, and they decompose the visual information of the image with the 
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following levels: region; perceptual; object-part; object and scene. The application Jaimes 
and Chang developed, called "The Visual Apprentice", uses a combination of lazy-learning, 
decision trees, and evolution programs for classification and grouping, which can be applied 
to images and video. 
Categories 
1 BAR AREA ｲｾ＠ 5 EXHIBIT ｾ＠ｾ＠
2 LIFT 
" 
6 FOOTMARKS ｾＰ＠
0 
3 FRUIT MACHINE II 7 GENERAL <i 
4 BODY ｾ＠ 8 WINDOW EEm 
Table 7. Categories with their associated icons, used in our image classification. 
Processing real world images is even more complicated. Real world images contain a large 
amount of information in a single image, which is difficult to process. Research has been 
conducted and reported in this thesis about real world images (see section 4.4). Experts in the 
field took these images at a crime scene. The scene of crime field is very challenging when 
classifying images, because the theme of an image can vary from a simple object (e.g. a 
knife) to a complete scene (e.g. the overview picture of the area where a murder was 
committed). The only categorisation of images, that could be taken from the scene, that 
Scene of Crime Officers (SoCOs) provide is that of: close-ups where the image focuses on a 
specific exhibit, midrange where the main exhibit is photographed with the surrounding 
objects, and overview where the entire scene is captured (see Figure 3-4). 
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lo e-up of same window ga11ing showing nine Broken bottle enfragments from floor 
millimetre parabalem centre fire cartridge case. 
The cartridge case has been spent 
Figure 3-4. Sample artificial scene of crime images witb text descriptions given by scene of crime 
officers. 
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Classification of similar objects in the image has been attempted with good results, but the 
images analysed (66 in total) were restricted to only one crime scene. This could identify 
objects such as the body of the victim, the window, the bar area, footmarks, and the fruit 
machine (see Figure 3-5). 
Figure 3-5. Classification of Scene of Crime object from one scene. The figure shows some clear 
regions of interest. The clusters have been identified through visual inspection and the cluster 
boundaries have been drawn by hand. 
3.3 Evaluation Methods 
Limited research has been carried out on the evaluation of the results of training a neural 
network especially for classification purposes. The evaluation of the results of the training of 
an unsupervised neural system is made more complicated by the fact the system is not 
trained on a given response rather the system generates its own response. The situation with 
a supervised neural classification system is relatively simpler in that the system is provided 
with a 'correct response' and accordingly the trained system produces data classification that 
maps onto real-world classes. 
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Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-5 clearly show the existence of clusters in the high-dimensional data 
sets. However, it is not clear, except for a visual inspection, what these clusters comprise and 
how effective the clusters are. 
We follow the notion of sequential classifier [71] in order to automatically produce classes 
of objects that are clustered together in an SOFM: Essentially, an SOFM is used to cluster 
objects in an arbitrary data space. The output map is then used as input to one of the well-
known clustering methods ([38] and also see section 3.3.1 for details below). Once the 
cluster information is obtained we use traditional infonnation retrieval methods [61] based 
on the so-called precision and recall matrices. The indirect estimation of the effectiveness of 
a sequential classifier, using precision/recall, is used to compare the effectiveness with that 
of four other well known clustering methods. The automatic visualisation of clusters, and 
more detailed information about the topology of the clustered data, is also important and in 
this respect we follow Ultsch [80]. Finally, we describe a statistic we have used earlier that 
deals with the clustering 'capability' of an SOFM without recourse to another classifier- we 
would not be using the diagnostic ratio for the capability as it appears more effective in 
adjusting the parameters of an SOFM [7][8]. 
3.3.1 Sequential Clustering 
Hierarchical clustering is a frequently used method, but has a number of shortcomings [ 45]. 
Due to the high-dimensional nature of the input vectors important patterns can be lost due to 
the deterministic nature of clustering or the high-dimensionality of data. To be able to more 
effectively study interesting groups of map units, methods to give good candidates for map 
unit clusters or groups are required. 
We will briefly describe the well-known clustering methods K-Means, Fuzzy C-Means, 
flierarchical Centroid and Complete clustering [38][ 45] before we describe how we use of 
these methods (k-means) for automatically clustering the output of an SOFM: 
K-Means: This method assigns each item to a cluster with the nearest centroid. The 
process comprises three basic steps. First, we arrange the items in the collection into 
K initial clusters randomly and we calculate the centroid of each cluster. Second, we 
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find for each item the cluster whose centroid is nearest, and then we recalculate the 
centroid of each cluster (only if there are any reallocated items). Third we repeat step 
two until there are no fmther reallocations. 
Hierarchical: This method proceeds by either merging the items in a collection 
starting from the individual item as single clusters and then grouping them according 
to their similarity into new clusters (agglomerative hierarchical method), or by 
dividing the items starting from one cluster containing all items and then dividing 
the cluster into two sub-clusters (based on how far the items are in one cluster from 
the items in the other cluster) and the process continues until all items are divided 
into a separate cluster (divisive hierarchical method). There are several hierarchical 
algorithms for the agglomerative hierarchical method such as single linkage, 
complete linkage, average linkage, median linkage, centroid linkage, and Ward's 
method, but we have concentrated on complete and centroid linkage. The difference 
between complete and centroid linkage is that in complete linkage two clusters 
merge depending on the most distant pair of items among them, whereas in centroid 
linkage clusters once formed are represented by their mean vector, and inter-group 
distance is defined in terms of distance between two such mean vectors. 
Fuzzy C-Means: This method basically tries to minimise the within-class sun1 
square errors. The clusters produced by the K-Means algorithm are sometimes called 
"hard" or "crisp" clusters, since any item in the collection is or is not a member of a 
particular cluster. This is in contrast to "soft" or "fuzzy" clusters, in which an item 
can have a degree of membership in each cluster. Fuzzy C-Means procedure allows 
each item to have a degree of membership in a respective class. 
To solve this problem, we use the same two-level analysis proposed by Vesanto [82] for the 
study of complex features of image and text data. Thus, the trained SOFM is further 
clustered by k-means clustering and combined to form the actual clusters. This analysis 
summarizes the data by the SOFM component, and then clusters the SOFM to investigate the 
feature image patterns. The SOFM reduces the dimensionality of the data, and thereby 
allows to easy display the data and reveal the cluster patterns. The visual inspection of the 
data patterns in each single case, and comparison of those patterns between the different 
cases allows identifying common clusters that may have been lost by directly applying 
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hierarchal clustering to the data. In addition, by k-means clustering of the SOFM, images 
that have similar features, and might therefore belong to the same conceptual category, may 
be identified. 
3.3.2 Estimating Classification Effectiveness 
The classification effectiveness of a system can be measured based on precision and recall. 
These measures can give a fair approximation of the categorisation efficiency and provide a 
confidence measure. Precision is the value defined by the number of documents that the 
classifier correctly classified as belonging to a category (true positive, TP), divided by the 
number of documents that the classifier classified (true positives and false positives, FP) as 
belonging to that category. Recall is the value defined by the number of documents that the 
classifier correctly classified as belonging to a category (true positive), divided by the 
number of all documents S+ belonging to that category. 
Precision is then defined as: 
TP (57.) 
p TP+FP 
and recall is defined as: 
TP (58.) r=n 
In unsupervised classification it is some times not possible to apply precision and recall 
statistics directly as would be the case for supervised learning. For instance for a neural 
network trained using supervised learning, it would be possible to assign a unique class label 
to each cluster on the output map of the network. However in unsupervised learning in 
general and for SOFMs in particular is important to first assign all the document clusters in 
some cluster tE T with the most dominant label in that cluster. Slonim, Friedman and Tishby 
[71] have defined the so-called micro-averaged precision and recall matrices. 
Micro-averaged precision is then defined as: 
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p(T) = Lca(c,T) 
Lc a(c,T)+ fJ(c,T) 
(59.) 
and micro-averaged recall is defined as: 
" a(c T) 
r(T) = LJc ' 
Lc a( c, T) + r< c, T) 
(60.) 
where for each category ce C we have a(c,T) defines the number of documents correctly 
assigned to c, then ft(c,T) defines the number of documents incorrectly assigned to c, and 
y(c,T) defines the number of documents inconectly not assigned to c. 
Precision and recall can contradict when we talk about effectiveness, we want to achieve 
high precision, we may have to give up on recall, and vice versa [50]. One way to balance 
that is to use a combined formula, which gives a general effectiveness measure called the F-
Measure: 
1 
Fa= 1 1 
a-+(1-a)-
(61.) 
P r 
With parameter a, we can switch from precision to recall accordingly. When a is 1 then F is 
based 100% on precision, and when a is 0 then F is based on recall I 00%. l!sually 
researchers set a as 0.5 in order to achieve both good precision and recall. We will use this 
value of a (=0.5) throughout the thesis. 
We have followed Slonim and his colleagues [71] by calculating the micro-averaged F-
measure based on the same principle as precision and recall . So the micro-averaged F-
measure becomes: 
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1 
F(T)= 1 1 
a--+(1-a)-
p(T) r(T) 
(62.) 
Finally the well-established cluster quality evaluation measures are also used, namely the 
Jaccard (JAC) [25] and Fowlkes-Mallows (FM) (28] methods: 
JAC = __ T_'P __ 
TP+FP+FN 
FM= TP 
ｾＨｔｐ＠ + FP)x (TP + FN) 
where FN is the pair-wise number of false negatives. 
3.3.3 Automatic visualisation of clusters 
(63.) 
(64.) 
Recall that SOFMs are trained in such was way that there is no need of previous knowledge 
about the sttucture of the data, therefore the organization of the high-dimensional-input data 
items into a 2-dimensional plane is unsupervised. Due to that reason, as the distances among 
the data points are evenly distributed within a constrained plane, no clustering would be 
detected without previous knowledge of the original membership. It is true therefore that 
Kohonen's SOFMs as a standalone method is not a clustering method. The topology of the 
output map though preserves all information given by the training data. In order to detect and 
display the sttuctures hidden within the SOFM methods have been developed by Ultsch and 
Vetter [79] called U-matrix methods (UMMs). The idea of UMMs is to visualize the output 
map's topology and identify any clusters created. U-matrix (also called Unified distance 
matrix) analyses the weights at each point of the grid with respect to their neighbours and 
then displays the distance between two neighbour units as height. The vicinity of U; of a 
neuron n; is the set U; = {nj I k(nj, n;) < u, nrt; n; }for some small positive constant u. Ultsch 
and Vetter define the U-height of a neuron uh(n;) as the sum of all data distances from the 
weight of n; to the weight vectors of the neurons in U;: 
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uh(n;) = L d(n;,nj) (65.) 
11jeU1 
The U-matrix display has valleys where the input vectors are close to each other and hills (or 
walls) where there are larger distances, indicating dissimilarities in the input data. U-matrix 
defines a cluster as the collection of items that fall within a valley, and walls separate each 
cluster from each other. Fw'thermore, Ultsch and Vetter have also argued that SOFM 
clustering (using the U-matrix method) performs better than standard statistical clustering 
methods such as hierarchical clustering and k-means, especially when the clustering is 
applied to complex feature vectors [79]. 
3.3.4 A note on a statistic for measuring the clustering capability of an 
SOFM directly 
A statistical method for comparing the clustering ability of output maps is proposed, based 
on the comparison of the within cluster variability to the between cluster variability of a 
given map. 
We use a variation of Fisher's Linear Discriminant Rule that aims to account for the effect of 
different classes lying on the same coordinate point of the map. The idea is to quantify the 
discrimination ability of the ensemble of groups relative to a metric that is invariant to 
location, scale, rotation and reflection transformations. This is achieved here by calculating 
the diagnostic ratio Q: 
d'Bd 
Q= d'Wd 
where d is the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of W 1 B 
B is a weighted between class covariance matrix given by: 
Ill t;; -x- _), B=Ln*;\X;.-X .. X;.-X .. 
i==l 
W is the total of the within class covariance matrices given by: 
(66.) 
(67.) 
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X ij denotes the/" coordinate vector associated with class i, 
Xi. denotes the mean vector of the class i coordinates and is given by: 
- II, 
X;. =n;1LXij 
j=l 
X.. is the overall mean vector and is given by: 
i=l 
n; is the number of coordinates associated with class i, 
m denotes the total number of classes, 
(68.) 
(69.) 
(70.) 
n;* denotes the number of coordinates associated with class that are not 
associated with any other class. 
A large value of the diagnostic Q indicates good discrimination ability for the output map of 
interest; therefore there is either a large separation between classes or compact within class 
behaviour. The Q diagnostic value can be used for different purposes such as identifying the 
best-trained map when training the network with different parameters, in order to ensure 
maximum performance of the network. 
3.4 Training and Testing Single-Net Systems 
The training of a neural network involves selecting not only the appropriate neural network 
model, e.g. supervised vs. unsupervised models, network topology, i.e. number of neurons 
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and their connectivity, and the so-called learning parameters (a, a for instance, see section 
2.2.2) but involves the identification and use of training data which is representative of the 
task the network has to learn. The task in our case is classification; specifically, we would 
classify a collection of images together with a set of collateral texts attached. The reason we 
use unimodal unsupervised networks is to be able to classify the images according to either 
visual features OR according to keywords. The collection of images/( collateral) texts used 
for training is randomly sampled from a higher collection. The other images/texts are used 
for testing the efficiency of classification. 
Before trying to understand a complicated structure, it is often useful to deconstruct the 
sttucture into simple components and study these first. Similarly here, before moving into 
the multi-net structures that contain several individual components fused together to perform 
a task, a study of the individual components is performed. What we are trying to achieve is 
to see how these components (SOFM networks) perform the task of clustering and 
classification and later we will look into the effects of combining their abilities (Chapter 4). 
First a system (SANNC) developed for the fulfilment of the experiments is described, and 
then each stage of the training and testing is described. We have analysed the topology of the 
trained SOFMs, the training bias and how that affects performance, and the clustering ability 
of the SOFM. Finally we compared the SOFM clustering to other statistical methods. 
3.4.1 The SANNC System 
We have developed a system that can be tr·ained to categorise feature vectors, named 
SANNC (Surrey Artificial Neural Network Classifier). The system is an unsupervised neural 
network that generates Kohonen feature maps, where unseen (test) data vectors can be 
classified. There are options for initialising the network's parameters, such as the learning 
rate, the neighbourhood size, and the decay factor, before the training begins. The tr·aining 
can be animated step by step through the training cycles, and when the training is finished, 
there are facilities for testing vectors and viewing the results on the output map. Also the 
user can view details about the activation of the neurons, the classification of the input 
vectors, and can export the results to other formats like Excel spreadsheets. Finally the 
system allows the user to save the results of a training session as a project, or load a project 
for further use and evaluation. 
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Figure 3-6: SANNC system developed at the University of Surrey. The numbers on the 
individual neurons in the output layer refer to the class of the input vector; the user can also use 
a colour scheme to distinguish between various classes. 
3.4.2 The Hemera dataset collection 
The Hemera "PhotoObjects Volume 1"3 was used as the primary dataset collection for our 
experiment . The collection contains about 50,000 photo objects (single object images with 
no background and has been u ed extensively for image analysis. Each image (object) in 
the collection has a ociated keywords attached, and is characterised by a general category 
type. The keywords attached to each image and the category given was done manually by the 
Hemera experts, and this information was used, with no further bias, for the purpose of the 
experiment . Each image in the collection has a special format (HPf) and contains a single 
object with no background. The objects were extracted from the collection and saved as JPG 
image with white background. The images are in colour and they vary in size and 
dimension . The average size of the extracted images is about 35KB with dimensions 
ranging around 100-750 x 100-750 pixels. 
3 Available at http://www.hemera.com 
4 Hemera Photo Image 
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To extract the images from the Hemera PhotoObjects package, ReaConverter Pro was used; 
a software tool that converts over 300 types of images into popular formats (such as JPG), in 
order to convert the HPI (Hemera specific type) format into JPG. The images were kept in 
their original dimensions and a white background was added behind each object in the 
image. 
Ten different categories were selected randomly from the collection, and for each category 
there was an average of 115 randomly selected images giving a total of 1151 images. The 
categories include: balls, butterflies & moths, cars, drinks, flowers , fruit, money, seating 
trains & planes, and weapons. The terms attached to the images totalled 10 018, and there is 
an average of 8.7 terms associated with each image. The characteristics of each category in 
relation to the terminology given by the experts are shown in Table 8. 
CATEGORY AVER. No TERMS TOTAL Nb TERMS No ITEMS 
'c 
BALLS 9 91 5 97 
BUTTERFLIES & MOTHS 8 993 129 
CARS 10 1217 11 8 
DRINKS 10 664 65 
FLOWERS 9 1099 11 7 
FRUIT 4 56 1 131 
MONEY 8 909 120 
SEATING 8 862 107 
TRAINS & PLANES II 1542 139 
WEAPONS 10 1256 128 
. AVERAGE 8.7 1,001.8 115.1 
ｾ ｣＠
Table 8. Characteristics of the selected training and testing "Hem era PhotoObjects I" data set 
The keywords associated with the images were kept in a flat database file created by the 
Hemera PhotoObjects software, from where they were extracted. A system had to be 
specifically constructed to extract the keywords and associate them to each image file that 
was created. The output was saved in tab-separated format having the image filename in the 
first column, then the category type of the image, and finally the keywords. The same 
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system, based on the extracted file, generated a new data set where the 1151 image files were 
separated into 10 different category folders and a new text file containing the keywords of a 
specific image was created to accompany each image. Some exemplar images with the 
associated keywords and category are shown below: 
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KEYWORDS 
ball thtrteen orange pool parlor striped Boston stripes sports 
anea marthesia red butterfly Peru insects black wings 
1967 Plymouth fury police car automobile transportation law 
officer vehicle drop hadow 
beer brown glass bar drinking foam head uds booze liquor 
restaurant ale lager 
azalea green home house potted plant pink hou ewarming blooms 
blooming 
green grape cluster green food vineyard wine 
two francs silver change piece cash coins France 2 
antique sofa comfort couch home Sitting burgundy white fi.1miture 
jet airplane military air force airport white aviation flying army jet 
pilot fighter transportation 
bullet gold ammunition war metal military arms ammunition 
cartridge shell 
CATEGORY 
BALLS 
BUTTERFLIES & 
MOTHS 
CARS 
DRINKS 
FLOWERS 
FRUIT 
MONEY 
SEATING 
TRAINS & PLANES 
WEAPONS 
Table 9. Sample images and associated keywords from tbe "Hemera PhotoObjects I" collection. 
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3.4.3 Training: Generating feature vectors for images and texts 
The Hem era collection comprises the labels for the I 0 classes. A (human expert) classifier 
has classified each image in the collection accordingly, and the collateral key words given by 
the experts are expected to refer to the class as well. For us, Hemera's classifiers have set up 
a gold standard and we will take that as read. 
Each image in the collection has a number of visual features - some of these features are 
shared with the features of other images, and there are features that may be unique to a given 
image. The same is ttue of the collateral keywords - some keywords associated with a given 
image are shared by other images whilst some are unique. A feature vector is a set of 
features that incorporates features that imply belongingness to a (unique) class. The Hemera 
human classifiers might have perceived the commonality amongst the visual features (and 
keywords) to come up with the I 0 classes and to assign arbitrary, common sense names to 
the classes. 
The training data are randomly selected so as not to bias the training outcome. We obtained 
our training data by randomly selecting an equal number of images (and collateral keywords) 
from each of the Hemera classes. The images and collateral keywords have to be represented 
in a form that can be input to a neural network. This representation is usually in terms of an 
input vector or feature vector. This vector has a one-to-one mapping with the input layer of a 
neural network. For an image the typical representation is a pixellated equivalent of the 
image: each pixel represents a (weighted) average of a visual feature - for instance 
luminosity, colour distribution, shape information and so forth. The pixellated information is 
used in image classification with some degree of success as shown by the performance of 
conventional image retrieval systems. 
For a text collection, comprising texts that may be classed together in different classes, each 
text has a set of keywords and some of the keywords help in the identification of the class of 
the text and some keywords indicate the idiosyncratic nature of the text. In an ideal world, a 
feature vector that comprises both the class-representative and text-representative keywords 
wiii represent each text. The literature on neural network-based text classifiers includes 
extensive discussion of how to find such ideal keywords and at the same time to avoid bias. I 
have contributed to this discussion and suggested methods that may lead to a minimal bias 
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[3][7]. The featw·e vector is constructed to have a small number of keywords for reasons of 
computational overheads and perhaps, more importantly, for the sake of elegance. Once the 
keywords are identified then each component of the input vector comprises information 
about the characteristics of a given text. For example the featw·es of a text may be the 
presence or absence of the identified keywords, or may be the frequency of each keyword in 
the given text- other n1ore complicated featw·es are also considered. 
Once the feature vectors are chosen, the neural network is repeatedly and randomly shown 
the vectors for the network to learn the characteristics of the vectors and to be able to 
generalise on the features. The outcome of the training will be the ability of the network to 
identify the class of the text. 
For a supervised neural network the class information, for example, the arbitraty names 
given to the classes by Hemera classifiers will be made available during the training. For an 
unsupervised network, such information is not provided. Instead, unsupervised networks are 
lead to a 'map' showing clusters where each cluster comprises texts that belong to a given 
class. 
In order to justify the outcome of the experiments, we have tried the same experiments in 
many different ways repeatedly. This is done in order to avoid any coincidental outcome that 
could affect our judgement. Two small systems had to be created for the purpose of the 
experiments. One systen1 was then used to generate text vectors from the Hemera's data file, 
which was pre-processed, and tl1e other one for the image vectors. From the raw data, four 
different types of text vectors were constructed in total. Those four types of vectors are based 
on two different techniques that were considered important for the purpose of the 
experiments. The two techniques used for generating the feature vectors are binmy and 
logarithmic partitioning (see section 3.1.4). 
The first vector type is a binary vector based on keywords extracted from the top 200 most 
highly weighted TF*IDF terms (see Table 10). The 200 terms generated from the top 20 
terms were selected from each category. By eliminating duplicated terms we were left with 
195 unique tenns, which are the basis for constructing the feature vector (see Table 11 ). 
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Each unique text vector was determined from the absence or presence of the 195 terms in the 
specific text (i.e. binary vector). 
CATEGORY TOP 20 CATEGORY TERMS (TF*IDF) 
BALLS ball, billiard, pool, boston, parlor, sports, solid, game, bowling, ntbber, stripes, striped, bounce, 
hoops, nba, basketball, alley, baskets, games, play 
BUTTERFLIES & butterfly, insects, moth, papilio, Iepidoptera, nature, insect, wings, peru, cuba, africa, canada, 
MOTHS satumidae, morpho, madagascar, new, guinea, sphinx, brown, black 
CARS automobile, vehicle, car, transportation, garage, classic, race, sports, convertible, chevy, speed, 
ferrari, mustang, ford, corvette, gt, dodge, jaguar, viper, ftre 
DRINKS alcohol, bar, drink, beer, bottle, glass, refreshment, cocktail, beverage, drinking, ale, Jager, coffee, 
liquor, wine, cafe, java, breakfast, of, restaurant 
FLOWERS blooms, blooming, plants, garden, vegetation, flora, flower, petals, chrysanthemum, flowers, leaves, 
pink, arrangement, daisy, margold, pollen, florist, stalk, gladiola, rosa 
FRUIT food, apple, orchard, tropics, grapes, fruit, pear, cluster, vineyard, vine, pineapple, plants, exotic, 
kumquat, artificial, melon, cnmchy, watennelon, banana, whole 
MONEY coin, cash, change, currency, wealth, piece, bank, coins, france, francs, bronze, french, copper, 
canadian, cents, silver, nickel, centimes, british, italy 
SEATING furniture, chair, sitting, arm, home, sofa, couch, rests, seat, padded, love, leather, room, cushion, 
living, comfortable, office, wood, rocking, rock 
TRAINS & PLANES train, railway, locomotive, wagon, transportation, tracks, vehicle, traveling, passenger, diesel, 
freight, jet, cargo, airplane, engine, airport, flying, coal, steam, plane 
WEAPONS gun, trigger, shoot, blade, pistol, handgun, sharp, knife, hunting, revolver, dagger, sword, protection, 
hand, ammunition, rifle, rapier, fighting, saber, knight 
Table 10. Representation keywords selected for each categot·y in the dataset. 
The other three types of vectors are based on partitioning all the terms from each category 
into logarithmic sets. For each category the total number of terms in that category was 
divided into sets of terms, starting with a small number in the first set, and exponentially 
increasing the number of terms in the remaining sets. The first division (3rd type of vector) 
was separated into 3 sections for each category giving a total of 30 sections (for all 10 
categories). The second division (4th type of vector) was separated into 5 sections for each 
category giving a total of 50 sections. Finally third division (5th type of vector) was separated 
into 10 sections for each category giving a total of 100 sections (see Table 11). 
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TF*IDF LOG PARTITIONING 
Partitions 10 3 5 10 
Dimensions 195 30 50 100 
Table 11. TF*IDF and Logarithmic partitioning based input vector model for constructing text 
feature vectors. 
Image data vectors have been also based on their characteristics. The 4 basic feature 
characteiistics of the image that have been considered are: 21 colour features, 19 edge 
feattu·es, 7 shape features, and 20 texture features. The final vector model contains all 
features, 67 in total, and it created a unique feature vector for each image (see section 3 .1.5). 
3.4.4 Training: Network Topology 
The size of the self-organizing map may affect its classification ability, depending on the 
data the SOFM is trained with. Based on the principles of a geographical/topological map, 
we tested SOFM's topological abilities to distribute the dataset within the map. A small 
SOFM could be compared to a low-resolution geographical map, and a large SOFM could be 
compared to a high-resolution geographical map. But, what does this really mean? This 
section explores the effects of small and large SOFMs and looks into their advantages and 
disadvantages. 
Usually, depending on the number of clusters that we expect the data to be divided in, we set 
the size of the Kohonen map. The minimum number of nodes that a Kohonen map should 
contain is the munber of expected clusters. Having more nodes than the nwnber of expected 
clusters is usually better, because it allows the SOFM to distribute the data onto a larger 
smface, therefore being more detailed. Smnetimes a strong cluster could affect the map by 
occupying a large part of the map without leaving space for weaker clusters to form. To 
prevent that, we increased the size of the map, allowing the weak clusters to appear in a 
relatively small area within the (large) map. 
Increasing the size of the map continuously does not mean that accw·acy improves. There is 
a point where no matter how big the map becomes there is no fwther improvement to the 
accuracy and the performance of the map. What is really affected is the time taken to train 
such large SOFMs. Keeping in mind that each unit of the input layer is connected to each 
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node of the output map, training time can be affected enormously. For example, given a 100-
dimensional input vector and a lOxlO output layer SOFM, there are 10,000 connections that 
have to be modified for each training pattern (i.e. 1151) and for each cycle (i.e. 1 0,000), 
giving a total of 115,100,000,000 calculations. On top of that there are further calculations 
for normalising the weights and input vectors, which would at least double the total 
calculations needed for the training of the map. Furthermore, when we look at a larger map, 
i.e. 50x50, the calculations are even more, giving a total of 2,877,500,000,000 (without 
counting the required normalisation steps), which is 25 times more time consuming than the 
1 Ox 10 map. That means that if a 1 Ox 10 map needs a day to learn a dataset, a 50x50 map 
needs almost a month for the same dataset. Therefore identifying the ideal map size is crucial 
when performing experiments with SOFMs. 
3.4.5 Training: Initialization 
The training of unsupervised neural networks has to have as little bias as possible. Therefore, 
we have used different topologies, specifically the total number of nodes, both in the input 
layer (30, 50, 100, 195 nodes) and in the output layer (10x10, 15x15, 50x50 size maps). Two 
clustering methods were used to identify clusters formed in the output map of the SOFM: U-
Matrix and K-Means. Additionally the training of the neural networks was varied in terms of 
the number of cycles. The results presented in the following section comprise effectively the 
evaluation of 30 different neural systems: 6 trained on visual features and 24 trained on 
textual features. Below are the training variables for each of the 6 visual-feature based neural 
systems: 
Image-based Single-net System Characteristics 
System No. Input Nodes Topology No. Training Cycles 
I 67 lOxlO 1,000 
II 67 10x10 10,000 
Ill 67 15x15 1,000 
IV 67 15x15 10,000 
v 67 50x50 1,000 
VI 67 50x50 10,000 
Table 12. Characteristics of the six different neural network systems cr·eated and used for the 
image classification. 
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For the textual-feature based neural systems we will likewise have 4 tables, for the 4 
different image vectors, each comprising 6 systems. 
There was one more attempt to reduce the training bias, which is specific perhaps to SOFMs. 
The output map produced by an SOFM shows how each of the training vectors, representing 
a real-world object, is associated with a node on the output map. It is possible also that more 
than one real-world object share the same output node. Clustering by an SOFM, as explained 
earlier, is essentially a measure of whether or not output nodes are associated with real-world 
objects of the same class. Recall again that we are happy to accept an expert-human's 
designation of classes to a set of objects. The SOFM, fon11ally, does not include a measw·e 
for the efficiency of the clusters. Whether or not clusters exist, or overlap, is determined by 
statistical methods like U-Matrix or K-Means. 
When the training of an SOFM is initiated each training vector is randomly assigned a node 
in the output map. According to the pioneer ofSOFMs, Teuvo Kohonen [44], p.114: 
rrThe reason for using random initial values in the demonstrations of the SOMwas that 
the SOM algorithms can be initialised using arbitrary values for the codebook vectors 
[. . .]" 
What Kohonen is suggesting is that initially unordered vectors will be ordered in the long 
run, usually applications in a few hundred initial steps (ibid). We have studied different 
random orderings (i.e. different initial random mappings of the input vectors on to the nodes 
in the output map) that will affect the final output. We have obse1ved that the clusters 
produced by different initial assignments show no significant differences if the network has 
converged. In other words the Hmembership" of the clusters does not change. However, the 
relative positions of the clusters on the map may change. The inference here is that if an 
input vector is in a given cluster, then its association will remain invariant independent to the 
initialisation. 
3.4.6 Testing: Clustering efficiency 
In this section we describe the results of the training. What we would like the user to see is 
the quality of clustering using a single-net trained on visual features only. This is followed 
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by a pre entation of the quality of clustering based on the textual features of the collateral 
text. The feature vector, we would like the reader to recall, shows the absence and presence 
or other metric of the features that are shared in order to form membership of a class, and 
feature that may distinguish an individual image or an individual collateral text. On the 
whole the reader will find that the map based on textual features is better clustered than the 
map u ing vi ual features. 
Figure 3. 7. Visualising a 5x5 section of tbe top right comer in tbe image-based trained SOFM. 
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Coins have very strong visual features that are shared, roundness, brightness and generally a 
uniform distribution of colours, and hence the clustering of coins together is no accident. 
Figure 3.7, the top right 5x5 shows a cluster produced by a visual feature vector trained 
SOFM. Figure 3.8, the centre 5x5, shows a reasonable clustering of butterflies using visual 
features together with some unintuitive clustering, that of trains, bottles and flower vases 
and that of a butterfly, grapes, a grenade and an open-topped car. 
Figure 3.8. Visualising a 5x5 section of the top right corner in the image-based trained SOFM. 
If we look at the 5x5 section of the centre of the map (see Figure 3.8) we see rather poor 
cluster formation. Increasing the size of the map from 15x 15 to 50x50 or increasing the 
training epochs tenfold (from 1,000 to 10,000 epochs), or both does not substantially 
improve clustering. 
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SOFM clustering and activation 
The keywords with the 10 categories, about 1000 keywords per class, help to produce a well 
clustered text-based feature map for all the clusters except perhaps for class 10 (designated 
as "weapons") which appears to be distributed in two clusters (see Figure 3.9) 
Figure 3.9. Visualising the clusters formed by the text-based SOFM. 
The image features provide a good cluster for only two classes (7 money and 10 weapons), 
otherwise the feature map has two separated clusters for each class (see Figure 3.10) 
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
10 10 10 10 10 8 
10 10 
Figure 3.1 0. VisuaJising the clusters formed by the image-based SOFM. 
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Each node may represent more than one class, but with different activation values. For 
instance the bottom left hand side node in Figure 3 .I 0 contains several input vectors that 
produce a different activation, and some of the nodes represent a different than type "I "class 
(50o/o of them). Whereas in the text map (Figure 3.9), the top left hand side node only 
contains input vectors from the smne class type. That phenomenon can also be seen from the 
activation given by each individual input vector; the image input vectors have much lower 
activations when compared to the text input vectors. The differences between the clustering 
however of the two maps can be shown more clearly, but with added information, by looking 
at one test input vector and the way it activates the map. 
The activations of each node on the planar map fonn an area with peaks and valleys (see 
Figure 3.11). The activation determines the altitude of each node on the map. The stronger 
the activation is, the taller the peaks becotne, and the weaker the activation is, the lower the 
valleys become. Figure 3.11 shows the activation of the output map for a given input. The 
winning node is at the highest point on the fon11ed peak and similar nodes remain high up. 
Tall and thin peaks usually indicate that the map managed to identify a "good" cluster of 
similar nodes, and segregate tliose from the rest of the map. While a short and thick 
(stretched all over the map) peak (see Figure 3.11 (c) and (d)) indicates a badly trained map, 
either due to the fact tlmt it could not discriminate the characteristics within the training data 
or because of bad parameter settings during training. 
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0 0 
0.2 0.2 
0.4 0.4 
0.6 0.6 
0.8 0.8 
1.2 1.2 
1.4 1.4 
1.6 1.6 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 3.11. Text map (15x15) output activation for input no. 229 for 1,000 (a) and 10,000 (b) 
training cycles accordingly, and similarly for the image output map ((c) and (d) respectively). 
The vertical axes (height of the peak) shows the Euclidean activation of the nodes on the map for 
the given input vector. 
Usually more training means more discrimination, but if the training data has no good 
distinctive characteristics then more training does not guarantee that. In Figure 3.11 (a) and 
(b) where the training data has distinctive characteristics, more training creates more point 
peaks whereas in (c) and (d) it does not. This is because the image vectors contain common 
characteristics within the whole set, therefore it is difficult to divide them into separate 
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clusters. The discrimination ability of an SOFM can be calculated based on the Fisher's 
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) described in section 3.3. 
3.4. 7 Testing: Topology of the Single-net 
Testing was carried out to evaluate the clustering effectiveness of the trained networks. 
Recall that the entire sample was used for training (1151 images and the collateral 
keywords). Four different evaluation methods for measuring the classification were used: 
precision, recall, JAC, and FM. The evaluation results are based on 5 different repetitions of 
the san1e experiments, and the final values have been averaged. 
We tested the topology by looking at the clustering ability of the text SOFM using the U-
Matrix method, where the 15x15 map has the best results on all four types of evaluation (see 
Table 13). The image SOFM's precision is not as good as the text SOFM, but the recall is 
almost as good. The JAC and FM levels though show how the image SOFM is outperformed 
by the text SOFM, therefore the high recall of the image SOFM is probably due to the fact 
that the map has clustered the largest proportion of image vectors into a single cluster. 
U-MATRIX CLASSIFICATION IMAGE U-MATRIX CLASSIFICATION 
Topology FM Topology Fo.s Precision Recall JAC FM 
lOxlO 0.63 IOxlO 0.18 0.10 0.84 0.10 0.30 
15xl5 
(b) (b) 
Table 13. Clustering ability of different size text SOFMs, trained on 50-dimensional text data (a) 
or 67-dimensional image data (b) and clustered with the U-Matrix method. 
In order to understand the clustering efficiency we can also use K-Means analysis on the 
SOFM's output. Both U-Mattix and K-Means cluster the SOFM based on the weight vectors 
that correspond to each node in the output map. 
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TEXT K-MEA IMAGE K-MEANS CLASSIFICATION 
Topology Fo.s Preci ion Recall JAC FM Topology Fo.s Precision Recall JAC FM 
lOx tO 0.70 0.60 0. 3 0.51 0.72 lO:dO 0.25 0.24 0.27 0.15 0.26 
15x l5 0.72 0.57 0.73 15x15 0.26 0.25 0.27 0.15 0.26 
SOx SO SOx SO 
(a) (b) 
Table 14. Clustering abiUty of different size text SOFMs, trained on 50-dimensional text data (a) 
or 67-dimensional image data (b) and clustered with the K-Means method. 
When the SOFM is clustered with the K-Means algorithm, the classification ability of the 
SOFM eem to improve for both images and texts. K-Means seems to perform slightly 
better with larger maps, in contrast to the U-Matrix clustering. This time the larger SOFM 
give the highest precision and recall, and also higher JAC and FM than any other size 
SOFM ( ee Table 14)· the results are the same for both image and text SOFM. 
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Figure 3-12. Preci ion- recaU graph comparing different size text-SOFMs (a) and image-
SOFMs (b) and their clustering ability based on K-Means. 
From the experiments conducted we can see that although there are perceptible differences 
between the three different sizes of SOFMs, a larger SOFM does not give significant 
improvement in comparison to maller SOFMs. The 15x 15 SOFM seems to be the most 
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convenient map in that it can be trained almost as quicldy as the 1 Ox 1 0 SOFM but with 
performance close to the 50x50 SOFM. This leads us to suggest that using a larger map 
would not necessarily be ideal for ow· dataset due to its large structw·e and therefore 
demanding training. 
3.4.8 Training: bias and its possible elimination 
This experiment analyses the effect of training the SOFM with different representations of 
the same dataset. This will also signify how the SOFM is biased when the same data is 
represented with more or less infonnation, or the information is presented in different ways. 
The Hemera PhotoObjects collection was used again for these experiments, but this time we 
only analyse the text dataset. Analysing the text collection gives us more confidence and 
control over the experimentation, because the image analysis is still not developed enough in 
comparison to the text analysis. Four different representations of the same dataset have been 
analysed, and the results are reported. The experiment also analyses how the SOFM is biased 
when different numbers of training cycles are applied. The effect of 1,000 and 10,000 
training cycles is analysed and reported. The results are based on the K-Means and U-Matrix 
clustering of the trained SOFM and the standard evaluation methods discussed previously. 
By calculating the precision and recall of the K-Means clustering we can see that the 
different datasets and for a different number of training cycles the results are similar. The 
1 00-dimensional vectors gave the best precision (0. 729) for 1,000 training cycles, and also 
the best JAC (0.672) and FM (0.808) (see Table 15). The 30-dimensional vectors gave the 
best recall for 1,000 training cycles. Overall for the K-Means clustering of the SOFM, it 
seems that precision seems to be higher when the input vector has more dimensions 
(information), whereas the recall seems to be higher when there are fewer dimensions in the 
input vector. The nut11ber of training cycles ( 1 ,000 or 1 0,000) does not seem to have a great 
effect on the final results. 
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TEXT K-MEANS CLASSIFICATION 
1,000 CYCLES TRAINING 10,000 CYCLES TRAINING 
Vector Type Fo.s Precision Recall JAC FM Fo.s Precision Recall JAC FM 
JOD 0.80 0.70 0.92 0.66 0.80 0.73 0.63 0.86 0.58 0.74 
SOD 0.72 0.63 0.84 0.57 0.73 0.73 0.64 0.83 0.57 0.73 
lOOD 0.81 0.73 0.90 0.67 0.81 0.75 0.66 0.87 0.60 0.75 
195D 0.74 0.65 0.85 0.58 0.74 0.73 0.65 0.83 0.57 0.73 
Table 15. Results of the text SOFM classification when using the K-Means method, for each 
different training run. 
For U-Matrix the clustering of the different datasets and for a different number of training 
cycles seems to be different, to some extent, to the K-Means method. This time the 50-
dimensional vectors gave best results, for 10,000 training cycles: effectiveness was 0.69; 
precision was 0.58; recall was 0.94; JAC was 0.58; and FM was 0.76 (see Table 16). Overall 
it seems that precision seems to have dropped in comparison to the K-Means method, 
whereas recall seems to be higher. This is due to the way U-Matrix clusters the vectors, by 
creating few large groups incorporating most of the data and many small groups with only a 
few data points. The choice in the number of training cycles (1 ,000 or 1 0,000) does not seem 
to have affected the final results, according to both U-Matrix and K-Means. 
TEXT U-MA TRIX CLASSIFICATION 
1,000 CYCLES TRAINING 10,000 CYCLES TRAINING 
Vector Type Fo.s Precision Recall JAC FM Fo.s Precision Recall JAC FM 
30D 0.44 0.29 0.93 0.29 0.52 0.57 0.40 0.99 0.40 0.63 
50D 0.69 0.53 0.99 0.53 0.73 0.73 0.58 0.99 0.58 0.76 
IOOD 0.62 0.48 0.86 0.45 0.65 0.55 0.38 0.97 0.37 0.60 
195D 0.58 0.42 0.92 0.41 0.62 0.56 0.41 0.87 0.39 0.60 
Table 16. Results of the text SOFM classification when using the U-Matrix method, for each 
different training run. 
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3.4.9 Comparing the SOFM clustering ability with traditional clustering 
methods 
In order to get some feeling of the clustering ability of the SOFMs we carried out clustering 
of the Hemera image collection using a subset. The following experiment is designed to look 
into the clustering ability of the SOFM using the U-MatTix and K-Means methods against 
standard statistical clustering techniques that have been used extensively. For each clustering 
method we divided the data into 10 distinct clusters with similar characteristics within the 
cluster. The clustering ability of each method is then calculated based on their micro-
averaged F-measure, precision, and recall, and the JAC, and FM measures, and then is 
compared to each other. We have outlined the micro-averaged precision and recall statistic 
(equations 59 - 62) that shows the clusteling efficacy of the SOFMs training by using 
keyword vectors and visual feature vectors. The F-measure includes both precision and 
recall, and F0.5, which gives equal weight to precision and recall shows that the keyword 
trained SOFM, certainly has a much better performance when compared to the visual 
clustering SOFM (see Table 23 and Table 24). 
Having constructed the input data vectors we now have to choose the appropriate parameters 
for the SOFM classifier to train. The classifier is trained with several configw·ations, and the 
most effective one is reported. Each one of the different configurations was also repeated 5 
times to see if there is consistency between the results of the classifier. To be able to 
compare the large amount of results coming out of the SOFM classifier with the other 
clustering methods, the average values of all the SOFM results (from the same data set) were 
computed. For example training an SOFM to classify the particular data set, the experiment 
was repeated with 3 different configurations and 5 times each. These results were then 
averaged together, where possible, in order to be compared against the results from the other 
methods. 
The following experiments analyse each different data set and the most interesting outc01nes 
are reported. The experiments are conducted with the data sets listed below: 
• 30D text vectors 
• SOD text vectors 
• 1 OOD text vectors 
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• 67D image vectors 
The first experiment uses the 30-dimensional binary text vectors constructed from the 
keywords associated to each image description in the data collection. In this task each 
classifier has performed almost as well, given that each text vector is limited to only 30 
dimensions (features). The best average clustering ability was performed by the SOFM 
clustered with the K-Means method, while the SOFM clustered with the U-Matrix method 
follows second (see Table 17). Also it is worth mentioning that K-Means clustering applied 
to SOFM's weight vectors gives better results when compared to applying K-Means to the 
data vectors directly. 
Method 
SOFM K-Means 
K-Means 0.67 0.586 0.682 
Fuzzy C-Means 0.63 0.555 0.741 0.465 0.641 
Hier. Centroid 0.52 0.396 0.748 0.349 0.544 
Hier. Complete 0.56 0.439 0.786 0.392 0.588 
Random 0.10 0.103 0.101 0.054 0.102 
Table 17. Performance of several classification methods when classifying the 30-dimensional 
binary text vectors. 
When analysing the 50-dimensional binary text vectors, the overall performance of all 
classifiers seems to have improved. The best average clustering ability was again performed 
by the SOFM clustered with the K-Means method (see Table 18). The best statistical 
clustering is perfom1ed by the Hierarchical Centroid method, which outperforms even the 
SOFM clustered with the U-Matrix method. 
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K-Means 0.56 0.43 
Fuzzy C-Means 0.67 0.57 
Hier. Centroid 0.70 0.61 
Hier. Complete 0.56 0.43 0.80 0.39 0.59 
0.10 0.10 0.10 0.05 0.10 
Table 18. Performance of several classification methods when classifying the 50-dimensional 
binary text vectors. 
Following the same procedure for the 1 00-dimensional text vectors, once again the SOFM 
with the K-Means clustering performed better than any other method, followed by the SOFM 
with the U-MatTix clustering (see Table 19). The other methods seem to struggle with such 
high dimensional vectors, because their results have dropped significantly. It looks like the 
more complicated the data gets, the more the statistical classifiers struggle, whereas the 
SOFM is not affected. 
Method 
SOFM K-Means 
SOFM 
K-Means 0.49 0.35 0.79 0.32 0.53 
Fuzzy C-Means 0.45 0.31 0.81 0.29 0.50 
Hier. Centroid 0.28 0.17 0.72 0.16 0.35 
Hier. Complete 0.42 0.29 0.78 0.27 0.48 
Random 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.05 0.10 
Table 19. Pel"fot·mance of several classification methods when classifying the tOO-dimensional 
binary text vectors. 
Looking at the image vectors it is difficult to judge which method is better than the other, 
due to the fact that the results are poor. During the different tuns none of the methods 
showed any significant difference to the other, as can be seen in Table 20 where the average 
values are presented. 
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Method Fo.s Precision Recall JAC FM 
SOFM K-Means 0.23 0.22 0.25 0.13 0.23 
SOFM U-Matrix 0.19 0.11 
K-Means 
Fuzzy C-Means 
Hier. Centroid 
0.10 0.10 0.09 0.05 0.10 
Table 20. Performance of several classification methods when classifying the 67-dimensional 
image vectors. 
Overall SOFM clustering can be compared with standard statistical methods, although the 
does SOFM perform better, especially when the data vectors are multi-dimensional. The 
complexity of the training vectors seems not to affect the performance of the SOFM, 
whereas the statistical methods seem to struggle when the vectors are complex. 
We have previously indicated that the classification produced by an SOFM is difficult to 
surmise except by visual identification or through the use of various clustering techniques 
(K-Means, U-Matrix, Hierarchical clustering, etc.). An application of K-Means clustering on 
the output of an SOFM shows how the SOFM has found data in the proximate classes given 
by the Hem era experts. We have used this sequential clustering method (SOFM followed by 
K-Means) to examine the clusters of keywords and clusters of visual features: Table 22 
shows the clustering of the 1151 images, by a 50x50 SOFM trained for over 1,000 cycles, 
using keywords to represent the images. Recall that each of the 1151 images has, on average, 
8.7 keywords (see Table 8). 
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Clusters delined by K-Means on the text SOFM 
A B c D E F G H I G 
BALLS 44 4 49 
BUTTERFLIES & MOTHS 129 
CARS 118 
DRINKS 65 
FLOWERS 117 
FRUIT 85 46 
MONEY 120 
SEATING 107 
TRAINS & PLANES 139 
WEAPONS 64 64 
Table 21. Distribution of the 1151 text items from the Hem era collection in 10 clusters, based on 
the K-Means algorithm applied on the text SOFM. 
The images that were associated with Hemera classes (butterflies and moths, money, 
seating), and represented through their keywords have all been separately clustered in a 
single class each (H, G, F). Cars and trains and planes have been put together into one 
single class (G), drinks and flowers have also been placed together, along with one-third of 
fruits and a small proportion of the balls, the other two-thirds of fruits have been assigned to 
a unique class (C). Weapons have been equally divided into two classes (Band D), as is the 
case with class balls (A and I). 
Clusters defined by K-Means on the image SOFM 
A B c D E F G H I G 
BALLS 10 2 17 1I 6 7 9 1 34 
BUTTERFLIES & MOTHS 13 6 1 4 21 39 44 I 
CARS 13 12 3 7 1 5 57 18 2 
DRINKS 6 8 7 5 1 9 10 5 12 2 
FLOWERS 11 11 4 6 2 26 14 10 9 24 
FRUIT 16 3 12 5 3 35 10 13 15 19 
MONEY 14 3 102 1 
SEATING 11 12 5 14 7 9 19 10 15 5 
TRAINS & PLANES 16 18 1 5 1 3 5 58 31 I 
WEAPONS 4 77 7 5 1 2 9 6 16 l 
Table 22. Distribution of the 1151 image items from the Hemet·a collection in 10 clustet·s, based 
on the K-Means algorithm applied on the image SOFM. 
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The keywords used with butterflies result in matching with keywords only related to 
butterflies, and the same is true of a cluster of chairs. 
Fo.s measure of the clusters defined by K-Means on the text SOFM 
A B c D E F G H I G 
BALLS 62.41 0 0 0 2.43 0 0 0 67.123 0 
BUTTERFLIES & MOTHS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 
CARS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 62.93 
DRINKS 0 0 0 0 43 .77 0 0 0 0 0 
FLOWERS 0 0 0 0 67.05 0 0 0 0 0 
FRUIT 0 0 78 .70 0 25.34 0 0 0 0 0 
MONEY 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 
SEATING 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 
TRAINS & PLANES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 70.20 
WEAPONS 0 66.67 0 66.67 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Table 23. Effectiveness measure for each of the 10 clusters identified by the K-Means algorithm 
when applied on the text SOFM. 
The classification based on visual features of the images has not proven to be clear-cut using 
this sequential clustering method mentioned above. Table 22 shows the distribution of 
images. The visual features can only be used to cluster images in the money class in any 
meaningful fashion in that over 95% were assigned to the class E', although a small number 
of balls and seating have also been assigned to that class. Half of the cars and trains and 
planes have been clustered together (class H) but this class also contains one-third of the 
butterflies and moths and some seating. One-third of the balls, about a quarter of flowers and 
fruits have been allocated to one class. The rest of the class assignments appear to be almost 
random. Note that the classes produced by the sequential clustering method (A to G, and A' 
toG') are arbitrary. 
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Fo.s measure of the clusters dctlned by K-Means on the image SOFM 
A B c D E F G H I G 
BALLS 9.48 1.63 21.79 14.19 5.43 7.25 9.05 0.00 0.78 36.56 
BUTTERFLIES & MOTHS 10.70 4.32 0.00 0.00 0.79 3.56 18.18 23.78 30.34 0.92 
CARS 11 .21 8.99 3.39 7.95 0.00 0.93 4.55 35.96 12.90 1.93 
DRINI<S 6.70 7.48 11.29 8.13 1.06 1l.18 11.98 3.79 10.62 2.60 
FLOWERS 9.52 8.27 4.55 6.86 1.66 24.41 12.79 6.33 6.47 23.30 
FRUIT 13.06 2.14 12.63 5.29 2.35 30.84 8.58 7.88 10.27 17.27 
MONEY 11.97 0.00 3.35 0.00 83.61 0.00 0.00 0.63 0.00 0.00 
SEATING 9.95 9.38 6.02 16.97 6.06 8.87 18.18 6.54 11.19 5.10 
TRAINS & PLANES 12.65 12.50 1.01 5.08 0.76 2.55 4.15 34.32 20.67 0.88 
WEAPONS 3.31 55.60 7.49 5.38 0.79 1.79 7.83 3.67 11 .07 0.92 
Table 24. Effectiveness measure for each of the 10 clusters identified by the K-Means algolithm 
when applied on the image SOFM. 
3.5 Summary 
In this chapter we described a method for training and testing single-nets for classifying 
entities in an arbitrary domain. Concentration has focused on the classification of images and 
texts. We have seen how text and image data encoding is performed, and how ctucial 
encoding is for the task of classification. We analysed methods of feature extraction from 
raw datasets, and the main challenges when extracting these features. We use visual features 
that are domain independent by their very nature - features include physical attributes of the 
image such as colour, shape, texture and segmentation. Equally we were able to create a 
representation of the collateral text by using domain independent methods. These methods 
include traditional statistical approaches (e.g. TF*IDF) and a novel method that uses a 
reference to a general corpus of words for determining whether or not a word is specific to a 
specific domain. 
In order to demonstrate the viability of our method we chose images and associated text in a 
randomly chosen collection (Hemera). The image set comprises 50,000 annotated images 
containing objects with no background. We discussed challenges and opportunities 
associated with unsupervised learning and described why it was important to adapt the 
traditional information retrieval matrices of precision and recall. 
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Finally we described the training and testing of two single-net systems, one trained to 
classify images using the visual features and the other to classify the collateral text 
associated with the images. Several techniques for evaluation were also explored, one of 
them a novel approach on measuring the effectiveness of a Kohonen map. The results 
suggest that very generic visual features do not provide a good basis for classification, 
whereas linguistic features appear to work much better and provide the basis of clustering; 
most of the collateral texts contain keywords that relate to one of the 10 classes in which the 
Hemera collection has been classified manually by human experts. Furthermore we looked at 
how classification conducted using a monolithic unsupervised neural network compares to 
other standard statistical methods such as K-Means, Fuzzy C-Means and hierarchical 
clustering. 
We believe that images are complex entities and that, following David Marr [52] and others, 
visual features underconstrain the image. A collateral text provides additional information 
that may be regarded as "semantic" information. What we also know is that an image 
processed in the brain involves a number of brain areas acting in coordination, and we also 
know that different modalities of information help in visual processing [2]. It appears that the 
brain uses information in different modalities in a highly redundant fashion - if visual 
features are not sufficient to understand an image, collateral text or speech is used for this 
purpose. 
We also believe that the brain not only processes visual and linguistic features 
simultaneously but also learns to process them simultaneously. Moreover it is quite possible 
that the brain also learns to associate visual features with. collateral descriptions- learns to 
annotate visual features and learns to associate linguistic features, and vice versa. 
In the next chapter we show a multi-net system that will help to generate automatic 
annotations of images and automatic illustrations of texts. 
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CHAPTER4 
4 Multi-Net Architecture for Multimodal 
Information Processing 
We begin this chapter by discussing what is involved in building a multi-net 
Jystem in the same spirit as that of multiple classifier system (Section 4.1). 
Next, we look at a possible architecture for a multi-net system and develop the 
idea that a Hebbian bi-directional netvvork can be used in associating one or 
some of the output nodes of one unsupervised SOFM with that of another 
SOFM (Section 4.2). We then describe two case studies: first, a multi-net 
system, trained on 1151 images each with a collateral text vector, dealing with 
the rather idealised single-object no background images accompanied with a 
list of keywords for each of the images (Section 4.3), and another multi-net 
system dealing with exemplar "real-world" images and the description of a 
visual scene (Section 4. 4) used in training potential scene of crime officers. 
Section 4. 5 concludes this Chapter 4. 
Classification in the real world is usually performed based not only on one modality, but 
usually involves two or even more n1odalities. For example, an article in a newspaper 
describing a crime will sometimes include the photograph of the criminal beside the story. 
Without having a prior lmowledge of the story, if there was no photograph, we could not 
have probably visualised the criminal's appearance in the way the photograph presents it. 
Also, without the text we would probably not have guessed that the person in the image is a 
criminal, unless the person is wearing a recognisable prison uniform. Having both modalities 
of image and text together, we manage to have a tic her representation of the story, as one 
modality is complementary to the other. Multimodal information systems, rather than 
unimodal, appear to be more suitable when dealing with collateral modalities. Popular 
applications of multimodal processing today include multimedia database systems, automatic 
indexing, and automatic illustration. The use of multimedia databases is increasing, and a 
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multimodal system could play a big role in indexing and retrieving information from 
databases that contain multiple types of data. The most popular types of information stored 
on a database are images, text, sound and video. 
A multi-net system has been developed in order to experiment and evaluate the idea of 
unsupervised multimodal classification. We describe a modular co-operative network 
architecture, where the component networks learn through an unsupervised process, in 
contrast to other supervised approaches, such as Sharkey's [66][67]. The components of the 
architecture are trained, in order to classify input patterns. The multi-net architecture 
developed for the purpose of multimodal processing, decomposes the problem into subtasks 
and then each individual module (neural network) may be trained to learn the solution of 
each subtask. During the training process each module learns to cooperate with each other 
with the help of a Hebbian link: The link works on the principle of Hebbian correlation - if 
two neurons are firing together then they will learn together. We have used a Hebbian 
network that is used to "observe" which of the neurons are active in two independent neural 
networks given an input. The weights attached to each connection in the Hebbian network 
are adapted according to the correlated activity of the neurons in two independent networks. 
Each of the two independent networks, in our case, receives input related to an image and its 
collateral text description: one network receives input related to the visual features of the 
image and the other network features of the text (keywords). Once the training begins, the 
Hebbian network will learn that several keywords are related to one visual feature and 
reverse visual features to keywords. The Hebbian network helps to establish these many-to-
many relationships. This thesis concentrates on images and text as an exemplar application 
of the theory, which could be extended further to include other modalities as well. 
In this chapter we discuss the training and testing of a multi-net system. The different 
constituent networks are trained simultaneously in that training examples are presented to the 
network one at a time per many cycles. Recall that training a neural network involves 
deciding upon the topology, connectivity and learning parameters, and also that a part of the 
examples are selected for training and a part for testing. The topology, connectivity and 
learning parameters of the constituent multi-nets, except for the Hebbian network, are 
predetermined by experimenting with randomly selected examples of the set, whose 
characteristics the multi-net has to learn. The set comprises examples that need to be 
represented using information expressed in different modes. For the multi-net training, we 
have to determine topology, connectivity and the learning parameters of the Hebbian 
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network as well (see section 4.1). Once this is determined, the training begins. A set of 
training examples is chosen and then input vectors of the individual networks are created. 
These vectors are then presented to the multi-net simultaneously and when the training 
finishes we have a multimodal unsupervised classifier (see section 4.2). This classifier can 
then be tested to demonstrate its cross-modal powers - a prototype system is presented 
(MMUC). MMUC is then trained and tested on the Hemera dataset. The training and testing 
shows the power of collateral retrieval (see section 4.2). Recall that Hemera images do not 
comprise any background and we have constructed collateral retlieval tests on some "real-
world" images with collateral text assigned related to the scene of crime (see section 4.4). 
4.1 Combining Classifiers 
Training an individual classifier to perform a single type of classification is no guarantee that 
it will perform well. It all depends on the data encoding. For instance for images, visual 
information retrieval such as colour and texture is a task that is still quite limited and the 
features extracted do not necessarily contain information that is useful for classification. 
Keyword-based search is a popular method for retrieving images. Images are generally 
annotated and/or classified by humans, which may be time-consuming if the image 
repository is large. Furthermore, such annotation and classification is subjective. The 
question here is this: could we link the visual information of an image and its collateral 
description in order to perform an integrated classification, and will that integration improve 
the overall performance, and what are the benefits of such architecture? 
The integration of the output of different classifiers to produce an overall classification is a 
subject of interest: Jordan, Jacobs and Barto have discussed the so-called mixture of experts, 
where (supervised) neural networks execute a task and the resultant output of the mixture is 
selected by the so-called gating networks [35]. Sharkey's [66] edited collection shows the 
use of multi-nets in a variety of tasks, together with the statistical basis of such a collection 
of classifiers. Annual conferences on multiple classifiers, dealing largely with classifiers 
used in computer vision, suggest the use of statistical measures for judging the output of 
each of the component classifiers of a multi-net system, and some other interesting work has 
been referred in this literature using Bayesian networks [4]. We introduce a novel method of 
combining the outputs of a nw11ber of neural network classifiers through the use of a 
Hebbian network, or more precisely by associating the outputs of two networks using a 
Hebbian "link". The ｾＧｬｩｮｫＢ＠ follows Hebb's original argument: If two neurons fire together 
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they will learn to fire together. For us, this linkage is automatic and will depend entirely on 
the output of the constituent classifiers of a multi-net system. There is some biological 
reference that self-organisation does play a part in learning the binocular association between 
the two visual fields of a eat's visual system [69]; Hebbian learning is a form of 
unsupervised learning and was an early attempt for simulating self-organisation. 
The practical advantage of an integrated text image classifier will be the reduction in the 
(neural) system's bias and will provide an independent mechanism for using collateral 
information for "sharpening" the query to an image database [75]. 
4.1.1 Collateral Mapping: Simple and Translational Mapping 
The combination of neural networks proposed here concentrates on separating the input 
pattern into several parts for each to train a different component, in contrast to other such 
schemes such as the so-called mixture-of-experts (ME) network [35] in which a number of 
networks are trained on the same set of input patterns. In our architrecture a Hebbian 
network simultaneously learns the association between highly activated neurons amongst the 
neural networks in the combination of networks. This synchronous activity dynamically 
interrelates the two independent components, and is learnt through association, whilst the 
constituent neural networks in a combination each learns to classify independently. The 
associations created not only describe the relationships, but also characterize the weight of 
these relationships. This architecture extends both Willshaw & von der Malsburg's [84] 
paradigm and Kohonen's [44] formulation, this time by connecting two SOFMs together 
with a Hebbian network. 
The association is made because two input patterns (in our case image and text) is presented 
at the same time to the input layers of the two SOFMs. The outputs of the SOFMs work as 
an input to the Hebbian network, therefore the Hebbian network not only learns to associate 
the two map regions, but also learns the strength of the association - the higher the activation 
of the nodes in the two SOFMs the higher the strength. 
The training of an SOFM sometimes results in the allocation of a number of training vectors 
to the same node but with different levels of activation. The Hebbian connections tend to 
preserve this information as well in that there can be many-to-many links between the nodes 
in the two SOFMs depending upon how many training vectors are represented by each of the 
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nodes. The Hebbian links provide a collateral map of the two constituent SOFMs in a multi-
net system. For us this is indeed important for collateral recall: Given a test or query image 
our system should, in principle, be able to recall the collateral keywords that may relate to 
the image, if the system could find an image similar to the (test-) query image in its image 
SOFM. This collateral recall is sometimes referred to as auto-annotation [ 16] - this is rather 
a grand tenn that suggests that the contents of an image can be represented by a set of learnt 
keywords. Similarly, given a test/query keyword, or indeed a set of keywords, our multi-net 
system should be able to find related image(s); this is referred to as auto-illustration. We 
have independently produced such a system that could automatically mmotate and 
automatically illustrate [ 4][8], but our term, integrated classification, is not as elegant and 
evocative as that of Barnard et al [ 16] who have claimed to auto-illustrate and auto-annotate. 
The collateral map that relates the nodes in two different SOFMs is perhaps one of the first 
computer-based realisations of the concept of collateral text for an image (or collateral 
images for keywords) as originally proposed by Srihari [67] as discussed briefly in Chapter 
2. The other important point about the Hebbian collateral map is that the collaterality is 
learnt by the system initially by the fact that an image and its collateral keywords (or texts) 
are presented to the system simultaneously. Latterly the system enables an association to be 
fonned between the visual features of one training vector and related keywords of another 
and vice versa. 
Consider a visual feature-based SOFM with i rows and j columns and a keyword feature-
based SOFM with k rows and l colmnns. The Hebbian connections then will be represented 
by a four-dimensional hyper-space comprising i x j x k x I elements: each element related to 
the strength of the association between a node on the surface (i,j) and one or more nodes on 
the surface (k, I) and vice versa. 
If a test mixed modality input is presented to a multi-net system, comprising ani xj SOFM 
and a k x l SOFM, com1ected through hyper-space, then the Hebbian network can, in 
principle, produce a number of associations with possible different strengths. The visual 
feature component of the input will activate nodes in the image SOFM and, in turn, the 
activation in the SOFM's output units will 'activate' associations with one or more nodes on 
the keyword SOFM. The keyword featm·e component of the input will similarly activate 
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nodes on the keyword SOFM and onto the visual SOFM's nodes through the bi-directional 
Hebbian connection. 
If the test input clearly belongs to clusters in the two SOFMs such that each of the clusters 
has been found subsequently to belong to the same class of objects, then the output from the 
Hebbian collateral map will additionally confirm that the test input does belong to the 
identified class. This is a trivial example of collateral mapping. 
However, if the test input sub-vectors, i.e. image and keyword vectors, are either not 
recognised or belong to different classes- according to the classification produced by either 
of the SOFMs - then the Hebbian collateral map will associate the visual features to 
keywords in one class and the keywords to visual features in another class. Essentially, a 
decision has to be made as to the most relevant class that could perhaps be assigned to the 
test input. The simplest way of making the decision is to use the maximum activation and 
assign a class based on the maximum. This we will refer to as simple collateral mapping. 
We also wish to present a variation of collateral mapping. Here the input keyword vector 
activates node(s) in the output SOFM and then the multi-net system finds the activation in 
the Hebbian correlated nodes in the image SOFM. A node is then selected on the basis of 
highest activation value. This procedure is repeated for the input visual feature vector to the 
visual SOFM and a node in the Hebbian correlated keyword SOFM is accordingly identified. 
A class assignment is made based on the maximum activation produced either by visual 
SOFM node or the keyword SOFM node. This procedure will be referred to as translation or 
complex collateral mapping. The translation is the derivation of information from one 
modality to the other. We believe that the notion of translation can be extended to other 
modalities. A Hebbian connection map essentially provides a look-up table that relates the 
possible associations between a set of visual features and a set of keywords - the set of 
features refer to a class assigned arbitrarily to a vector comprising either the visual features 
or the keywords. 
4.1.2 Training a multi-net system for collateral mapping 
Each SOFM output node is associated with the other's SOFM outputs via the Hebbian 
connections (see Figure 4.1). During training the winner nodes of each SOFM reinforces its 
connections with the other SOFM based on the activations produced by both SOFMs. The 
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strengthening of the connection between two nodes is based on SOFM's activation, therefore 
the winner nodes of the two SOFMs will be strengthened more than any other link, but at the 
same time the neighbour nodes will also be strengthened accordingly. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.1. Hebbian connections from the winning node of the text SOFM to aU nodes from the 
image SOFM (a), and the vice versa (b). During training those connections are strengthened 
based on the activations of the node pairs. 
Hebbian learning is based on the modification of the connections between neurons, or more 
specifically is an unsupervised training algorithm that increases the synaptic strength 
between two neurons that are active at the same time. This method was one of the first 
attempts to simulate the process of learning of the biological brain and has been used 
extensively over the years. In the multi-net system proposed, the Hebbian network works 
based on that basic principle. The learning performed within the Hebbian network that 
interconnects an SOFM node pair is bidirectional. This means that the weights change is 
affected by the winning node activations (see Figure 4.2) given from the two SOFMs. 
Initially the weights are set to 0, so that each pair of nodes has the same possibility to 
strengthen their connection, and the weights increase during the training. 
Figure 4.2. Hebbian connection applied between two neurons. The synaptic weight w is affected 
by the activation a of the text and image node. 
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The weights are modified based on the Hebbian rule [33]: 
w(t + 1) = w(t) + A.x a;mg X atxt (71.) 
where w is the synaptic weight formed between two neurons at a given time t, aimg is the 
activation of the image node, a1x1 is the activation of the text node, and A, is the learning rate. 
During the training process the winner nodes of each SOFM strengthen their connection, but 
this means that for a large number of cycles the weight could reach a very high value. That 
could also cause problems if a great number of similar patterns reinforce the same 
connection sequentially, because that connection will be strengthened repeatedly not 
allowing for future significant adaptations. Experiments have been performed to analyse the 
consequences and prevent any problems. To be able to control the infinite strengthening of 
the Hebbian connections, we enforce normalisation on the Hebbian weights, keeping the 
weights continuously between 1 and 0. Another solution is to decrease the learning rate, but 
that would require longer training. The exponential growth of weights in a Hebbian system 
was the reason for Kohonen to propose a Damping Scheme [31][44]. For more details on the 
experimentation performed with a variety of different parameters than the multi-net system 
could be trained with, and the consequences of changing the parameters, please refer to 
section 2.2.3. 
4.2 A Multi-Net Architecture for an Image- Text Classifier 
Based on the principle that neural network architectures can be used to generate a 
topographic map from a pre-synaptic array into a post-synaptic array, a new architecture is 
proposed, where a Hebbian network will dynamically interconnect other individual neural 
networks [12][84]. Abidi and Ahmad conducted the first attempt, and successfully connected 
a Hebbian network between two pre-trained SOFMs in a simulation of the development of 
mappings between concepts and words [1]. The weakness of this system was the use of pre-
trained SOFMs and then applying extra training to the Hebbian network, as the Hebbian 
network learns only the final condition of the other networks. 
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4.2.1 Bidirectional Hebbian Networks 
We describe how classification of annotated images, for the purpose of indexing and 
subsequent retrieval of the images from a database, can benefit from a modular neural 
network system. An annotated image, for us, is one that is accompanied by a textual 
description typically in free text. The architecture describes a multi-net system that learns to 
automatically classify images and collateral text. The training takes place in a parallel way, 
where all networks, including the Hebbian interconnections, learn synchronously from the 
beginning of the training to the end. The collateral use of textual description of an image, in 
a restricted sense, may be construed as a Hebbian link: a link, or more precisely an 
association, which evolves over time. This association is bi-directional. Note that humans 
develop text and image analysis facilities more or less independently of each other. There is 
some argument about the validity of this independence in that there are specialist areas of the 
human brain dealing with images and text. There is some evidence also that concepts and 
words, learnt independently, are associated experientially [ 1]. The classification of an image 
with collateral text can be decomposed into two subtasks, image and text each of which is 
perfonned by an individual neural network. 
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Figure 4.3. Architecture showing the connections between the primary and collateral SOFMs. 
Training is performed simultaneously with association between neighbourhoods. For an image-
text classification system, when training is carried using a set of annotated images, the primary 
vector may refer to the visual features, and the collateral vector wiU refer to a vector comprising 
keywords in the annotation. 
The system contains neural networks that combine their solution to solve a problem. The 
neural networks are two self-organising maps, which interlink through a Hebbian network 
that learns to combine these two networks in a dynamic fashion . Each self-organising map 
learns to categorise independently from each other· one is used for text classification and the 
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other is used for image classification. For instance, one Kohonen map may be trained to 
learn to classify the individual images on purely visual features, for instance, colour, shape, 
texture and so on; another Kohonen map may be trained to learn to classify the 
accompanying text on the basis of keywords in context; and, the third network in our system 
is a Hebbian network that learns to establish connections between the most active visual 
features of a given image to the most active textual/keyword related features of the 
accompanying text. The visual feature vector, or the primary vector, is presented to the 
image SOFM, which is then trained on the input using Kohonen's weight update rule [44], 
using a Gaussian neighbourhood function, an exponentially decreasing learning rate and 
neighbourhood radius. Similarly, the text vector, or the collateral vector, is presented to the 
text SOFM, which in turn is trained on the input (see Figure 4.3). 
The system takes as input two separate feature vectors, one for the linguistic description 
network and one for the visual feature network, at the same time. These inputs are 
automatically generated and contain useful information about the image features and its 
accompanying text. The third network (Hebbian), having the two SOFMs connected, 
reinforces the links between an image winning node and a text winning node from the 
SOFMs, in order to dynamically establish a connection between the original image and its 
collateral text. All networks learn simultaneously, simulating the biological way of 
multimodal learning, and after training, each network is evaluated for its consistency and 
performance. 
The two neural networks are connected with a Hebbian Learning Rule to form a modular 
and co-operative multi-net. Each time an image and accompanying descriptive text are input 
to each neural network respectively, the two winning nodes are linked and reinforced usiJ?-g 
the Hebbian Learning Rule (see Figure 4.4). The result is a co-operative classification of 
images and texts that both contribute to the output. 
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Figure 4.4. The two neural networks dynamically create a link between the winning neurons of 
the visual feature and linguistic description input (left). An image is related to all texts that fall 
in the area of the linked node (right). 
Each SOFM shows the effects of the competition and co-operation processes used in training 
by assigning each pattern's neuron in the output layer. Each winning neuron has a 
topological neighbourhood of active neurons. The neighbours may or may not be associated 
with other patterns. Therefore, if during the testing phase, the presentation of a test pattern 
leads to its recognition by the excitation of a neuron that has won similar or the same pattern 
during training, the neighbourhood will also be activated (see Figure 4.4). Recall that we link 
the primary and collateral vectors through Hebbian learning. During the training phase, the 
presentation of the two vectors comprising a pattern trivially leads to a weighted one-to-one 
association simply because both patterns are present at the same time. However, in addition 
to this association by synchrony, the winning unit of a primary vector gets associated not 
only with the winning unit of the collateral (and vice versa), but also the neighbourhood of 
the winner gets associated with that of the neighbourhood of the winning unit of the 
collateral (and vice versa). 
4.2.2 Hebbian "Translation" 
This section describes how the Hebbian network interprets received input from one modality 
to another. Inspired by the way a human interprets inputs from its surrounding environment, 
for example a sound to an image or an image to a concept, the multi-net system attempts to 
simulate this behaviour. Humans relate things that happen synchronously. Human beings 
seem to associate for example a specific sound with an image, a movement with a sound, an 
image with an event, and so on. This phenomenon has inspired me to try to simulate this 
behaviour in an artificial environment. 
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The multi-net system proposed tries to associate patterns from different modalities 
dynamically. Taking the example of image and text, the system interprets the image into a 
textual description and vice versa through the Hebbian network that connects the two 
different modalities. The interpretation is based on the training that is performed. The final 
weight vectors (node vectors) determine the way nodes are interlinked, and therefore it 
detennines the effectiveness of the interpretation. For us, this is how information in one 
mode is translated into another. 
When a new input pattern is translated from one modality to another, the system, using the 
Hebbian network, identifies the best link (formed from the impact of similar patterns) to pass 
through the other modality. Stronger links will always win and establish a translation, 
therefore sometimes stronger and more frequent pairs of input data will determine the 
behaviour of the system. 
Hebbian retrieval is defined as the retrieval of information from an SOFM indirectly, by 
querying a different SOFM, or a chain of SOFMs. When an input triggers a winner on an 
SOFM, that specific node becomes the path to the other networks. As we have previously 
seen one node from an SOFM is connected to all nodes of the other SOFM via the Hebbian 
network. Each of those connections has different weights and is connected to nodes that 
discharge different activations. The connection that produces the strongest activation 
determines the winner connection, and therefore that link between the two tnaps. 
The winning node of the last transferred map determines the ranking of the data. Ranking is 
based on the distance between the vector of the winning node and the data vectors. The data 
vector with the smallest distance from the winner node is placed at the top of the ranking list 
and the one with the largest distance is placed at the bottom of the ranking list. 
There can be several scenarios of fusing and retrieving information from a multimodal 
architecture. Three different scenarios are presented below, using two different modes of 
information (two classifiers: one for image, one for text), as this is the main research interest 
in the thesis. Firstly a simple direct retrieval is described where there is no interaction with 
the other modality, secondly the scenario is described where one classifier is queried and the 
query is transferred to the other classifier, and finally the query is transferred to a different 
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modality and then returned back to the original classifier for retrieval. For all three scenarios 
the image - text example is used to describe the process. 
When we retrieve images by giving an exemplar image as a query, the process is simple 
without using the Hebbian network. Images are retrieved based on their distance from the 
winner node (see Figure 4.5). This process in not considered as multimodal, but we use it as 
a comparison with the multimodal retrieval. 
IMG 
Figure 4.5. Direct SOFM information retrieval example, where an exemplar image retrieves 
other images based on their distance from the winning node. 
Multimodal retrieval appears when we move from one modality to another, when we pass 
through the Hebbian connections from one neural network to another. For example we could 
retrieve images by giving a text query or we could retrieve texts by giving an image query. 
In that scenario the first SOFM identifies the winner node of a query that will connect it to 
another node on the other SOFM. From that last node we retrieve all related patterns 
following the same principle like the standard SOFM retrieval. 
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Pigure 4.6. Hebbian multimodal information retrieval example, where an exemplar image 
retrieves text documents based on the physical characteristics of the image, through the 
Hebbian network. 
Another po sibility given by the Hebbian network is retrieving images that have similar 
conceptual textual) characteristics hke the query image. The input image is related to a text 
node which may contain none or many text inputs), and the text node may be related to a 
different image node that contains a set of input images. 
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Figure 4. 7. Hebbian multi modal information retrieval example, where an exemplar image 
retrieve other image based on the text (conceptual) characteristics of the image, through the 
Hebbian network. 
Multi modal information retrieval has just started to be applied more and more, because of its 
fundamental advantage . One of the most popular areas where it has been applied is the 
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automatic annotation of images, and the automatic illustration of text [16]. The next section 
will describe how the multimodal architectm·e proposed could be used for automatic 
annotation and illustration. 
4.2.3 Automatic Image Annotation and Automatic Illustration 
A human being can look at an image and describe it. Depending on the individual each 
description may differ from person to person. This variability on describing images depends 
on the knowledge of each person on the subject of the image and also on what he/she thinks 
is more important. It all comes down to the experience of that person and previous 
la1owledge associated with the image. This phenomenon could be simulated in a simple way 
by the multimodal system proposed. One modality, the image, is associated to another, the 
conceptual, and via this association it can be transcribed. In other words images could be 
translated into textual descriptions, based on the experience learned by the system. 
Given a new image input, the system can be associated to various related texts via the 
Hebbian network. Those texts in principle are subject related to the new query image, and 
therefore, the description may represent in a way the image itself. The keywords that form 
the vectors of those texts then become keywords related to the image. That tneans that we 
could annotate the image with the keywords (see Figw·e 4.8). 
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Figure 4.8. AutomaticaUy annotating images based on associated text data. 
Being able to annotate images using the multimodal system means that we could also reverse 
the proce and "visualise" text (automatic illustration) in a similar way. Given a text input 
the Hebbian network pulls the most related images from the data set that are located close to 
the winning node. 
The multi-net architecture can be used to investigate other collaterality. In the next sections 
three different applications are studied, and later on, experimentation is performed on each of 
them. The application areas are: integrated classification, multimodal information retrieval, 
and automatic annotation. 
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4.2.4 Integrated Class Identification of Unseen Data 
One of the main questions to be asked of a multi-net's integrated classification is if it can 
classify better than each one of its components individually and if the· classification 
performance improves or not. The real question though is how do we integrate the two 
components to obtain a unique classification? The answer to this could be found within the 
structure and the characteristics of the two SOFM components, and of the Hebbian 
component. One of the most important properties of an SOFM and a Hebbian network is the 
activation of the winning node. The activation basically is the distance of the input vector 
from the winning node vector. This is also sometimes called the error returned by the system. 
A strong SOFM node activation denotes a smaller distance between the input and node 
vectors and that is considered as a good tnatch between the two vectors. 
The SOFM's nodes have been mapped with a classification type, based on the classes given 
by the training data. The map is therefore divided into clusters, and each cluster is 
characterised by its original classification type. Any new input that lands somewhere on the 
map will be classified based on the classification of its winner node. 
By looldng at the activation of an image and a text input, it does not necessarily mean that 
we compare equal values. Because the activation value of a node depends on the number of 
dimensions of its vector, normalisation has been applied on the activation of both image and 
text SOFMs, so that the final value lies between 1 and 0. This way the image and text 
activations can be "compared", and the system will be able to choose the best activation. 
The integrated classification is based on the activation of the Hebbian network itself. When 
an input is entered into the system to be classified, one of the neurons (the winner) of each of 
the SOFMs is fired. Then for each of the winner nodes, the Hebbian network identifies the 
strongest link from that node to a node on the other SOFM. The classification given by each 
of the SOFMs is the candidate classification of the input. The integrated classification is the 
one with the strongest activation given by the Hebbian network. The rule is defined as: 
(72.) 
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where C is the classification and a is the activation of the winner node. 
4.2.5 A MultiModal Unsupervised Classifier (MMUC) System 
To demonstrate and implement the proposed architecture, a prototype system was developed, 
and named MMUC (MultiModal Unsupervised Classifier). This section comprises an outline 
of the implementation and operation of MMUC and is included here for the sake of 
completeness. 
The system has been designed with the initial purpose of combining an image and a text 
classifier, and it has then been extended to incorporate other modalities. MMUC has 
implemented the multimodal architecture, and it comprises two SOFM's components and a 
Hebbian network component. It is developed in the Java (SDK version 1.4.2_02) 
programming language and follows basic object-oriented Software Engineering standards. 
MMUC 1uns on any platform where J2SE (Java 2 Platform Standard Edition) is supported 
(i.e. Windows, UNIX, Linux, and Mac) and it has a user interface where the user can setup 
and explore the system's capabilities. The input to the system is a pair of vectors that have 
been generated based on the characteristics of the data. The user, who has to set the training 
parameters such as learning rate and neighbourhood value, then initialises the system for the 
training to begin. During the training the three networks learn the "salient" characteristics of 
the input data, and the user can monitor the process. At the end of the training there is a 
graphical representation of the output maps of the networks, as well as statistical details. The 
user can analyse the results through the system's GUI or convert the results into other 
formats such as Excel. 
MMUC's GUI (Graphical User Interface) is divided into four basic components: the main 
window, the experimental parameter setup window, the neural network window, and the 
results output window (see Figure 4.9). The main window is where the user controls the 
execution of the system and saves the trained networks. The experimental parameter setup 
window is where the user chooses the parameters for the training of the system. The neural 
network window(s) displays the visualisation of the neural network component(s) and the 
user can extract information about the data and analyse the outcome of the training. Finally 
the results output window shows the analysis results, such as pattern classes, node positions, 
node activations, etc. The figure below shows a screen shot of the system after training, 
during data analysis. 
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Figure 4.9. MMUC (MultiModal Unsupervised Classifi er) system after training, during data 
analysis 
The main window controls the ba ic steps to create the neural network classifiers. The user 
loads the training data, and then trains the system. Also there is an option to save and then 
load the weights of the neural network classifiers. 
To set the necessary values for the training parameters the user can (if necessary) modify the 
defaults parameters. The parameters that can be altered are: learning rate, neighbourhood 
size, number of training cycles, activation type normalisation winner's node activation 
threshold, and the decrement function of the neighbourhood and learning value . 
Each classifier is visualised in a separate window. Each window has control functionality 
over the specific classifier, and each operation performed is related to that classifier. The 
output layer of the clas ifier is displayed in the window, it show the network's nodes, each 
coloured in a meaningful way. The user has the option to plot the winner nodes of each 
pattern separately, plot the winner nodes of a specific class type, or plot all winner nodes 
simultaneously. 
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The y tern also provides information about the node activations, input map position (x,y 
coordinates) of each pattern, and details about the weight vectors. Finally, the system 
provide clustering information of the output nodes, using either the classes given by the 
input data or by identifying the clusters using the U-Matrix method (see section 3.1 for more 
information on U-Matrix). 
The statistical output from the classifiers is displayed in a separate window, where the user 
ha the option to save the information in a text format. The information is tab-separated in 
order to be compatible with other data analysis tools such as Excel, MatLab and other. The 
creenshots below show the window that is displayed with information from the classifiers. 
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Figure 4.10. MMUC' panels displaying the information obtained from the classifiers. Figure (a) 
bows the pattern index, class number, x y coordinates, and activation of each pattern, and 
figure (b) show the U-Matrix classes generated from the output nodes of the classifier. 
The library of Java classes developed offers the core functionality of the components used by 
MMU and that is wrapped within a JAR (Java ARchive) file package. The library has been 
developed o that it can be easily adopted by any application that is required to use a single 
SOFM clas ifier or even an unsupervised multi-net system. 
MMU i currently available via the University of Surrey, Computing Department website 
http://www.computing.surrey.ac.uk/ncg/software.html). In order to use the system, the 
appropriate Java runtime has to be installed (currently using J2SE version 1.4.2 _ 02). The 
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performance of the system depends on the hardware used. The basic hardware used for the 
experiments conducted and presented is: PC with Windows XP, Intel Pentium 4 3.0 GHz 
Hyperthreading CPU, 1GB RAM. 
The system can currently work with two different classifiers, but the ideal situation would be 
to extend it to support a fusion of more than two classifiers. Work has already been started 
on a new version of the system to support an array of classifiers that will deal with many 
modalities of information. For more information on the new architecture please refer to 
section 5.2.2 where it is described. The new version is tmder testing at the moment and will 
be available on the website in the near future. 
4.2.6 Training a Multi-net System 
Consider a 3-component multi-net system: two components in the system are trained on a 
different set of inputs that may be related conceptually - an image annotated with keywords 
such that visual features and keywords together relate to a class conceptually. The two 
components are trained simultaneously in the presence of a third bidirectional network 
component. The three components comprise of two SOFMs connected together with a 
Hebbian network to consttuct a multi-net system. 
In order to preserve the topological information provided by both SOFMs, the output from 
each SOFM is represented as a range of activations centred on the winning neuron. These 
activations demonstr·ate the active neighbom·hood of the winner, allowing a cluster of 
activity to be presented to the Hebbian network. Activation is achieved through the use of 
Euclidean distance for each unit in the SOFM for a given input. The SOFM activation is then 
transformed into an input for the Hebbian network, based on the fm1ctionj(x) =e-x, where 
x is the activation given by the SOFM network, which provides a sufficient radius around the 
winner. With both primary and collateral SOFM activations represented in this way, the 
Hebbian connections were allowed to train on both of these input vectors. The training is 
then continuing for subsequent input vectors until sufficient learning has occwTed in the 
SOFMs to form clusters. 
The training regimen, comprising different ratios of training vs. test samples and different 
types of feature vectors, was designed to understand the possible effect of training bias on 
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the eventual outcome. We have experimented with different types of text feature vectors, but 
the image feature vectors (67-dimensional feature vectors) remained the same throughout the 
experimentation. 
The larger the training sample drawn from a collection of samples, one can argue intuitively, 
the better trained the neural network will be. That is because the neural network would have 
''seen" examples comprising the key characteristics of much of the collection. Similarly we 
can argue for the amount of information withheld in the feature vector; a greater number and 
variety of important features (characteristics) would provide more information to the neural 
network. 
It is perhaps worth noting that at the initiation of the training, the nodes in an SOFM are 
randomly associated with the individual vectors in the training set. Towards the end of the 
training the vectors are assigned to a node such that when we continue the training there will 
be no change in the positions: according to neural computing, the "solution has converged" 
and the inference is that the SOFM has produced the best classification it possibly can, given 
the architecture, connectivity and learning parameters. The trained output map comprises 
clusters, where efficiency can be calculated by the Q statistics (see section 3.3) 
4.2.7 Testing a Multi-net System 
The testing of a multi-net system is rarely discussed in neural computing literature; the 
exception is Sharkey [66][67], but her focus is on the architecture of the multi-net. We 
propose three testing regimens: 
Regimen 1: We train two systems. First a multi-net system containing two modules, 
each module is trained using only one part of an input vector. Second, two networks 
exactly the same as the architecture of the individual modules, are trained separately. 
The output map, of the two single and the multi-net system, is visually inspected and 
a voting procedure is used to identify the class label associated with each node. The 
visual inspection involves the following: 
(i) Each node in a network may be assigned one or more images, that may belong to 
one or more Hemera classes C; 
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(ii) For each training image i, the level of activation a; of the given node nx,y will be 
different; 
(iii) On the basis of the highest activation a;, together with how many images i of a 
given class C are associated with a particular node nx,y, a class assignment is 
made according to a "voting" formula: 
(73.) 
The performance of the three systems is compared on a set of test vectors that were 
not included in the training input set. The performance of the multi-net is measured 
in terms of the classification of the test input according to simple collateral mapping 
and translational collateral mapping. The test input is assigned the class of the voted 
node. 
Regimen 2: We tt·ain two systems. First a multi-net system containing two modules, 
each module is tt·ained using only one part of an input vector. Second, a single net 
system is trained using the input vector as a whole. The performance of the two 
systems is compared on a set of test vectors that were not included in the training 
input set. The output maps of the monolithic single net and the multi-net system is 
clustered using the k-means algorithm. The label is assigned to a cluster rather than 
individual nodes on the output maps. 
Regimen 3: We test a multi-net system by testing its collateral rett·ieval capability. 
Essentially, what we do is to present, for example, a partial input vector, say 
keywords, and "retTieve" a set of visual feattrres. This is technically achieved by 
using the notion of Hebbian translation mentioned earlier in this chapter (section 
4.2.2). What we are testing in this regimen is the auto-illustrative and auto-
annotative power of our multi-net system. 
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4.3 Training and Testing a Multi-net System: an Image- Text Case 
Study 
In this section we describe how to train and test a multi-net system. The purpose of these 
experiments is to analyse the way the multimodal classifier system proposed is compared to 
a monolithic/unimodal system. What we are hoping to achieve is an improved classification 
performance, due to the united forces of two or more classifiers put together. 
4.3.1 Training a Multi-net System 
For the multi-net experiments we have used the same 1151-items dataset used in the single-
net experiments in section 3.4- the Hemera "PhotoObjects Volume I". This time the image 
and its associated keywords were kept together as pairs, so that each pair can be presented on 
the multi-net system for it to learn. 
The multimodal system has been trained several times, each time with a different ratio of 
randomly divided training and testing datasets. There are three different train/test divisions: 
33% train/66% test, 66% train/33% test, and 90% train/ I 0% test. Also two different types of 
text vectors are considered, the 50-dimensional binary feature vector, and the 195-
dimensional logarithmic partitioning feature vectors. For the image vectors, only the full 67-
dimensional feature vector was considered. In total 6 different experiments were conducted, 
and each one was repeated 5 times. The average values are reported in the next section. 
We trained and tested six different multi-net systems: 
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.Multi-net System Characteristics 
System Train I Test Ratio Text Vector Type 
I 9:1 logarithmic partitioning 50-dimensional 
II 9:1 binary 195-dimensional 
III 3:2 logarithmic partitioning 50-dimensional 
IV 3:2 binary 195-dimensional 
v 1:3 logarithmic partitioning 50-dimensional 
VI 1:3 binary 195-dimensional 
Table 25. Chat·actel"istics of the six different ueuraluetworlc. systems created and used fot· the 
expetiments. 
Each system was trained for I ,000 cycles, but a 1 0,000 cycle training was also performed as 
a comparison to the I ,000 cycle training. Because the results were almost identical for 
performance and time matters, the remaining experiments are only trained for 1,000 cycles. 
The sizes of the two SOFMs are 15x 15 each because it provides an optilnum performance 
(see section 3.4.4). We show later that the performance of type I-VI networks (see Table 25) 
was within 5% of each other both for integrated class identification and translated class 
identification tasks. This shows that the effect of the sample size and the length of the 
vectors, for our particular dataset, do not significantly afiect the performance of the multi-net 
system(s). 
4.3.2 Testing Regimen 1: Comparing Individual Single-11ets and Multi-
net Systems 
A preliminary visual inspection of the output of the multi-net system and that of the two 
single nets, one for visual features and another for keywords, shows that multi-net System 
configt.uation I (Table 25: 90% training data, 50-dimensional text vector, 67 dimensional 
image vector trained on a I5x15 network) produces the best results. Recall that the visual 
inspection involves the voting procedure described above (section 4.2.7). 
For translation, multi-net System configuration II (differs from System I in text vector only 
having I95 dimensional text vector) has the best performance. Table 26 presents the results 
based on visual inspection for all the six configt.trations and compares the results with single 
nets trained in only one modality (text or visual features). 
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Single-nets Multi-nets (Collateral Mapping) 
Performance Keyword(%) Visual feature(%) Simple Mapping (%) Translational Mapping (%) 
Best 100 (I) 53 (III) 100 (I) 79 (II) 
Worst 97 (VI) 46 (VI) 95 (VI) 72 (IV) 
Average 99 50 98 75 
Table 26. Results fa·om the training and testing of the multi-net system, in comparison to the 
single-net system. Each value represents the percentage of accuracy for identifying the correct 
category of an unseen data vector. The Latin numbers in the brackets show the system used, 
according to Table 25. 
The performance of the keyword-only SOFM is significantly better than that of the visual-
feature only trained SOFM. This is due to the fact that keywords across different images are 
shared much more than the visual features. The keyword "ball" is used in the description of 
all the images related to the class labelled balls in the Hemera dataset: one single shared 
keyword reflects on the ontology of the domain. Table 27 shows the extent to which each 
keyword is shared within each of the I 0 Hem era classes. 
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BALLS BUTTERFL. & M. CARS DRINKS FLOWERS 
TERM Freq TERM Freq TERM Freq TERM Freq TERM Freq 
ball 175 brown 175 transportation 257 brown 175 red 163 
bill iard 165 black 165 vehicle 228 black 165 shadow 144 
pool 163 red 163 brown 175 red 163 drop 144 
boston 144 shadow 144 black 165 shadow 144 [yellow 125 
parlor 144 drop 144 red 163 drop 144 blooms 118 
sports 125 yellow 125 shadow 144 [yellow 125 blooming 117 
solid 98 butterfly 114 drop 144 white 98 [plants 101 
1game 96 white 98 yellow 125 [green 96 white 98 
bowling 94 green 96 car 122 blue 77 [green 96 
rubber 90 insects 95 automobile 105 orange 67 home 90 
stripes 87 garden 80 white 98 silver 51 [garden 80 
striped 77 blue 77 [green 96 alcohol 42 blue 77 
bounce 67 orange 67 sports 87 bar 39 oran_ge 67 
hoops 59 grey 59 blue 77 duotone 36 vegetation 45 
nba 56 [gray 56 silver 51 [glass 34 nature 38 
basketball 39 moth 52 duotone 36 antique 31 insect 35 
alley 39 papi lio 42 [garage 34 drink 27 purple 34 
baskets 36 nature 38 classic 34 of 23 glass 34 
[games 34 duotone 36 [pu rple 34 beer 22 wood 30 
play 32 insect 35 race 32 bottle 22 decoration 25 
FRUIT MONEY SEATING TRAINS & PLANES WEAPONS 
TERM Freq TERM Freq TERM Freq TERM Freq TERM Freq 
brown 175 shadow 144 brown 175 transportation 257 brown 175 
black 165 drop 144 black 165 vehicle 228 black 165 
red 163 coin 132 red 163 brown 175 red 163 
shadow 144 cash 85 drop 144 train 173 shadow 144 
drop 144 blue 77 shadow 144 black 165 drop 144 
yellow 125 change 76 [yellow 125 red 163 yellow 125 
plants 101 currency 74 furniture 107 shadow 144 white 98 
white 98 silver 51 white 98 drop 144 green 96 
green 96 wealth 50 green 96 yellow 125 gun 64 
orange 67 antique 31 chair 90 car 122 trigger 59 
food 52 copper 30 home 90 railway 114 grey 59 
purple 34 [gold 30 sitting 78 locomotive 113 gray 56 
apple 32 piece 26 blue 77 wagon 100 shoot 52 
decoration 25 of 23 orange 67 white 98 blade 51 
cut 25 bank 20 grey 59 tracks 96 silver 51 
orchard 23 coins 20 gray 56 green 96 pistol 43 
of 23 canada 18 silver 51 blue 77 handgun 43 
wine 19 france 17 arm 45 orange 67 sharp 42 
tropics 15 games 17 duotone 36 grey 59 knife 41 
grapes 14 africa 16 antique 31 traveling 58 hunting 36 
Table 27. Top 20 most frequent words in each of the 10 classes of the Hemera dataset. 
The image features do not have this 'keyword' clustering cohesion: images that may have 
similar visual properties may belong to different classes; hence the poor performance of the 
image SOFMs. 
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The dominance of keywords has an effect on the multi-net systems as well: in simple 
collateral mapping, the highest activation caused by an image-text test input in either of the 
two constituent networks (keyword and visual features) is taken as a guide for its class label. 
We, therefore, appear to have ' 1 00%' correct classification in the best case as the keyword 
based classifier has better clustering ability than the image feature one. 
An interesting fact comes from the 195-dimensional vector for the 33% train/66% test ratio. 
This time, the text SOFM had its "worst" performance at 97%, although it was much better 
than the image SOFM with 46%, but that has caused some changes in the multimodal results. 
This time the image SOFM had the chance to give its "opinion" for the classification instead 
of the text SOFM only. Five times the image SOFM had the right category and activated the 
Hebbian network while the text SOFM had the wrong class. 
Overall the text SOFM independently had an accuracy of 99% identifying the correct 
classification of the test input, and the image SOFM 50%. The integrated classification 
performed almost as well as the image SOFM on its own with 98% accuracy. That shows 
that an unsupervised multi-net architecture performs as well as its best classifier component, 
plus that it benefits from its multimodal architecture. 
When we use the Hebbian connections to transform our query from one modality to another, 
the system still performs relatively well. This time on average the text SOFM can only 
identify 76%, which is almost the average accuracy given by the two SOFMs independently. 
The reason for this being lower than the integrated classification is due to the fact that having 
to translate from the modality (from which one is not performing well) to the other modality 
and vice versa, the Hebbian association looses precision. That could explain the accuracy 
value that is almost the average of the two components individually (see Table 26). 
4.3.3 Testing Regimen 2: Comparing Monolithic Single-net and Multi-
net Systems 
In this section we compare the performance of a multi-net system, specifically system I (see 
Table 25), comprising two 15x 15 SOFMs, one trained using a 50-dimensional keyword 
vector and another using a 67-dimensional visual feature vector, with that of a single-net 
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SOFM trained using a combined 117 -dimensional vector. The training for both was 
perfom1ed using 90% of the 1151 images from the Hemera dataset, and testing was 
performed using the other 1 Oo/o of the 1151 images. 
The results of the training of a monolithic single net system, followed by the k-means 
clustering of the output map, is shown in Figure 4.11. 
Figure 4.11. K-Means clustering of the image-text unimodal SOFM. 
A comparison of the classification of the 10% of the 1151 test images by the monolithic 
single net and the multi-net system shows that that classification effectiveness of the multi-
net system is at least 50% better than the monolithic system. 
Neural Network Architecture Fo.s 
Multinet system: Simple Collateral Mapping 0.76 
Monolithic single net system 0.5 
Table 28. Effectiveness (F0.5) comparison of K-Means clustering of an SOFM, using unimodal 
and multimodal neural network architectures. 
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4.3.4 Testing Regimen 2: Collateral Retrieval 
The system was tested on both automatic annotation and illustration and the results seem to 
be encouraging. The dataset used and the initial configuration of the system was the same as 
the one used in section 4.2.6: 90% of the Hemera images were used for training and 10% 
used for testing. The training was carried over 1,000 cycles. It is important to mention here 
that the test data is not known to the trained system, therefore the annotation and illustration 
is given based on similar patterns in the training data collection. 
The internal, Hebbian, connections of the system have also been analysed first. The ability of 
the Hebbian network to link the image and the text was measured, and it seemed to be 
consistent throughout all the experiments. The average conservation of the original pair link 
(or association) was 73% (see Table 29). Usually the dynamic link performed by the 
Hebbian network connects two areas of two independent SOFM networks, by strengthening 
their connection. Sometimes one part of the pair vector could not match exactly, but each of 
them would be connected to a similar pattern, based on the training experience of the multi-
net system. 
Mapping accuracy (%) 
Performance TEXT7IMAGE IMAGE7TEXT 
Best 75 (I) 76 (II) 
Worst 70 (VI) 71 (V) 
Average 73 74 
Table 29. Results signifying the accuracy of the Hebbian network learning to identify the link 
between an image- text pair. Overall the network correctly identifies about 73 °/o of the pairs. 
The Latin numbers in the brackets show the system used, according to Table 25. 
4.3.5 Testing Regimen 3: Auto-Illustration and Auto-Annotation 
Table 30 shows some randomly selected test data vectors that were automatically annotated 
by the system. For the first query (a butterfly image) the system automatically identifies the 
node on the image SOFM that gets activated for that image. Then it finds the best (Hebbian) 
connection to the other modality (SOFM), where it identifies the texts that have been located 
on the winner node. From those texts, the annotation of the image is produced, based on the 
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keywords extracted from each document. The first column of the table shows the query 
image, the second column shows the original (expected) annotation, and the third column 
shows the top 5 potential annotations that are produced. On the third column also ·in bold, 
are the terms that match the expected query. 
Query Image Original Annotation 
butterfly brown insect nature 
yellow papilio Iepidoptera 
coin silver change coin piece cash 
1972 
locomotive black railway tracks 
train locomotive wagon vehicle 
steam engine coal transportation 
Automatic Annotations (top 5) 
1) butterfly orange insects garden black 
2) butterfly white insect nature papilio 
Iepidoptera 
3) prioneris philomone duotone butterfly thailand 
insects brown 
4) yellow butterfly yellow butterlly peru insects 
5) anea archidona brown butterlly columbia 
insects wi · 
I) coin silver change piece cash coins 
2) canadian loonie dollar coins wealth canada 
change currency drop shadow 
3) baths silver thailand wealth currency coin cash 
4) ore copper cash denmark coin ore 
5) french francs change currency coin france silver 
wealth cash 
I) locomotive green railway tracks train 
locomotive wagon vehicle diesel 
transportation 
2) train orange passenger train railway travelling 
black cargo wagon vehicle transportation 
3) train green freight train railway travelling 
tracks vehicle wagon transportation 
4) sphinx moth brown moth canada in ect 
smerinthu jarnaicensis 
lo e seat blue home furniture sofa couch 
Table 30. Automatic annotation of an image query. 
Table 31 shows the same as above randomly selected data vectors that were automatically 
illustrated by the system. In a similar fashion to the automatic annotation process, automatic 
illustration takes place by identifying the best 5 illustrations for a text query. Column one on 
the table shows the text query and column two the original (expected) illustration. The 
results are shown in column three where the system identified the best illustration of the 
specific text. From what one can see, the results are not very impressive, due to the fact that 
image processing performed is very basic, which results in a badly trained image SOFM. 
What is interesting though is the fact that because the methodology of image annotation and 
image illustration is the same, if the image SOFM was somehow trained better, the 
illustration process would have performed better as well. 
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Query Text 
butterfly brown insect nature 
yellow papilio Iepidoptera 
coin ilver change coin piece 
cash 1972 
locomoti ve black railway 
tracks train locomotive 
wagon vehicle steam engine 
coal tran portation 
Original Illustration Automatic Illustration (top 5) 
Table 31. Automatic iUustration of a text query. 
ne of the application areas in which the multimodal architecture could be used is 
information retrieval. An SOFM, having the ability to reduce the high dimensional data into 
a two dimen ional map, makes a good candidate for information retrieval. SOFMs can also 
be u ed for generalising and extending the retrieval process into new data previously 
unknown to the system. By fusing two or more such neural networks together we hope to 
offer even more capabilities to the system, to retrieve information by combining two 
different modalities. 
The following figures (Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13) demonstrate the auto-annotative and 
auto-illu trative power of the multi-net system. We have randomly chosen test input vectors 
that have not been previously seen by the multi-net system) and performed of the same test 
input. We di cu s of the most 'interesting" results (5 auto-annotations and auto-illustrations) 
given by the multi-net system. The auto-annotations experiment shows how the system, 
given an image query, automatically identified potential keywords that could perhaps 
annotate the query image. Auto-illustration, on the other hand, shows how the system, given 
a keyword query, automatically identified a visual representation (illustration) of the 
keyword query. The fir t and second annotations in Figure 4.12 show a "good" match of the 
image query to a node with visually similar images on the visual feature SOFM, which in 
tum i connected to a node on the keyword SOFM containing a set of related keywords. We 
can al o ee some "bad" annotations, for example the jet image (Figure 4.12) is correctly 
related to node with a similar jet, but the node itself is associated with furniture keywords 
because the chair image on the same node bas a higher activation. 
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IMAGE QUERY MATCHED IMAGES ANNOTATION 
q w·ings blue red anea marth esia green a math ante 
Columbia morpho papilio 
undalachianus Cuba 
plants garden blooms 
q blooming veg etat1on mang old yello'vv Crackerjack bee ta getes 
calendula flora roses red 
rosa seasons 
plants garden blooms q blooming red yello\•V calendula marigold zinnia 
petals white rose valentine 
da rosa 
chair furniture arm q cornfo t1abl e brown antique home 
q beer glass bar drinking foam he ad suds booze liquor rest aura nt ale lager 
brown black drop shadow 
Figure 4.12. Automatic annotation of an image query: image query on the left, matched images 
in the middle, and annotation given by the system on the right 
Auto-illustration on the other hand performs slightly 'better" than auto-annotation. This time 
the keyword query is accurately connected to a similar node on the keyword SOFM and that 
node is further connected to a vi ual node (illustration). The first two keyword-queries 
(Figure 4.13) have correctly been illustrated, but some other queries not quite. The last three 
examples in Figure 4.13 show a correct illustration but there are also other images that exist 
in the same node. 
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KEYWORDS QUERY 
pan a us brown butterfly 
cuba insects copper 
chrysanthemum red 
plants garden orange 
vegetation petals blooms 
blooming 
artificial apple de co ration 
drop shadow 
jet airplane passenger 
airp art flying pass en ge r 
jet transportation 
bill iard ball fourteen pool 
pari or striped basta n 
stripes drop shad ow 
MATCHED KEYWORDS 
insects sphinx moth Can ad a 
brown a retia caJa du oton e 
yellow brown pse ud acre a 
warbu rgi copper butterfly 
Africa black oran e 
art1fic1al apple red de co ration 
ILLUSTRATION 
drop shadow whole q 
watermelon food patch 
melon summer 
jet airplane white passenger 
airport flying plane 
passenger jet transportation 
billiard ball pool pa rio r 
striped Boston stripes drop 
shadow nine eleven thirteen 
Figure 4.13. Automatic illustration of a text query: text query on the left, matched keywords in 
the middle, and illustration given by the system on the right. 
4.4 A "Real-World" Classification: Annotating Scene of Crime 
Photographs 
Some photographs are taken with the purpose of them being described based on their 
content but in others the accompanying text may not describe the image as such. For 
instance in a photograph there may be two people shaking hands and the accompanying text 
could be "Mr X and Mr Y shaking hands" or could be "After a long war, the two countries 
agreed to make peace". The frrst example describes what is visual in the photograph, 
wherea the second example describes an event that has no direct relation to what is visible 
in the image. Either way, there is usually an accompanying text to an image. Image 
cia ification is a complex task and is sometimes very application specific. Scene-of-crime 
image classification is a good example here. 
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The forensic science domain is a constantly changing environment, influenced by 
technological im10vations and changes in social behaviour. In a constantly changing 
environment an ordinary computer program could not cope with these changes, because what 
today is a fact tomonow may not be any more. For instance, some years ago Internet crime 
had not been heard of, whereas today Internet crime is at the forefront of the forensic science 
domain, and knife wounds that were very common a few years ago, today become more and 
more rare. Therefore a system that was created some years ago would not have the 
knowledge to deal with today's crimes, because it has no sense of the changing environment. 
For that reason, a system that can learn to adapt to a constantly changing environment is 
necessary. The problem for us is that of linking the image and text for the purpose of 
indexing and subsequently retrieving the images from a database. This task can benefit from 
a modular neural network system that will learn to associate images and collateral text 
dynamically, in a way similar to that of an expert on the domain. 
In this section we discuss how to classify a set of annotated scene of crime photographs. 
Scene of Crime photography is one of the most difficult areas for image analysis, because 
the theme of an image can vary from a simple object (e.g. a knife) to a complete scene (e.g. 
the overview picture of the area where a murder was committed). Generally there are three 
types of images that could be taken from the scene: close-ups where the image focuses on a 
specific exhibit, midrange where the main exhibit is photographed with the surrounding 
objects, and overview where the entire scene is captured. Another characteristic of the Scene 
of Crime (SoC) images is that the exhibits cannot be moved; therefore the photographer is 
restTicted on taking photographs from the side of the exhibit that is visible without moving it. 
The key difference between a scene of crime image and the Hemera dataset is that the former 
comprises objects in a complex scene in turn comprising many other objects. The Hemera 
images display single objects with no background. 
The content multiplicity of the images create a huge problem when it comes to image 
analysis; as the images are very complex and difficult to analyse, and is difficult to extract 
features and encode them into vectors. There can be various kinds of information associated 
with an image: visual information that is related directly to the perceptual properties of the 
image such as the colom·s and shapes of objects present as well as non-visual information 
such as the identification of objects and events or the format of the image. 
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The author worked on a scene of crime project where the investigation was focused on how 
to store and retrieve a set of images using linguistic description of the individual images of a 
scene of crime (see Figure 3-4). We obtained 66 images used in the training of scene of 
crime officers in England and had asked 5 experienced scene of crime officers to annotate 
the images using keywords. 
Each of the photographs in our reference database (of 66 images) has a key collateral text 
associated with it: an approximately 1 0-word description of the image. These descriptions 
are a good example of the specialist language used by forensic researchers; specialists of 
very different specialisms use their idiosyncratic language dominated by terms of the 
specialist domain and sentences that are largely declarative and imperative. This language 
can be differentiated from the day-to-day language of everyday usage- the so-called general 
language. 
Typically, before text documents are represented as vectors in order to act as the input to a 
text categorisation system, pre-processing takes the form of filters to remove words 'low in 
content' from the text (see the WEBSOM method [47]). In SOCIS we automatically remove 
punctuation, numerical expressions and closed-class words as a precursor of generating the 
feature set. Vectors representing the image description texts were created on the basis of a 
lexical profile of the training set of texts. This lexical profile was determined by four 
measures: the frequency of a term; a weirdness coefficient describing the subject-specificity 
of a term, TF*IDF [78] and a domain specific term base. 
The system automatically creates the feature set, by first removing the 25% of closed class 
words from the description and then choosing the relevant keywords from the remaining text 
(as described in section 3.1.4). The choice is based on the frequency of the occurring words 
and the words with the highest weirdness coefficient. Subsequently, 70% of the highest 
weird words are selected, excluding spelling mistakes, and terms too infrequent to provide 
consistency within a domain are avoided. The text being analysed is descriptive, containing 
many relevant words, and thus generates a high proportion of keywords. A high value for the 
weirdness coefficient is indicative of a word which is uncommon in general language but 
common in the specialist corpus under examination and is thus a good candidate for a 
domain term or other word specific to that genre. Having identified the feature set, the 
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training vectors for each of the texts could then be generated. Each vector consisted of binary 
values indicating the presence or not of each of the feature words. 
The following experiinent investigates how scene of crime photographs are dynamically 
linked with their descriptions for the purpose of classification. A reference database of 66 
images, that was created and annotated by the SoCOs, has been used for the purpose of this 
experiment. 
4.4.1 Training a Scene-of-Crhne Image Multi-net 
For our case study, we chose two Kohonen maps with 15x15 nodes each to generate 50625 
(152xl52) Hebbian links between the nodes. A self-organised network represents each map, 
and Hebbian connectioi1s between the maps allow for the coordination between them. We 
first look at the combination of image and text classifiers, the image fotn1ing the primary 
vector, and the text associated with the image the collateral vector, taken from the scene-of-
crime domain. A 67 -dimensional vector that consists of extracted physical features 
represents an image. The process of creating the image vectors follows the basic principles 
described in the thesis (see section 3.1.5), and basic units of the vector are based on colour, 
edge, texture, and segmentation. Here, the primary 15x 15 units SOFM is intended to 
organise the images into clusters that share similar image features. 
A 50-dimensional (term based) binary feature vector represents the collateral text. These are 
generated by extracting significant terms from the text, ignoring punctuation, nun1erical 
expressions and closed-class words. These significant terms are generated using the 
frequency of a term and a weirdness coefficient describing the subject-specificity of a term 
[4]. Textual vectors with common key-terms are clustered together in a 15x15 units SOFM. 
To evaluate the proposed architecture, we trained three separate systems to allow for a 
comparison of results: the combined architecture, two separate SOFMs, one each for images 
and texts, and a single SOFM trained on combined image and text vectors. A total of 66 
images and associated texts were used, pre-classified into 8 ideal classes by experts on the 
scene-of-crime domain: 'bar area', 'exhibits', 'fingerprints', 'footmarks', 'f1uit machine 
area', 'body', 'window area' and 'general' . One vector was then selected at random from 
each class for use in testing and the remaining 58 were used for training. 
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Each system was trained for 1 000 cycles with training vectors, with initial random weights, 
Gaussian neighbourhood function with initial radius 8, reducing to 1, and exponential 
learning rate starting at 0.9 reducing to 0.1. The Hebbian weight connections were 
normalised and a learning rate of 10 was used. For the combined system, we first tested the 
performance of the Hebbian network on the training data by translating one SOFM's output 
to the other SOFM (image to text, text to image). We calculated the Euclidean distance of 
the actual SOFM's winning node for a particular input, to the node that the Hebbian link 
activated. The results showed that the Hebbian network managed to connect all images 
correctly to a given textual input, and only missed 1 out of 58 texts for a given image input. 
4.4.2 Testing a Scene-of-Crime Image Multi-net 
The system was then tested for its accuracy on classifying each of the 8 randomly chosen test 
vectors. Here, of the 8 test vectors, the image SOFM component individually correctly 
classified 50% of the inputs. For the remaining misclassified vectors, the collateral text 
vectors were transferred via the Hebbian links to the other modality, the text SOFM. 
Subsequently that provided activation through the Hebbian links to obtain an image 
classification based on text. The text SOFM correctly classified 3 of the remaining 4 vectors. 
A similar approach was applied by starting from the text SOFM, giving 5 initially correct 
classifications and 2 more via the image SOFM and Hebbian connections. The same process 
was repeated 5 times, each time choosing a different random set of vectors, and the results 
were almost identical. 
In comparison, the independently trained SOFMs were tested with the same test vectors. The 
image SOFM showed correct classification of 4 out of 8 test vectors, the text SOFM 5 out of 
8. The combined system therefore shows the benefit of combining modalities of information 
to improve classification, allowing an improved response by selecting the best possible via 
the Hebbian connection. However, the multi-net approach shows benefit over a monolithic 
solution, as demonstrated by the single SOFM that was trained with the input vectors formed 
by concatenating the image and text vectors together. Test results show worse classification 
ability, with only 3 out of 8 correctly classified, demonstrating that combined modalities can 
only be used if appropriate selection of response and separation of signals is possible. Whilst 
building a monolithic network to process combined modality vectors may not seem intuitive, 
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this is one approach to using multiple modalities of information for classification. Our multi-
net approach is an alternative that seems to offer benefit. 
TXTSOFM IMGSOFM MONOLITIDC SOFM MULTI-NET 
1 0 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 
0 1 0 I 
1 0 0 I 
1 0 0 1 
5 4 3 7 
63% 50o/o 38% 88% 
Table 32. The table shows the classification of annotated images into classes, for three neural 
netwod<. architectures. Noted with 1 are the correctly classified images, and noted with 0 are the 
misclassifications. 
The relatively high accuracy of the multi-net system is the result of choosing the best match 
classification between the two SOFMS through the Hebbian links. When an input is 
misclassified on one of the SOFMs, the corresponding Hebbian output provides new 
associations for that input. If the new categmy, given by the Hebbian network, is conect then 
that response is selected as the system's response. In other words when the system fails to 
correctly classify an input, it then advises another modality of information for any 'better 
suggestions'. In an ideal situation we could combine many modalities of information that 
could interact within a multi-net system. 
In a nutshell, the multi-net component not only automatically indexes and retrieves images 
or texts, but it also lean1s to establish links between the two. Subsequently the user could 
either reh·ieve images by giving text queries, or retrieve texts by giving image queries. Using 
this method the results are automatically ranked based on the distance measures between the 
representative weight vectors generated by the nem·al network and the query vectors given 
by the user. The weight vectors represent the output node vectors of the neural network, 
where one or more input vectors (text or image) are allocated. 
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4.5 Summary 
In this chapter we examined the use of multi-net architectures for classifying multimodal 
information. We described a modular co-operative network architecture, where the 
individual component networks learn through an unsupervised process, in contrast to other 
supervised approaches. First, we analysed how we can combine classifiers, and how the data 
is pre-processed for the purpose of classification. Our main interest here is that of images 
and text combined into a system that learns to classify the two simultaneously. Second, we 
proposed a multi-net architecture comprising two independently trained Kohonen networks 
that co-operate with the help of a Hebbian network. Third, we described the system 
developed, called MMUC, which uses the unsupervised multimodal architecture, in order to 
classify images and texts. Finally we evaluated the architecture by testing it with a standard 
data collection, and we extended that to a real world dataset collected from the scene of 
crime field. Overall the system performed as well or better than each component individually 
and better than a monolithic component that merges both images as a unique input. 
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CHAPTERS 
5 Conclusions and Future Work 
The thesis defended in this work was that of combining unsupervised classifiers 
in a multimodal architecture. In the previous chapters we discussed different 
issues connected to this claim and proposed an architecture for combining the 
classifiers in an unsupervised manner. We nm,v sum up the results and relate 
them to our claims. We give an overview of the architecture developed and 
explicitly state the results and the contribution. 
In this thesis we discussed the combination of unsupervised classifiers, more specifically 
self-organising maps, for the purpose of multimodal information classification. We argued 
that such multilnodal architecttu·e can exist and provide advantages over unimodal 
architectures. The discussion of requirements and solutions was guided by the following 
questions stated in the introduction: 
1. How can we associate two (or more) modalities in a way that the association is 
adaptable to changes and build such systems that can learn the association between 
visual and linguistic features? 
2. What are the advantages of multi-net architectures over single-net architectures? 
3. How can we index and retrieve multimodal information? 
4. How does the information extraction and encoding, and the architecture of the 
classifier, bias training and the classification process of the system? 
5.1 Conclusions 
Human conununications are usually multimodal with at least two or more modalities active 
when something is described or presented. Multimodal processing is simulated by 
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multimedia technologies that deal with aspects such as text, images, video and audio. 
Indexing all this information becomes a nightmare considering the huge amount of data 
stored in a database. Hence, more intelligent and effective indexing and searching techniques 
are required in order to cope with our needs both today and in the future. Classification of 
data, content-based indexing and retrieval, and combining modalities, has been studied in 
this thesis, with the hope of providing answers to the stated problems. 
We analysed neural networks and we have shown how they can be used for intelligent 
multimodal processing. Mainly we concentrated on unsupervised learning using self-
organising feature maps (SOFMs). SOFMs are often used for categorization and 
classification of data, for reducing a large database to a smaller number of clusters, and for 
literal mapping problems, such as shortest-route problems. We showed how multi-net 
systems compare to monolithic networks when dealing with multimodal information, in both 
time and efficiency. Furthermore we have shown how artificial neural networks could 
generalise to solve a wide range of problems, and, just like the biological brain, we 
connected two modalities via another network of neurons that dynamically reinforces the 
links between two regions of neurons that fire simultaneously. 
Classification helps in finding similar clusters of behaviour in order to analyse large amounts 
of data based on clusters of similar patterns. We have focused on integrated classification. 
Integrated classification is the combined or competitive operation of two or more neural 
classifiers. The thesis concentrated mainly on the aspect of image and text as two 
coJlaborative modalities. We demonstrated how a multi-net system comprising two 
independently trained Kohonen networks that co-operate with the help of a Hebbian network 
could successfully classify images and text in an integrated fashion. The vectors representing 
the two inputs, one text and one image, were chosen with a minimal bias. Keeping the 
vectors separated may be a more flexible way of querying text or image independently, as 
weii as having the benefit of training individual networks that become experts on the specific 
domain. Text vectors comprise salient, characteristic or key words. These words are chosen 
typically on statistical criteria based on the frequency distribution of all the words in the text 
collection. We have used two types of keywords. The first are the keywords given by an 
expert (annotator) in the case of Hemera. Alternatively we chose keywords through 
heuristics that are based on different distributions of the same word in general and special 
languages, or the weirdness of the term. For the image vectors, our primitive features are 
based on standard image analysis methods that focus on the physical characteristics of the 
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images. In this sense, the co-operative multi-net neural architecture allows us to integrate the 
output of the two classifiers. 
For a classification to be successful several preconditions are required, such as data pre-
processing, information extraction, and data encoding. A significant amount of work has 
been carried out in the field of information extraction and encoding. We suggested several 
methods that will generate image and text representations that will lead to a novel automatic 
indexing of images and texts for the pm-pose of classification. We also applied statistical 
methods capable of evaluating SOFM's clustering ability, in an attempt to add more 
credibility to the process of classification. The use of a Q-value statistic to compare the 
effectiveness of training regimens has proved to be effective. 
We have presented a multi-net neural system that incorporates unsupervised networks, of the 
same architecture and topology, that learn to classify a set of patterns based on partial 
information, either primary information or collateral information, about the patterns. The 
combiner, a Hebbian network, learns to associate not only the two winning units on the 
primary and collateral maps, but between the respective neighbourhoods of the two winners. 
Note that the number of units in our networks is smaller than, say, in Sharkey's supervised 
multi-net simulations [66]. We have been parsimonious perhaps compensating for manually 
assigning the classifiers to the primary or the collateral sub-vectors. However, this manual 
assignment is offset partially by the fact that the two classifying net\vorks have exactly the 
same topology and aspects while training, i.e. is the way the neighbourhood distances and 
learning rates are changed, so the two networks are exactly the same. The combiner in our 
system shares the same learning paradigm, unsupervised learning, and indeed the SOFM 
architecttu·e is a variant of the Hebbian architecture [84]. 
A comparison between om· multi-net system and that of a single network demonstrates 
improvement. In classifying images and text respectively the single network does not 
demonstrate any linkage between images and text, whereas the modular system allows the 
neighbom·hood of images to be associated with neighbourhoods of text. 
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5.2 Future Work 
We have attempted to show how multi-net systems could classify better than single neural 
networks when dealing with multi modal information, in both time and efficiency. We have 
also examined types of multi-net systems that perform classification, and have attempted to 
demonstrate that combining SOFMs with a Hebbian network appears to work well. 
We have discussed the pros and cons of the multimodal architecture. What could be done in 
the future is to analyse the architecture further using testing and evaluation techniques, in 
order to identify the benefits and constraints of this architecture. There are several aspects to 
be analysed such as the architecture of the system, the initialisation setup, and the evaluation 
methods. One of the main components that are worth examining further is that of the 
Hebbian network, as currently there are constraints that can affect the training process, and 
therefore performance, of the system (section 5.2.1). The system should also be compared to 
other systems that perfonn similar operations. Also the system's generalisation capabilities 
could be explored further, by testing the system with dissimilar data types from dissimilar 
domains (not only images and texts) (section 5.2.2). Furthermore, the testing regimen of the 
multi-net needs to be expanded using a real-world scenario (section 5.2.3). 
5.2.1 The limitations of a Hebbian link 
We have used what is the "simplest form of Hebbian learning" where the weight changes 
were proportional to the dot product of the activation of two neurons. Such a simplistic 
approach adapted in this simple Hebbian learning scheme leads to an unstable exponential 
growth in weight changes, especially if the activation of the two neurons keep on increasing 
([31 ], pp 50). Indeed, corrections to this dot product have formed the basis of much of the 
work in the unsupervised self organised learning literature: the work of Teuvo Kohonen, in 
the context of the SOFM is a case in point [44]. 
In order to avoid the exponential growth and the concomitant exponential growth in 
correlation, the Hebbian network's learning algorithm has to be improved further, or other 
method of forming association between two neurons need to be considered. There is 
discussion in the literature about the use of a supervised network used to supervise an SOFM 
[57]. Another variation on the theme is the so-called adaptive resonance theory (ART) 
pioneered by Grossberg [29] and others [53]. ART neural networks perform unsupervised 
on-line and incremental clustering of the data items. Because of the plasticity properties of 
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the ART networks as well as the ability to process dynamic data on-line, the ART network 
could be a good candidate for combining other unsupervised neural networks. 
5.2.2 "True" Multi-Net Systems 
Until now we have been looking at multi-net systems with two SOFM networks 
interconnected by the Hebbian network. The purpose of the exercise was to see how such 
architecture is formed and how it works under a very simple form, before creating larger, 
more complicated architectures. Once again inspired from the way the human brain is 
formed and functions, to its basic simplicity, many sections of the brain trained to perform a 
specific task communicate in order to form a satisfied understanding (perception) of the 
received input. Sometimes, two or more sections of the brain may be activated 
simultaneously. The challenge would be to try to simulate this using a multimodal 
architecture comprising more than two networks. The figure below shows a multi-net system 
comprising three neural networks connected within a Hebbian network. Each network takes 
a different input and communicates with the other networks within the architecture through 
the Hebbian connections. 
Figure 5-1. A three part multi-net architecture, where each neural network is fully connected to 
each other through the Hebbian network. 
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What would the benefits of such architecture be? Having more than two could have 
sub tantial benefits. There are three basic scenarios where such architecture shows its 
potential. Given an architecture comprising three SOFMs all fully connected by a Hebbian 
network we construct a muJtimodal system: one SOFM classifies images, the other classifies 
text, and the third classifies themes. 
We can study the behaviour of the system by moving from one network to another and then 
to another ( ee Figure 5-2), in a similar way humans interpret one input in many different 
ways. For example having an image as an input to an image classifier, then connecting the 
image to a text classifier, and then the text to a theme classifier. In such way the image has 
been translated into a theme via its associated text. Would a direct connection between the 
image and the theme classifier have that same output though? 
Figure 5-2. A three part multi-net architecture, where an image input is interpreted into a text 
and then into a theme. 
The econd interesting scenario would be to study the effect of two different modes of 
infonnation applied to one classifier simultaneously (see Figure 5-3). For example, given an 
image and a text description, what would the third (theme) classifier output? Does the system 
become more accurate when the input comes from more than one source? 
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D 
Figure 5-3. A three part multi-net architecture, where an image and a text input simultaneously 
is interpreted into a theme. 
Finally the third scenario is to study the effect of one input on another classifier when 
considering the interpretation of many classifiers for the arne input (see Figure 5-4). For 
example, given an image input, what would the theme classifier output, if the input to that is 
the image classifier together with the interpretation of the text classifier. 
Figure 5-4. A three part multi-net architecture, where an image input is interpreted into a text 
and then the image and text output simultaneously is interpretation into a theme. 
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5.2.3 Extending the testing regimen 
The multi-net system could be tested and evaluated by real users (both experts of the domain 
and laypeople). Ideally the proposed multi-net architecture will be incorporated into the 
SoCIS prototype so that the user (SoCO) can query the system to retrieve either. images or 
text. For example the SoCO could search for images by inputting "browning pistol", or 
provide a query image to get textual descriptions. The scope of that is to monitor the 
petformance of the architecture applied in a real application that will be tested by real 
experts (SoCOs ). 
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Appendix A 
The core functionality of the components used by MMUC is offered by the library of Java 
classes developed wrapped within a JAR (Java ARchive) file package. The library has been 
developed so that it can be easily adopted by any application that is required to use a single 
SOFM classifier or even an unsupervised multi-net system. Wrapping the class files into a 
single JAR file also makes it possible for distributed via the Internet. The diagram showing 
the core classes of the architecture is described below in Figure 5.5. 
MultiNet 
·sofmNet : SOFM Net 
-sofmNet2 : SOFM Net 
-settings : SOFM_Settings 
SOFM_Settings creates -hebbNet : HEBB Net creates 
--canvas: SOFM_Canvas 
-canvas2 : SOFM Canvas 
creates -inputData : SOFM_Data creates 
-inputData2 : SOFM_Data 
·sofmFrame : SOFM_Frame 
-sofmFrame2 : SOFM_Frame 
ｾＭＪ＠ creates 
Settings_Panel SOFM_Canvas SOFM_Data SOFM_Frame 
·Settings: SOFM_Settings -sofmNet : SOFM_Net -canvas : SOFM Canvas 
-sofmNet : SOFM Net 
SOFM_Net HEBB_Net 
·inputlayer : SOFM_Input_Layer -sofmNet : SOFM_Net 
-outputlayer: SOFM_Output_Layer -sofmNet2 : SOFM Net 
-settings: SOFM_Settings -settings : SOFM Settings 
-inputData: SOFM_Data 
1 -creates 1 -creates 
1 1 
SOFM_Input_Layer SOFM_ Output_ layer 
-nodes : SOFM_Node 
ｾﾷ＠1 -creates 
1..* 
SOFM_Node 
Figure 5.5. MMUC's static class diagram, showing the main object attributes within each class. 
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MMUC main functionality is based on the communication between its main components. 
Some of the main actions that can be processed by the user are described in the following 
sequence diagrams (see Figure 5.6, Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8, and Figure 5.9). 
ll!1!.!lllli!!l I I inputData 
image_query 
image_vector 
wmner _node_ vector( txt) 
node_ vector(txt) 
ranked_list(txt) 
sofmNet2 I I ｾ＠
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
winner_Joc(img) 
winner_loc(txt) 
Figure 5.6. Sequence diagram showing the process of image query retrieval of text documents 
(automatic annotation). 
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sofmNet1 I I sofmNet2 I I ｾ＠
image_query 
text_query 
image_ vector 
ri'lt I 
text vector 
-. 
ｷｾｮｮ･ｲ｟ｮｯ､･｟＠ ｶ･｣ｴｯｲＨｾｴＩ＠
winner _node_ vector(img) 
winner_pc(img) 
winner_loc(txt) 
winner_loc(txt) 
l 
winner)oc{img) 
Appendix A 
Figure 5.7. Sequence diagram showing the process ofintegt·ated information retrieval based on 
a query that contains both an image and its associated text. 
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sofmNet1 I I sofmNet2 I I ｾ＠
image_query 
text_ query 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
image_vector 1 
ｾＮ＠
text vector 
-. 
ｾｭｮ･ｲ＠ _node ｟｣ｬ｡ｳｳＨｾｴＩ＠
wlnner_node_class(img) 
class(txt, img) 
winner_pc(img) 
winner_Joc(txt) 1 
winner_loc(txt) 
I 
winner_loc(img) 
Appendix A 
Figure 5.8. Sequence diagram showing the process of identifying the classification of paired 
quea·y containing an image and its associated text. 
I ｳｯｦｾｎ･ｴＱ＠ I 
I 
I 
I 
image_vector l 
text_ vector 
I sofinNel2 I I hebbNffi I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
winner_nOde(img) 
I 
Figure 5.9. Sequence diagram showing the process of training 
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